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800.338.3220  |  HORNADY.COM
To see how Superformance® delivers faster speeds, go to hornady.com or scan the QR code. 
Search your phone’s app store for a QR reader.

Available in 
Superformance® Varmint™ 
Superformance® Match™ 
Superformance® ammunition 
from 222 Rem to 458 Win

•   IT IS FAST:  100 to 200 fps FASTER than 
any conventional ammunition

•   IT IS ACCURATE:  Uncompromising accuracy 
without increased felt recoil

•   IT IS CONSISTENT:  Unfailing performance in any temperature

•   IT IS VERSATILE: Safe to use in ALL fi rearms, including 
semi-autos, lever guns and pump actions

It       .....rocket science!®IS

Supercharge your rifl e’s performance by up to 200 
feet per second! Superformance® ammunition is 
faster than ANY conventional ammunition without 
increases in chamber pressure, felt recoil, muzzle blast, 
temperature sensitivity, fouling or loss of accuracy.



                    THE LASER
               CONFIRMS MY 
OVERPROTECTIVE NATURE. 

www.crimsontrace.com

Your maternal instincts are just 
that: Instincts. A laser sight says 

you’re prepared to act on them. With 
your handgun and the training to back 

it up, it’s the most common-sense path 
to protection in a time of crisis—no matter 

how dire. This is Condition Crimson. 
AND IN CONDITION CRIMSON™, WE STAND.

Being prepared means making Laser Sights standard equipment on your 
personal protection fi rearm. Contact Crimson Trace at 1-800-442-2406 or 

crimsontrace.com for your FREE catalog and training DVD.
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The NRA, the foremost 
guardian of the traditional 
American right to “keep 
and bear arms,” believes 
every law-abiding citizen 
is entitled to the owner-

ship and legal use of 
� rearms, and that every 

reputable gun owner 
should be an NRA Member. NRAEXPERTS
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THE COVER: When the .17 Hornady Magnum Rimfire (HMR) 
cartridge was introduced in 2002, we called 
it “The Little Cartridge That Could.” Offering 
sound 200-yd. rimfire ballistics, the cartridge 
was a success in every way except in semi-
automatic functioning. Savage, with its new 
A17 rifle—shown here topped with a Bushnell 
Banner 3.5-10X 36 mm scope—used a delayed-
blowback mechanism to make the gun work 
well. For more on the A17 rifle and CCI A17 
ammunition, turn to p. 52. Photo by Forrest 
MacCormack. Design by David J. Labrozzi. 
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Wayne R. LaPierre, Executive Vice President



I wish to reserve ___ of the “Vietnam Tribute to Valor Pistol”, a working 
Colt .45 pistol, at the current issue price of $2,195.* My deposit of $195 per 
pistol is enclosed.  I wish to pay the balance at the rate of $100 per month, 
no interest or carrying charges. Certifcate of Authenticity included. Thirty 
day return privilege. 

q	Check enclosed for $___________ .

q	Charge payment of $ ___________ to:

q VISA   q MasterCard   q AMEX   q Discover

No. ________________________________________  Exp. ________

Display Case
q	 I wish to reserve the optional, luxuriously lined, custom-made display case with    
     locking glass lid. My payment of $149* is enclosed or add to credit card.

Name __________________________________________________

Address ________________________________________________

City/State/Zip ___________________________________________

Daytime Telephone No. ( ________ ) ________________________________

America Remembers®

10226 Timber Ridge Drive  H  Ashland, Virginia 23005
www.americaremembers.com

To place your reservation toll-free call 1-800-682-2291

*All orders are subject to acceptance and credit verifcation prior to shipment.  
Shipping and handling will be added to each order. Virginia residents  

please add sales tax.

©AHL, Inc.

Honoring All THose 
wHo served in vieTnAm

THe vieTnAm TribuTe To vAlor PisTol

MODEL: COLT® GOVERNMENT MODEL® H        CALIBER: .45 ACP

HANDSOMELY DECORATED 

STEEL GRIPS

This Tribute features solid steel grips which 
have been designed and produced specifcally 
for this Tribute. Each of the custom-made 
grips is CNC machined and handsomely  
decorated with 24-karat gold and blackened 
patina for a spectacular new look. The extra 
weight from the steel also lowers the center of 
gravity which some believe stabilizes the sight, 
increasing accuracy and softening the recoil.  
This is the frst time America Remembers 
has featured 24-karat gold decorated steel 
grips on a Tribute and we believe they will be 
extremely popular with collectors.

Within the sleek scrollwork on the grips is an 
emblem featuring a ferce dragon, standing 
ready to strike, in front of bamboo. This  
magnifcent artwork is encompassed within 
bamboo text reading, “Vietnam Tribute to 
Valor 50th Anniversary,” handsomely fnished 
with 24-karat gold.   

Nothing about the Vietnam War was easy. Those who were there  
remember the swampy grasslands, rice paddies, dense jungles, the heat 
and an elusive enemy; a war that took place halfway around the world in a 
country divided by decades of bitter history. They came from all over the 
country, from all walks of life, to fght for freedom on the other side of 
the world. They answered this call of duty with valor, courage, honor and  
commitment. America’s involvement in Vietnam spanned many years, far 
longer than most wars. As a nation we owe all of our Vietnam Veterans a 
debt that can never be repaid. 

 As the United States offcially marks its observance of the 50th  
Anniversary of the Vietnam War, we are proud to honor those who  
answered the call to duty. We can never repay the brave warriors who lost 
their lives and those who are still listed as missing in action. However, as 
Americans, we can come together to salute an entire generation of soldiers 
who sacrifced and served with honor and courage. 

Now, to honor all those who served in the Vietnam War, America  
Remembers is proud to introduce the Vietnam Tribute to Valor Pistol. 
Issued in an exclusive edition limit, this handsome frearm captures the 
courage and sacrifce of all those who fought for freedom in Vietnam. 
Craftsmen who designed this Tribute went all out to provide a fnish unlike 
any previous design. Once you hold the pistol in your hands you’ll be 
amazed at the depth of the artwork, including fne elegant scrollwork and 
the remarkable punch-dot background. 

A GRATEFUL NATION REMEMBERS 

ALL THOSE WHO SERVED

For this historic Tribute, America Remembers selected a working Colt® 
Government Model® .45 caliber pistol. Born for a combat role, the Colt 
.45 was the classic military frearm of the 20th century, a favorite sidearm  
of America’s military from World War I through Vietnam. Craftsmen 

commissioned specifcally for this project by 
America Remembers decorate each pistol in  
sparkling 24-karat gold artwork with blackened  
patinaed highlights.  

HONOR VIETNAM VETERANS  

WITH THIS EXCLUSIVE OFFER

Reservations will be accepted in the order they are  
received. Only 1,000 of the Vietnam Tribute to Valor  
Pistols will ever be produced. To be sure of acquiring the 
Tribute before the edition is fully subscribed, please place 
your reservation promptly. We will arrange delivery through 
the licensed frearms dealer of your choice. If for any reason 
you are not completely satisfed with your Tribute, you may 
return it in original, unfred condition within 30 days for a  
complete and courteous refund.

All the brave Americans who served with valor in Vietnam 
deserve an honored place in America’s history. When the  
nation called, they answered. Few generations have faced a more  
daunting challenge than those who fought in Southeast Asia. 
They didn’t hesitate to put their lives on the line and give  
everything in defense of freedom. 

Whether you are a veteran who answered the call to duty, or 
you wish to honor your father, husband, brother or other family 
member or friend, the Vietnam Tribute to Valor Tribute Pistol is 
sure to become a cherished addition to your collection.  

Extending gracefully across each side of the slide is an elaborately detailed Asian dragon, an important symbol representing the prosperity, power 
and nobility of the nation. This art serves as a banner on both sides. On the left it reads, “Vietnam Tribute to Valor,” and on the right, “In Lasting 
Memory of Unequaled Courage,” featured in a stylized bamboo text. Bamboo and dragons are so associated with Vietnam that both were  
prominently featured on the Vietnam Service Medal, awarded to members of the Armed Forces who served in Vietnam. 

Name __________________________________________________

Address ________________________________________________

City/State/Zip ___________________________________________

Daytime Telephone No. ( ________ ) ________________________________

1-800-682-2291

©AHL, Inc.

AMERICA REMEMBERS PRESENTS
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WARNING: All technical data in this publica-
tion, especially for handloading, re� ect 
the limited experience of individuals using 
speci� c tools, products, equipment and 
components under speci� c conditions and 
circumstances not necessarily reported in 
the article and over which the National Ri� e 
Association (NRA) has no control. The data 
have not otherwise been tested or veri� ed 
by the NRA. The NRA, its agents, of� cers and 
employees accept no responsibility for the 
results obtained by persons using such data 
and disclaim all liability for any consequential 
injuries or damages. See asterisked (*).

* NO ADVERTISED ITEM IS INTENDED FOR 
SALE IN THOSE STATES, OR IN THOSE AR-
EAS WHERE LOCAL RESTRICTIONS MAY 
LIMIT OR PROHIBIT THE PURCHASE, CAR-
RYING OR USE OF CERTAIN ITEMS. CHECK 
LOCAL LAWS BEFORE PURCHASING. 
MENTION OF A PRODUCT OR SERVICE IN 
ADVERTISEMENTS OR TEXT DOES NOT 
NECESSARILY MEAN THAT IT HAS BEEN 
TESTED OR APPROVED BY THE NRA.

OFFICIAL NRA POSITIONS ARE EX-
PRESSED ONLY IN STATEMENTS BYLINED 
BY NRA OFFICERS OR IN ARTICLES IDEN-
TIFIED AS SUCH.

THE EDITORS ARE NOT RESPONSIBLE 
FOR UNSOLICITED MANUSCRIPTS OR 
PHOTOGRAPHS.
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Gun Writer Secrets
Ever wonder what goes into a gun test and evaluation before the results 
appear in this magazine? Longtime � eld editor and veteran gun writer Wiley 
Clapp shares some of his secrets at americanri� eman.org/evaluation.

Introducing Seniors To Shooting
It’s never too late to learn the proper use of a � rearm for defense or recreation. 
If you have seniors in your life who are looking to learn about shooting, go to 
americanri� eman.org/seniors for a few tips to get them—and you—started.

How To Buy A Used Ri� e
So you don’t end up feeling like you’ve been taken to the cleaners, go to 
americanri� eman.org/used for important information before you take the 
plunge on buying a used ri� e.
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      SUPERIOR AIRFLOW. 

     SUPERIOR PERFORMANCE.™

GET MORE OF WHAT GETS 

YOUR MOTOR GOING 

with a K&N® performance air

intake system. It delivers more 

horsepower, acceleration and 

torque — guaranteed — and 

installs in about 90 minutes. 

Order online today and put more 

power right where you want it.

KNFILTERS.COM  |  800-858-3333

SOME INTAKE SYSTEMS ARE NOT LEGAL FOR 
SALE OR USE ON ANY POLLUTION CONTROLLED 

MOTOR VEHICLE IN CALIFORNIA OR STATES
ADOPTING CALIFORNIA EMISSION PROCEDURES.  

SEE KNFILTERS.COM FOR CARB STATUS ON 
EACH PART FOR A SPECIFIC VEHICLE.

PEDAL
DOWN.
PULSE
UP.

Here are directions to the 
tank farm,” said American 
Rifleman’s Design Chief 

Steve McKelvain as he handed me a 
still warm, already curling fax with 
a crudely drawn map. It was late 
fall 1993, and I was this magazine’s 
assistant technical editor, as low on 
the totem pole as it got at that time. 
Rifleman’s veteran Managing Editor, 
Ron Keysor, assigned me to work up 
an article from a new contributor, 
author and collector Bruce N. Canfield. 
The author of A Collector’s Guide to the 
M1 Garand and M1 Carbine, Canfield 
had just written his first article for 
this magazine, “The Unknown M1 
Garand,” and we needed to illustrate 
the story—a challenge we still face 
month in and month out. 

The “unknown” M1 was, of course, 
the “gas trap” Garand, the very earli-
est production version of the M1. But 
where to get one? The National Firearms 
Museum had a T3E2 in .276 Pedersen, 
but not an actual production gas trap 
M1 as made from 1936 to 1940 before 
Springfield went with 
the much-improved “gas 
port” design. Most were 
converted to the later 
configuration or lost dur-
ing World War II, and the 
gas trap M1 is among the 
rarest and most valuable 
U.S. military rifles. After 
weeks of trying to find 
one, I contacted Allan 
Cors, a well-known collec-
tor and NRA Director, who 
had not only one, but two 
gas traps. It was like find-
ing a guy with a breeding 
pair of unicorns. 

We met Cors at the “tank farm” 
(you can read more about Cors’ pas-
sion for firearms, marksmanship, 
freedom and preserving the stories of 
our nation’s veterans and their fami-
lies in Jim Norell’s story beginning 
on p. 70) and set to work. McKelvain 
placed the two gas trap M1s on a 
1942 vintage Harley Davidson motor-
cycle—the very same one you see 
Cors sitting on in a photo on p. 74—
and staff photographer Brian Payne 
took the photos using natural light. 

“

The article appeared in the January 
1994 issue, and you can read it at 
americanrifleman.org/gastrap.

McKelvain went on to a career as 
a marketing executive with Interarms 
and Benelli, and is currently in charge 
of worldwide branding of Beretta 
Optics, including Burris and Steiner. 
Having written more than a dozen 
books and hundreds of magazine 
articles, Canfield is looking forward 
to retiring from banking and writing 
about Garands and other U.S. military 

arms even more regu-
larly. He’s also carving 
out time for “American 
Rifleman Television” 
starting with the spring 
2016 season.

Perhaps the busi-
est of the three today 
is Allan Cors. He was 
elected NRA’s 63rd 
president at the NRA 
Annual Meetings in 
Nashville, Tenn., and he 
is also featured on this 
year’s Blue Book of Gun 
Values with, what else, 
an M1 Garand. But that 

is not just any M1, it is serial number 
1,000,000. The very rifle presented to 
John C. Garand upon his retirement as 
a government employee at Springfield 
Armory. You can read about it in the 
interview with Cors in the “Thirty-
Sixth Edition,” which is six pages out 
of the 2,512 in this year’s impressive 
reference tome, by Stephen P. Fjestad 
(bluebookofgunvalues.com). 
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 Studies indicate that � rearms are used more than 2 million times a year for personal protection, 
and that the presence of a � rearm, without a shot being � red, prevents crime in many instances. 
Shooting usually can be justi� ed only where crime constitutes an immediate, imminent threat 
to life, limb, or, in some cases, property. Anyone is free to quote or reproduce these accounts. 
Send clippings via e-mail to armedcitizen@nrahq.org, or by mail to “The Armed Citizen,” 11250 
Waples Mill Road, Fairfax, VA 22030-9400. For bonus features, visit “The Armed Citizen Blog” at 
americanri� eman.org. View this column online at nrapublications.org.

 If you have a firsthand “Armed Citizen” experience, 
call NRA-ILA PR/Communications at (703) 267-1193.

A Tennessee homeowner had the 
Castle Doctrine on his side during 
a home invasion. Garry Swanner 

was awakened by the sound of glass 
breaking and the thud of an intruder 
landing inside his home. Swanner, who 
has a right-to-carry permit, chambered 
a round into his .40-cal. Glock, and � red 
one shot when the stranger started 
coming toward him, hitting and killing 
the intruder. Swanner spent the next 
nine minutes on the phone with a 911 
operator explaining the situation and 
reporting that since the threat was over 
he had unloaded his gun and put it on 
a table. Knox County District Attorney 
General Charme P. Allen said Swanner 
would not be charged because he acted 
in accordance with the Castle Doctrine, 
which governs the use of deadly force 
when you are in your home and face a 
threat of physical harm from an intruder. 
(News Sentinel, Knoxville, Tenn., 7/7/15)

When the sound of breaking 
glass woke up a Tuscaloosa, 
Ala., apartment dweller early 

one morning, the resident grabbed his 
handgun and went to investigate. He 
found two men clad in bandannas and 
hoodies inside his second-story apart-
ment. The armed citizen � red at one of 
the intruders. The wounded assailant 
ran across the parking lot, then he col-
lapsed and died. His cohort, meanwhile, 
jumped from the victim’s balcony. The 
culprit sustained several broken bones 
when he landed on the ground, but he 
still got away. The police later captured 

him about a quarter mile from the scene. 
He has been charged with burglary and 
murder because his accomplice died dur-
ing the commission of a felony. The resi-
dent will not be charged because of the 
state’s “stand your ground” law, o�  cials 
said. (The Tuscaloosa News, Tuscaloosa, 
Ala., 6/30/15)

One robbery wasn’t enough for 
a New Mexico criminal, but the 
second one led to his undoing. 

The armed criminal had allegedly robbed 
a pizza restaurant and was � eeing when 
he came across a delivery driver in the 
parking lot. Thinking he could get some 
additional cash, he told the driver to hand 
over his money, too. But the driver was 
armed and shot the suspect. Albuquer-
que Police spokesman Tanner Trixier said 
the driver acted in self-defense, and no 
charges will be brought against him. The 
gunman was treated at a hospital and 
has been charged. (Albuquerque Journal, 
Albuquerque, N.M., 6/30/15)

Two guns didn’t help a bad guy get 
the better of an armed citizen in 
Cincinnati. A 62-year-old man was 

arguing with a woman. After her brother 

intervened to make sure everything was 
OK, the assailant drew a .38-cal. handgun 
and � red three shots at the woman’s 
brother. The brother, who had a right-
to-carry permit, pulled out his own gun 
and shot the man in his leg. The attacker 
retreated, but he returned with a gun in 
each hand and shot at the woman, her 
1-year-old son and another man. The 
woman’s brother again came to the aid, 
� ring multiple times to give the victims 
time to � ee. The assailant was appre-
hended after he sought medical treat-
ment. (WXIX, Cincinnati, Ohio, 07/27/15)  

The owner of a clothing store in 
Milwaukee used a semi-automatic 
ri� e to fend o�  three armed intrud-

ers. In a brazen robbery attempt, a van 
smashed into the security doors. Three 
men jumped out of the vehicle and tried 
to conduct the heist. The business owner 
� red his ri� e at the men, hitting one 
and causing all three to � ee. Police later 
arrested one suspect at a hospital. “It 
was a lot of guys out there. So I believe if 
they would’ve gotten through the door, I 
would’ve been dead, so that’s the reason 
I reached for my gun,” the man told media. 
(WISN, Milwaukee, Wis. 7/27/15) 

Kimiko Fambro took advantage of having a right-to-carry permit when she found herself 
in a life-or-death situation in Warren, Ohio. While Fambro was outside, a gold van drove 
up beside her and the men inside started � ring their guns at her. Fambro pulled out her 

gun and shot back, then called the police. While Fambro was telling responding o�  cers what 
happened, a bulletin about a man who was brought to a hospital with a gunshot wound came 
across the police radio. Other o�  cers went to investigate that situation. The authorities also 
later spotted a van matching the description Fambro had provided and found the man who 
allegedly had been driving the vehicle during the attack. He and the suspect who was shot 
have been charged, and an arrest warrant has been issued for a third accomplice. Police said no 
charges will be brought against Fambro. (The Tribune Chronicle, Warren, Ohio, 7/10/15)
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Visit NRALifeOfDuty.tv or 
call (877) NRA-GIVE now to 
sponsor a hero.

Like us on Facebook at the National Ri� e Association.  View this column online at nrapublications.org.
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standing guard
By Wayne LaPierre, Executive Vice President     

Existing Laws—if They Were All Applied—
Could Put Gunrunners Away for a Long Time

“Again and again, we see tra�  ckers 
move guns across state lines 
that are used to injure or kill 

our fellow citizens and law enforcement 
o�  cers. … It’s high time for Congress to 
strengthen the lax gun laws that make it 
easy for dangerous people to get guns 
in one state and use them to commit 
crimes elsewhere.”—Ted Alcorn, Research 
Director of Everytown for Gun Safety

 “One of the biggest, most dangerous 
problems with our nation’s gun laws is 
that we have no strong, clear federal stat-
ute against gun tra�  cking.” —Gabrielle 
Gi� ords and Capt. Mark Kelly, Co-founders 
of Americans for Responsible Solutions

Those statements are total � ction—a 
smokescreen that denies the existence of 
very real and explicit federal statutes pro-
viding tough penalties for all imaginable 
aspects of illegal � rearms tra�  cking. That 

denial of truth—especially by politicians 
and law enforcement o�  cials who know 
better—re� ects a long-existing malfea-
sance contributing to rising violent crime 
rates in America’s urban centers.

Historically, U.S. Sen. Chuck Schumer 
(D-NY) has been the leading purveyor of 
the deceit that federal laws dealing with 
criminal interstate tra�  cking in � rearms 
are weak or nonexistent, saying:

“A vast network of gun runners [sic] 
use[s] our highways like � rearm freeways 
to tra�  c illegal guns to criminals. Their 
source is states with weak gun laws 
where straw buyers easily acquire large 
quantities of guns with no questions 
asked, and their destination is street 
criminals in states with tough gun laws.”

Schumer and the entire gun-ban 
cabal are in lock step on this tired meme, 
which he calls the “iron pipeline.”

In the June 1997 Standing Guard, I 
addressed then-U.S. Rep. Schumer’s false 
claims that laws against gun tra�  cking 
were “minimal,” citing the black letter of 
the law as enacted by Congress.

That column is worth revisiting 
because the truth is as powerful today as 
it was then.

If existing criminal sanctions under 
long-standing federal law were enforced, 
here is what would happen to a typi-
cal interstate tra�  cker, whom I will call 
“Schumer’s gunrunner.”

This habitual criminal is a felon with 
multiple convictions, a drug user and a 
fugitive from justice. His “customers” are 
likewise convicted felons in the illegal 
drug trade; two are fugitives; and all are 
from out of state.

Schumer’s gunrunner takes orders 
for � rearms from his “customers”—� ve 
speci� c handgun models, one each for 
his separate criminal buyers.

Schumer’s gunrunner drives to 
another state, enters the shop of a feder-
ally licensed dealer and settles on the 

� ve handguns he wants. He � lls out the 
obligatory 4473 and falsely answers a 
list of questions, swearing under penalty 
of law that he is the lawful purchaser 
and that he is not prohibited from gun 
possession. With his fake ID, he is cleared 
by the National Instant Criminal Back-
ground Check System (NICS).

On the way back to New York, 
Schumer’s gunrunner stops o�  to visit a 
fellow criminal who fences stolen guns 
and buys a 1911 with the serial number 
obliterated for himself.

Schumer’s gunrunner then returns 
to New York City and transfers his � ve 
handguns to his drug dealer “customers,” 
knowing the guns will be used in crimes 
of violence involving the drug trade.

So, let’s look at what the gun-ban 
crowd describes as “weak federal laws,” 
and how they apply. They are found in 
the U.S. Code, Title 18, under a chapter 
titled FIREARMS. I’ll total the penalties 
under what the gun-ban crowd calls 
“weak” federal laws, tabulating as we go 
along. Call it the Federal Law Tab.

For starters, it’s a federal felony for a 
resident of one state to acquire a � rearm 
in another state, except under stringent 
dealer requirements. Private interstate 
sales between individuals trading in any 
� rearm is illegal (Sec. 922(a)(3)). The pen-
alty: � ve years in prison on each count.

Since Schumer’s gunrunner sells his 
� ve guns to � ve di� erent individuals, each 
transaction involved is counted so the 
gunrunner’s � ve guns apply in every viola-
tion. Here it adds up to 25 years in prison.
Federal Law Tab: 25 years.

It is a federal felony for “any person” 
to “transfer, sell, trade, give, transport, or 
deliver any � rearm to any person” who 
the person knows, or has reason to know, 
does not reside in the same state (Sec. 922 
(a)(5)). The penalty: � ve years in prison on 
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each count. Five guns: 25 years in prison.
Federal Law Tab: 50 years.

If an out-of-state resident buys from 
a dealer and makes a false or � ctitious 
statement in purchasing a � rearm, or 
exhibits false identi� cation, those acts are 
federal felonies, � ve years on each count 
(Sec. 922(a)(6)). Falsely � lling in the Form 
4473 is a crime punishable by 10 years in 
prison per count. Since Schumer’s gun-
runner used fraudulent identi� cation and 
lied, and swore falsely on his 4473s, three 
separate crimes occurred under this sec-
tion. Five guns: 150 years in prison.
Federal Law Tab: 200 years.

It is a federal felony for a convicted 
felon to buy, receive or transport or pos-
sess any � rearm or ammunition. Under 
Sec. 922(g)(1), each action mentioned—
purchase, receipt, transporting or 
possession—is a 10-year federal felony. 
Possession means even touching a gun. 
If applied just to the � ve guns, that’s 50 
years in prison. Receiving the guns from 
the dealer amounts to 50 years in prison. 
Transporting the guns to New York City is 
a 50-year prison sentence. These 922(g)(1) 
crimes call for 150 years in prison.
Federal Law Tab: 350 years.

The exact same penalties apply for 
the same acts committed by a fugi-
tive from justice (Sec. 922(g)(2)). Since 
Schumer’s gunrunner is a fugitive, that’s 
another 150 years in prison.
Federal Law Tab: 500 years.

The same penalties apply to known 
drug users (922(g)(3)). Schumer’s gun-
runner is a drug user, so he is subject to 
another 150 years in prison.
Federal Law Tab: 650 years.

Since he has more than three felony 
convictions, Schumer’s gunrunner is 
subject to penalties in Sec. 924(e)(1), 
which provides for a 15-year sentence 
on each count, mandatory. Here alone, 
he is subject to 75 years with no hope of 
getting back on the street.
Federal Law Tab: 725 years.

In completing transactions with his 
“buyers” in New York City, he commits 
another host of federal crimes. 

If a violator of the Gun Control Act 
can be shown as intending to commit 
a state or federal felony involving the 
� rearm, he has committed an additional 
federal felony punishable by up to 10 
years in prison on each count (Sec. 
924(b)). Five guns: 50 years in prison.
Federal Law Tab: 775 years.

Under Sec. 924(h), “Whoever knowing-
ly transfers a � rearm, knowing that such 
� rearm will be used to commit a crime of 
violence ... or drug tra�  cking crime ... shall 
be imprisoned not more than 10 years.” 
Schumer’s gunrunner knows his “custom-
ers” are violent drug dealers or drug users. 
Five guns: 50 years in prison.
Federal Law Tab: 825 years.

It is a federal felony for any individual 
to sell or give a � rearm or ammunition 
to a convicted felon (Sec. 922(d)(1)).
The penalty: 10 years in prison on each 
count. Schumer’s gunrunner knows his 
“customers” are convicted felons. Five 
guns: 50 years in prison.
Federal Law Tab: 875 years.

It is a federal felony for any individual 
to sell, or give a � rearm or ammunition 
to a fugitive from justice (Sec. 922(d)(2)). 
The penalty: 10 years in prison on each 
count. Two of his customers are fugitives: 
20 years in prison.
Federal Law Tab: 895 years.

It is a federal felony for any individual 
to sell, or give a � rearm or ammunition 
to a person unlawfully using or addicted 
to a controlled substance (Sec. 922(d)(3)). 
The penalty: 10 years in prison on each 
count. All of his customers are drug us-
ers: 50 years in prison.
Federal Law Tab: 945 years.

If any violator of the Gun Control 
Act provisions can be shown as intend-
ing to commit a state or federal felony 
involving a � rearm, that individual has 
committed an additional federal felony 
punishable by up to 10 years in prison on 
each count (Sec. 924(b)). So, here again, 
Schumer’s gunrunner is subject to mul-
tiple counts of 10-year federal felonies 
with his � ve guns, which will be used 
in numerous crimes by his customers, 
including mere possession by them as 

prohibited persons, and mere possession 
is an illegal act under New York law. This 
total would be, at the very least, another 
50 years in prison.

So far the Federal Law Tab totals 
995 years.

But there is more.

18 U.S.C. § 922(i) criminalizes ship-
ment or transport of stolen � rearm and 
calls for a 10-year prison term.
Federal Law Tab: 1,005 years.

And 18 U.S.C. § 922(j) covers posses-
sion of a stolen � rearm and provides a 
10-year prison sentence
Federal Law Tab: 1,015 years.

And there is the little matter of the 
scraped o�  serial number. 18 U.S.C. 
§ 922(k) covers possession, receipt, ship-
ment, or interstate transport of a � rearm 
with an altered or obliterated serial num-
ber. Conviction brings � ve years in prison.
Federal Law Grand Total: 1,020 years.

That’s about 15 human life spans in a 
federal prison for “gun tra�  cking” using 
the clear letter of our current federal laws.

In tallying possible o� enses, the point 
is not to portray how an actual case 
would be prosecuted, since the govern-
ment is selective in determining what 
charges to bring in a case, and courts 
do not routinely impose the maximum 
penalty on every count of conviction in 
criminal sentencing. Rather, the point is 
to show that our criminal justice system 
already has more than enough in its 
arsenal to put criminals in prison for a 
very long time—thus shattering the oft-
repeated big lie of the gun banners that 
laws dealing with violent criminals and 
guns are “weak” or non-existent.

So, why is it that the gun-ban 
crowd has never demanded that tough 
existing laws be enforced?  Because, 
they know only too well that if current 
federal laws were enforced against 
violent criminals and against real gun 
tra�  ckers, their demands for new gun 
laws would be DOA—a fate they rightly 
deserve—because the truth matters.
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president’s column
By Allan D. Cors, President
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Real Criminals Get Released While Law-Abiding 
Gun Owners Are Manufactured into Felons

Every day reveals new abuses of ex-
ecutive power by President Barack 
Obama and of lawless actions by a 

rogue administration that is systemically 
infected with a disdain for the rule of law.

Nobody has described the threat to 
our Constitution better than esteemed 
Georgetown University law professor, 
Jonathan Turley when he testi� ed before 
the House Judiciary Committee:

 “The problem with what the 
president is doing is that he’s not simply 
posing a danger to the constitutional 
system. He’s becoming the very danger 
the Constitution was designed to avoid.” 
(emphasis added) 

Turley, who was among the � rst 
liberal legal scholars to recognize the 
primacy of the Second Amendment, 
rightfully fears for the future of our na-
tion and destruction of the rule of law.

“I really have great trepidation over 
where we are heading because we’re creat-
ing a new system. … Within that system 
we have the rise of an über-presidency. 
There could be no greater danger for indi-
vidual liberty, and I really think the Framers 
would be horri� ed by that shift,” he said.

Two recent examples demonstrate 
this seismic shift. They are diametrically 
opposed notions involving criminals—
neither of which have any basis in law or 
authority. One releases violent criminals 
into our midst; the other manufactures 
criminals from ordinary, law-abiding 
Americans.

The � rst is endemic to immigration 

policies under which U.S. border security 
simply no longer exists. It represents 
Obama’s refusal to ful� ll his duty to “take 
care that the law be faithfully executed.”

Under such policies, our country has 
been endangered by an in� ux of very 
violent criminals—including members of 
notorious gangs like MS-13—reportedly 
numbering in the hundreds of thou-
sands. The result has been an unprec-
edented increase in violent crime in 
urban areas.

In addition, there is an ongoing 
e� ort by the Department of Homeland 
Security (DHS) to release into the general 
population criminal aliens awaiting 
deportation or prosecution.

In fact, using the Freedom of Informa-
tion Act (FOIA), Judicial Watch discovered 
documents showing that in the last � scal 
year DHS cut loose 165,900 alien criminals 
who had racked up 88,000 criminal 
convictions in American courts for crimes 
including murder, rape, assault and kid-
napping. The previous year, DHS released 
another 30,000 criminal aliens.

That insanity is just half of the story. 
The other half is worse.

Enter Obama’s anti-Second Amend-
ment bureaucrats, who are spreading 
their in� uence in agencies throughout 
the federal government.  

They are expanding the de� nition 
of “prohibited persons” under the Gun 
Control Act. As most NRA members know, 
federal law lists classes of people for 
whom possession or acquisition of � re-
arms is a felony, punishable by � ve years 
in prison. Convicted felons, fugitives from 
justice and individuals in the drug trade 
are among those prohibited persons.  

There is also this category: “adjudi-
cated as a mental defective.” Although 
somewhat vague, the quali� er “adju-
dicated” makes clear that such a status 
must be determined by a court.

But the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, 
Firearms and Explosives (BATFE) has 

reinvented the statute, expanding “mental 
defective” to include law-abiding men and 
women who require assistance in their 
business a� airs, such as those who have 
a � duciary or “representative payee” as-
signed to their accounts. That means any-
one who empowers others to cash their 
government checks—including Social 
Security payments or veteran’s bene� ts—is 
tagged as a “mental defective.” If they pos-
sess or acquire guns, they are now felons.

With that, Obama bureaucrats are 
now doggedly scanning lists of Ameri-
cans to � nd this new class of prohibited 
persons. In this insanity, the Department 
of Veterans A� airs (VA) has swept 177,000 
veterans onto the prohibited list.

One decorated combat veteran 
summed it up: “The government trusted 
you with an M1 to defend against the 
Chinese hordes invading South Korea, but 
now considers you a ‘mental defective’ 
barred from owning guns because your 
daughter cashes your VA checks for you.”

But it could get worse. Obama’s Social 
Security Administration plans to include 
the names of 4.2 million Social Security 
recipients—elderly or disabled Ameri-
cans—who would become felons if they 
possess or acquire � rearms or ammunition. 
(Chris Cox gives a detailed account of this 
ongoing travesty, with directions on how 
we can stop it, elsewhere in this issue.)

This is a data-entry life sentence!
Real criminals vs. manufactured crimi-

nals: that’s the essence of the intentional 
chaos of the Obama “über-presidency”—
chaos intended to destroy our liberty.

As the most politically savvy voters in 
the nation, we must assure in 2016 that 
the next president of the United States 
is committed to restoring our heritage 
of freedom and undoing the destruction 
wrought by Obama’s “fundamental trans-
formation” of America as we knew it.

For news about your NRA, visit:  nra.org and www.nranews.com  • View this column online at nrapublications.org





Your membership dues 
are not enough.
If  you want to defend your right to own and 

carry a � rearm … 

If  your freedom to hunt and shoot is 
important to you … 

Then  you need to support the NRA 
Institute for Legislative Action. 

We are the only arm of NRA speci� cally charged 
with defending your Second Amendment 
freedoms on Capitol Hill, and in state 
legislatures and courtrooms across America.

Visit  nraila.org/donate
to support NRA-ILA today!
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Self-Defense: The Numbers 
Are Clearly on Our Side

Give yourself and your fellow gun 
owners credit where credit is 
due. Those of us who have a gun 

at home and those of us who carry a 
concealed handgun for protection are 
helping to make America a safer place. 
While those arrayed against us will never 
agree, the facts are the facts.

We know from news reports that 
Americans use guns to stop crimes each 
and every day across the country. We 
also know that even more crimes are 
never attempted because perpetrators 

fear that their would-be victims are 
armed. That’s not just idle speculation. 
A major study conducted for the federal 
government found that 40 percent of im-
prisoned felons had decided not to com-
mit one or more crimes out of fear that 
their prospective victims were armed. 

The word is deterrence.
Gun-ban advocates Josh Sugarmann 

and Kristen Rand, otherwise known as 
the Violence Policy Center (VPC), ought 
to look up the word in the dictionary 

sometime. Recently, they pretended 
there’s no such thing as deterrence, 
claiming that � rearms are “rarely … used 
in self-defense.”  They made this implau-
sible claim based on two things: that in 
2012, law enforcement agencies reported 
only 259 justi� able homicides to the FBI; 
and that the federal government’s Na-
tional Crime Victimization Survey (NCVS) 
indicates that there were only 235,700 
defensive uses of � rearms against violent 
crimes between 2007 and 2011.

Not only does the number of crimes 
deterred vastly exceed the number of 
criminals killed and crimes thwarted, but 
the numbers cited by the anti-gunners 
are notoriously inaccurate. According to 
award-winning criminologist Gary Kleck 
of Florida State University, “FBI counts of 
civilian justi� able homicides represent only 
a minority of all civilian legal defensive ho-
micides,” and justi� able homicides actually 
account for between 6 and 13 percent of 
all homicides annually. 

Kleck also has pointed out that 
numerous other estimates of defensive 
gun use yield much higher numbers 
than those derived from the NCVS. As a 
result, “[t]he NCVS estimate is radically 
wrong is now beyond serious dispute” 
—except among gun control supporters. 
Kleck would know, as his groundbreak-
ing work showed that � rearms are used 
in self-defense approximately 2.5 million 
times a year.

Further proof that Americans being 
armed reduces crime comes from a new 
study by the Crime Prevention Research 
Center (CPRC), led by John R. Lott Jr., 
a former chief economist for the U.S. 
Sentencing Commission. Noting that the 
number of people with concealed-carry 
permits has reached an all-time high 
of 12.8 million, the study � nds that the 
increasing number of permit holders is 
associated with a decrease in murder 
and total violent crime.

Between 2007 and 2014, CPRC found 
that as permit numbers have increased, 
“murder rates have fallen from 5.6 to 
4.2 (preliminary estimates) per 100,000. 
This represents a 25 percent drop in the 
murder rate at the same time that the 
percentage of the adult population with 
permits soared by 156 percent. Overall 
violent crime also fell by 25 percent over 
that period of time.”

Furthermore, CPRC notes that murder 
and violent crime rates were lower in the 
25 states with the highest permit rates. 
Although VPC and other anti-gun groups 
have absurdly attempted to paint permit 
holders as irresponsible potential law-
breakers, CPRC found that permit hold-
ers are convicted of crimes at a lower 
rate than even law enforcement o�  cers 
in some states.

Despite this reality, the anti-gun 
crowd presses on to eliminate our right 
to defend ourselves and our loved ones 
from violent attack. You might ask why. 

To put it simply, they are desper-
ate to undermine the role of guns in 
self-defense because they know that 
protection of life and liberty stands at 
the core of the Second Amendment. 
Throughout history, gun control of all 
manner and form has been about this 
very basic and fundamental issue. Gun 
control supporters try to claim they only 
want to prevent crime, but crime has 
declined as gun control restrictions have 
been eliminated. And yet, they continue 
to push their agenda. 

As we know, what they’ve always 
wanted is to eliminate gun ownership. 
This is their bottom line. But make no 
mistake, with our continued e� orts, 
we can make sure that the gun control 
agenda remains unful� lled while our 
goal—a safer America—wins the day.
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Upon signing the Social Security Act on 
Aug. 14, 1935, Franklin Delano Roosevelt 
remarked, “We can never insure one 

hundred percent of the population against one 
hundred percent of the hazards and vicissitudes 
of life, but we have tried to frame a law which 
will give some measure of protection to the 
average citizen and to his family against the loss 
of a job and against poverty-ridden old age.” 
Little could the 32nd president have known that 
80 years later one of his most enduring lega-
cies, intended to ensure the dignity and peace 
of mind of all Americans, would be perverted 
to potentially strip millions of their most basic 
constitutional rights.

However, this is exactly what the Obama 
administration intends to do. Despite run-
ning on a 2012 Democratic Party platform that 
assured voters with a Social Security plank 
holding, “We believe every American deserves 
a secure, healthy, and digni� ed retirement,” 
Obama is targeting the most vulnerable among 
us to further his radical anti-gun agenda.

In July, the Los Angeles Times broke the story 
that the Social Security Administration (SSA) 
intends to start forwarding the records of Social 
Security recipients who have “representative 
payees” to the FBI’s National Instant Criminal 
Background Check System, or NICS, which 
would prohibit these individuals from obtaining 

or possessing � rearms. This action would deny a 
fundamental constitutional right to more than 
4 million Americans, simply because they want 
or need assistance in managing their � nances.

The move is an extension of Obama’s “23 
Executive Actions to Reduce Gun Violence” 
from 2013. Speci� cally, on Jan. 16, 2013, 
Obama issued a presidential memorandum 
demanding that federal agencies identify 
firearm prohibiting records and “prioritize 
making those records available to the NICS on 
a regular and ongoing basis.” In developing the 
new policy, it appears that SSA is following the 
blueprint the Department of Veterans A� airs 
(VA) has been using in order to bar non-violent 
veterans from possessing � rearms.

For many years, the NRA has been locked 
in battle with the VA over its disregard of due 
process to determine a veteran’s status as a 
prohibited person. Under the Gun Control Act 
(GCA), those “adjudicated as a mental defective” 
are banned from possessing � rearms. BATFE 
has de� ned this term, in part, to apply to any-
one who “[l]acks the mental capacity to contract 
or manage his own a� airs.” The VA has taken 
this to mean that any bene� ciary for whom the 
VA has appointed a � duciary to manage their 
bene� ts has been determined incompetent to 
manage their own a� airs, and thus the person is 
prohibited from possessing guns.

Obama Bureaucrats Target 
the Second Amendment
NRA Joins Sen. John Cornyn’s E� ort to Stop 
Obama Administration Abuses.
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U.S. Sen. John 
Cornyn (R-Texas) 
has  introduced a bill 
that provides some 
protection against 
the Obama admin-
istration’s bureau-
cratic overreach.Ph
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Under this rubric, veterans or other bene� ciaries, such as a 
surviving spouse—who might have a little trouble balancing a 
checkbook or would simply rather have their spouse or other 
loved one manage their � nances— are being denied their 
fundamental right to keep and bear arms with no impartial 
adjudication or � nding of dangerousness.

In an April 2013 letter to then-Attorney General Eric Holder, 
Sen. Charles Grassley (R-Iowa) took issue with the lack of due 
process in VA’s � duciary appointment procedure and the 
avenue by which a bene� ciary may contest a determination. As 
the right to keep and bear arms is a constitutionally protected 
right, the Fifth Amendment’s due process protections apply be-
fore it can be stripped. This is understood to require something 
akin to a court proceeding with an impartial authority and an 
opportunity to present evidence. 

As Grassley so aptly pointed out, “When a veteran receives 
a letter stating that the VA believes he is unable to manage 
his � nances, that veteran now has the burden of proving that 
he is in fact competent to manage his bene� t payments and 
does not need a � duciary.” The letter goes on to make clear 
that bene� ciaries face a “hearing that takes place inside the VA 
administrative system and is composed of VA employees rather 
than a neutral decision maker.” 

The results have been disastrous. A 2013 Senate report 
found that 143,580 veterans had been reported to NICS as 
prohibited persons. And the number is growing. The Times 
article cites VA � gures that place the current number of those 
prohibited at around 177,000.  

The SSA has a system similar to the VA for distributing 
bene� ts. As mentioned previously, it can assign a “represen-
tative payee” to receive a bene� ciary’s bene� ts either at the 
request of a bene� ciary, or at the initiation of the agency itself 
or someone that knows the bene� ciary. According to a former 
SSA employee, this process typically takes place voluntarily at 
the behest of the bene� ciary, or a loved one, and is often for 
the sake of convenience. 

For instance, elderly individuals may choose this option if 
they no longer drive, live far from a population center or have 
physical di�  culty traveling to a post o�  ce or bank. The assign-
ment of a representative payee is typically a perfunctory bu-
reaucratic procedure, o� ering no evidence that the person is of 
diminished mental capacity whatsoever, and it certainly does 
not rise to the level of “adjudication” as required by statute.  

Yet this is exactly how the SSA is formulating the new policy. 
For those assigned a representative payee, this program will auto-
matically assign them prohibited-person status and forward their 
name to NICS, with no due process or � nding of dangerousness. 

To the SSA, once you’ve been assigned a representative payee, 
you’re in the same category as violent felons and other prohibited 
persons and should be stripped of your Second Amendment-
protected rights. According to the Times article, the number of 
SSA recipients potentially impacted by this new policy is over four 
million, amounting to the largest gun grab in American history.

While Obama may relish the ease by which his pencil-
pushers can deprive American citizens of constitutional pro-
tections, the NRA has pressed Congress for legislation to end 
what is quickly becoming a recognized pattern of abuse.  U.S. 
Sen. John Cornyn (R-Texas) answered our call by introducing 
S. 2002—the Mental Health and Safe Communities Act—a bill 
that provides critical protections needed in the face of Obama’s 
ever-expanding bureaucratic overreach.  

S. 2002 makes several policy changes that will stop the 
Obama administration from continuing to implement the VA 
and SSA policies while also halting the development of similar 
programs in other federal agencies. 

First, the bill clari� es that adjudications under the GCA’s men-
tal health provisions require due process protections, including a 
full hearing in which an individual has notice, the opportunity to 
participate and the right to counsel. The � ndings of such a pro-
cess are clearly speci� ed and focus on adjudications that involve 
individuals that are a danger to themselves or others.    

Second, the bill removes the BATFE-created category “lacks 
the ability to contract or manage a� airs” for determinations of 
who shall be considered a prohibited person under the GCA.  
As described above, this provision is the hook used by the VA 
and SSA to sweep broad swaths of the American public into 
NICS. S. 2002 will end this abuse.  

For veterans, the bill provides additional protections. It 
requires noti� cation to veterans who have been submitted to 
NICS under the � duciary program and provides an opportu-
nity to have their individual case reviewed by an independent 
board established for this purpose. S. 2002 clari� es that a vet-
eran must actually be a danger to themselves or others in order 
to remain in NICS. The right to have the � ndings of the board 
reviewed by a court is recognized in all cases.

 The bill also would signi� cantly expand avenues of relief 
from � rearm prohibitions for others, including those who have 
their record expunged, those who are no longer subject to an 
order for treatment, and those who have been granted relief 
by state procedures. Critically, the attorney general is required 
to remove from NICS the record of any person who would not 
be considered prohibited under the new safeguards in the bill. 
In short, S. 2002 will restore the rights of those who have been 
improperly forwarded to NICS in the past. 

For existing mental health records, the states will be encour-
aged to submit records with a “carrot and stick” approach, in 
which the states can maximize federal grant allocations by 
forwarding 90 percent or more of disqualifying mental health 
records within 18 months of the bill’s passage. States will lose 
funding if these records aren’t forwarded within � ve years. But 
critically, the bill’s safeguards provide clear standards under 
which records can be transmitted. Only those mental health 
adjudications that comply with the new due process protec-
tions are to be forwarded by the states.  

In summary, this bill would protect millions of law-abiding 
citizens from bureaucratic abuse, while ensuring that only 
relevant records in compliance with the new due process 
safeguards are entered into NICS. We applaud 
Cornyn’s e� orts to protect gun 
owners and urge all 
NRA members 
to call on their 
members of 
Congress to voice 
their support of S. 
2002. You can use the 
“Write Your Lawmak-
ers” feature at nraila.org 
or call the Congressional 
Switchboard at (202) 224-
3121. The time to end Obama’s 
bureaucratic abuses is now.  



Freedom’s Future
By Wilson H. Phillips Jr., NRA Treasurer

Your Legacy, Your NRA

On behalf of the National Ri� e 
Association and its related 
charitable a�  liates, I want to 

thank you for everything you are doing 
to preserve and protect our great 
American freedoms. Through your 
membership and generous support, you 
are keeping our Second Amendment-
protected rights safe today and you are 
laying a solid foundation for the next 
generation of patriots who will one day 
take our places.

You are why the NRA is the most 
formidable national gun rights 
organization in America. You are why the 
NRA has the strength to win the battles 
to protect your rights in Congress, state 

legislatures and the courts. You are 
why our � rearm safety training, youth 
programs, women’s programs, hunter 
education programs and child accident 
prevention programs are reaching more 
Americans than at any other time since 
the NRA was founded in 1871. This says 
so much about what you stand for and 
the values you hold dear.

Many other members, who are 
committed to continuing this proud 
tradition just like you, have included 

the NRA in their estate plans as a way 
to make a lasting impact on freedom’s 
future. The NRA publishes a helpful 
resource, Creating a Constitutionally 
Centered Will: NRA Member Planned 

Giving Guide. This short guide outlines 
the simple steps you can take to include 
the NRA or any of its charitable a�  liates 
in your plans as a way of making your 
legacy one of freedom. 

After reading over the guide, please 
feel free to contact the NRA’s Planned 
Giving Department if you have any 
questions or would like to arrange a 
meeting between yourself, or one of 
your advisers, and one of our experts. 
We are here to serve you because the 
NRA is your organization, your legacy 
and your future. 

To request your complimentary 
guide, please call the NRA’s 

Planned Giving Department at 
(877) NRA-GIVE [(877) 672-4483] 

or email 
plannedgiving@nrahq.org.  

You can also download it 
directly from our website at 

nraplannedgiving.org.

NRA Heritage Society members are invited to participate in an annual NRA Ring 
of Freedom Heritage Society Sporting Clays shoot that is held in conjunction with 
the NRA Annual Meetings & Exhibits. 
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The Ring of Freedom Heritage Society is a 
recognition program for all NRA supporters 
who choose to leave a legacy of freedom 

through the NRA, NRA-ILA or an NRA tax-exempt 
501(c)(3) charity. Gifts that qualify for membership 
include—but are not limited to—real estate, � rearms, 
bequests, life insurance, charitable gift annuities and 
bene� ciary designations. 

You are such an important part of our mission, we 
would be proud to add your name to our NRA Ring of 
Freedom Heritage Society member listing. 

To be included as a member, ambassador or 
Charlton Heston member, please reach out to the 
NRA’s Planned Giving department at (877) NRA-GIVE 
[(877) 672-4483] or plannedgiving@nrahq.org. 
Visit nraheritagesociety.org for more details on the 
society’s giving levels and membership bene� ts. 

You are such an important part of our 
mission, we would be proud to add your 
name to our NRA Ring of Freedom 
Heritage Society.
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CorrespondenCe  |  readers write

“Readers Write” affords members an opportunity to comment on material published in 
American Rifleman. Single-topic letters are preferred and may be edited for brevity. Send letters to: 
Readers Write, NRA Publications, 11250 Waples Mill Road, Fairfax, VA 22030-9400 or e-mail us at  
publications@nrahq.org.

One More Ithaca

I found the article “Ithaca Earns Its Stripes: The 
Model 37 In U.S. Military Service,” (May 2015,  
p. 60) very interesting and informative. As a 

young U.S. Marine who served during the Vietnam 
War, I carried this model for a short time. We used 
it mainly for walking point on patrol and to set off 
ambushes. At close range loaded with buckshot, it 
was very deadly. Being rugged and durable, we had 
very few problems with it. This shotgun served us 
well and was reliable. Enclosed is a picture of me 
holding it on Hill 358 near Danang, December 1968.

Jeff Myers, IndIana

Combat Masterpiece Photo Mixup

I loved the “Question & Answer” about the U.S. Air Force 
Combat Masterpieces (August 2015, p. 48). It brought 
back some very vivid memories for me as I was also a U.S. Air 

Force Security Policeman during that era. I noticed, however, that the 
photo included with this “Q&A” was not of a “Combat Masterpiece,” but 
rather a “Target Masterpiece” with a 6" barrel and Patridge front sight.

The Model 15s we used in the Air Force during this period were 4"-barreled 
versions with a holster-friendly “ramp” front sight. Also, the photo depicts only 
a “U.S.” stamped on the side. The Combat Masterpieces used by the Air Force 
had the full “USAF” stamped on the frames. 

JIM deBona, Colorado

Makarov Mania

Thank you for Cameron White’s very informa-
tive article on “The East German Makarov: A 
Cold War Classic” (August 2015, p. 66). This 

included information on the year codes that I do not 
have in my thick file on the Makarovs, which I have 
accumulated over the past 20-plus years. An East 
German gun is one of three Makarovs that I presently 
own. One of the others is an early Bulgarian-issue pistol judging from the low 
three-digit serial number. Fit and finish does not quite measure up to the East 
German guns, but does come very close. The third, which I purchased at a local 
gun show in 1988, has absolutely no exterior markings on it anywhere except 
for the serial numbers stamped on the slide and frame. Fit and finish is superior 
to the East German model.

All three of mine wear Pearce rubber grips, making even hot loads almost 
pleasant. The Makarov is also quite accurate—with the right loads. Back in the 
early 1990s, Accurate Arms tested an East German model for accuracy with  
more than 140 different loads and found one that would shoot into 1.3" at  
25 yds. There were many other loads that were not too far off from that—not 
too shabby for a military and police firearm.

Thanks to this article, there’s no doubt Makarovs will be disappearing from 
gun shows faster than before.

don l. sharp, florIda
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collectors  |  makarov

he East German Makarov, also known as 
the Pistol M, or PM, is a fascinating relic of 
the Cold War era. While the Makarov pistol 
was originally designed and manufactured 
in the Soviet Union, it was also produced 

by other communist countries including China, 
Bulgaria and, most relevant here, East Germany. 
The East German variant was considered a rarity 
in the past, but after the collapse of the erst-
while nation in 1990, many of these pistols were 
imported into the United States where they 
found their way into the hands of shooters and 
collectors as military surplus.

The story of the East German Makarov 
begins, of course, with the Soviet Makarov. The 
Makarov was originally designed by Nikolay 
Fyedorovich Makarov, a prominent young 
Soviet arms designer. After World War II, the 
Soviets started the process of selecting a new 
service pistol to replace the TT-33 (Tula Tokarev 
33). Several different designs were submit-
ted for evaluation including ones by Makarov, 
Korovin, Rakov, Simonov, Sevryugin, Voyevodin 
and Baryshev. Ultimately, the Makarov was 
picked as the design that best met the specifi-
cations, and it was officially designated the PM 
(Pistol Makarov). The PM was the Soviet service 
pistol from the time it was adopted in 1951 
until about 1991. 

Sometimes maligned as dowdy and 
underpowered, the Makarov is nonetheless a 
practical, low-cost alternative to pricier modern 
pistols—and offers a collectability that nearly 
anyone can enjoy.

BY CAMERON S. WHITE

A Cold War Classic

East German production of the Makarov pis-
tol began in the late 1950s and continued 

until 1965—a relatively brief production 
run. Samples made in 1958-1959 are the 

most difficult for collectors to find. 
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NEWS & NOTES  |  OPENING SHOT

50 Years Of The Ultimate Target Load

Few products ever reach the level of recognition now 
enjoyed by Winchester’s AA shotshells. The ammuni-
tion, most often clad in iconic red hulls, simultane-

ously pushes boundaries with new, innovative designs and 
features, and still performs yeoman service with target 
shooters every day, to the tune of millions of shells � red 
each year.

In the early 1960s, Winchester’s state-of-the-art target 
shotshell was the Mark IV—a paper-hulled product with � ber 
wadding and a roll crimp. Mark V ammunition, introduced 
in 1964, represented a huge leap forward; it incorporated a 
plastic hull to increase durability and used � ller wadding and 
a paper sleeve to cushion and protect the shot during � ring, 

leading to tighter patterns downrange. Lessons learned from 
the Mark V led directly to Winchester’s improved and re� ned 
1965 shotshell introduction—the AA.

The Winchester AA dispensed with paper and � ber wad-
ding in favor of an innovative one-piece polymer wad. 
Housed within a compression-formed plastic hull, the wad 
not only separated the propellant from the shot, it also 
incorporated a hinge system to absorb setback pressures, and 
included a series of petals to surround and protect the shot 
during in-bore acceleration—an upgrade from the Mark V’s 
paper sleeve. Winchester’s AA gained renown as a durable, 
reloadable shotshell capable of delivering tight, uniform pat-
terns, and came to be a staple for American shotgunners.

Photo by Forrest MacCormack





RANDOM SHOTSOPENING SHOT

Gunsite Academy Goes East

Collaboration between one of the nation’s foremost 
� rearm training schools and the largest indoor range 
in the country is bringing the instructors of Arizona-

based Gunsite Academy much closer to shooters on the East 
Coast. Thanks to an exclusive partnership, Gunsite began 
offering its introductory 250 Defensive Pistol course at 
Colonial Shooting Academy in Richmond, Va., in September 
of this year.

Titled “The Gunsite Experience” and � rst presented 
by Col. Jeff Cooper in the late 1970s, the 250 Defensive 
Pistol course teaches marksmanship, gun handling and 
combat mindset, and serves as the foundation of—and 
a prerequisite for—the rest of Gunsite’s curriculum. 
Suitable for shooters of all experience levels, the class 
includes � ve days of range work, lectures and intensive 
live-� re simulators. Starting in September, CSA is offering 
one � ve-day Gunsite course per month.

With facilities that include 51 shooting lanes, a tacti-
cal range and a live-� re shoot house, CSA offers a � rst-rate 
venue for Gunsite’s training. The Gunsite 350 Intermediate 
Pistol class will also be available at the Richmond location 
in the future, but a schedule has not been set at this time. 
Go to colonialshooting.com for more information regard-
ing the Colonial Shooting Academy. gunsite.com

whack ’em

Phaster.whack ’em

Phaster.
Phaster.

winchestErguNS.com

winchester is a registered

trademark of olin corporation

 

As that rooster explodes from cover, you’ll

 
discover the confidence that comes from having

the speed, reliability and smooth, balanced swing of the Super X®3 

autoloader. Give ’em your best shot.

Super X
®3 field

Through the years, Winchester AA has continued to 
improve, with breakthroughs in design and materials, and 
the line has continued its growth with offerings in myriad 
bore diameters, shot sizes (No. 7½, 8, 8½ and 9) and load 
weights (7/8-, 1- and 11⁄8-oz.), and even competition-spe-
ci� c loadings for trap (singles, doubles and handicap), skeet 
and sporting clays. In 1999, USA Shooting adopted AA as 
its of� cial shotgun ammunition, and Olympian Kim Rhode 
used it to great effect when she became the only American 
athlete to win individual medals in � ve consecutive Olympic 
Games. If she medals in Rio de Janeiro in 2016, she will be 
the only athlete ever to medal in six consecutive Games, and 
she’ll have done it with Winchester AA.     

The AA line continues to evolve—2013 saw the introduc-
tion of the most radical load yet in Winchester’s TrAAcker 
(“Winchester’s AAssistant Coach,” Oct. 2013, p. 70), featuring a 
colored, weighted wad that tracks with the shot pattern and is 
easily visible to shooters and coaches. This year, AA Steel makes 
its high-speed debut (1450 f.p.s.), and will provide proven AA 
performance to shotgunners who require a lead-free alternative. 
Next year, 2016, will mark Winchester’s 150th anniversary, and 
despite having a century-and-a-half of history, the company 
seems only to be looking forward. Here’s to another 50 years of 
Winchester’s AA, the ultimate target load. winchester.com

—JOSEPH L. KURTENBACH, MANAGING EDITOR



VP SerieS PiSTOLS . . .

STriKer FireD wiTh nO cOmPrOmiSe—

nOw wiTh .40 caLiber POwer.

HKusa.com  • 706-568-1906

From the company that pioneered the frst striker fred and polymer pistols more than forty 
years ago comes the reset the industry has been waiting for. The Heckler & Koch VP Series has 
all of the features that you’re looking for in a handgun. VP pistols use HK’s ergonomic handgun 
grip design that includes changeable backstraps and grip side panels — accommodating all 
hand sizes. Only HK handguns have such a personalized grip. 

The VP trigger surpasses those found on competitors and has been widely hailed as a ground-
breaking component. It has a short, light take-up with a solid, single action type break followed 
by a short positive reset. Add in features like controls that are completely ambidextrous, HK’s 
patented charging supports for better gripping to rack the slide rearward, and a cold hammer 
forged polygonal barrel made from cannon grade steel and you can see why this is a “No 
Compromise” pistol.

All at a remarkable price and backed by Heckler & Koch’s legendary German quality and an 
exceptional lifetime warranty.

VP40 (.40 S&W) or VP9 (9 mm) with easy to change  
backstraps and grip panels for a personalized ft 



product previews

EDITOR’S CHOICE
Gletcher M712 CO

2
 Pistol

Gletcher, a company known for producing meticulously 
detailed pneumatic replicas of real firearms, has 
extended its product line to include the M712—a 

reproduction of the Mauser C96 Broomhandle’s M712 
variant. A CO2-powered facsimile of the genuine article, 
Gletcher’s M712 offers shooters an alternative to the 
Mauser that is pennies to the dollar of the real thing.

Accurately reflecting the size and weight of the original, 
Gletcher’s attention to detail in designing this airgun is impres-
sive. Like its forebear, the M712 airgun is selective-fire, loads 
via a detachable box magazine and is charged by drawing back 
the gun’s straight-line bolt. Gletcher even included a slot in the 
rear of the handgun’s broom-handle-shaped grip—where the 
famous holster/buttstock of the original would be affixed.

Using a 12-gram CO2 cylinder for power, which is concealed 
entirely within the 18-shot-capacity box magazine, the M712 
fires .177-cal. steel BBs at an average velocity of 361 f.p.s. The 
gun also features what Gletcher calls its “Blowback System,” 
which uses a small portion of the gas to actuate the bolt, 
simulating the reciprocation and recoil of its progenitor.

The M712 states right on the side of the receiver that 
it is “not a toy,” and you’ll likely have to remind your-
self of that fact several times during a range session. 

Full-automatic fire is an awful lot of fun—even when 
you’re just shooting BBs. Shooters who have fired a full-
automatic-capable gun know how difficult it can be to keep 
them loaded—and this gun’s entire magazine payload can 
be fired in less than three seconds. Several Gletcher prod-
ucts are available for purchase at pyramydair.com. 
Price: $180. Contact: Sport Manufacturing Group (Dept. AR), 
76-05 113th St., Forest Hills, NY 11375; (877) 969-0909; 
gletcherguns.com.

—Kelly young, AssociAte editor

Take your clays or upland adventures to a distinct new level with the striking looks and unwavering 

reliability of the Viper G2 Bronze. Brilliantly designed and rigorously tested for functionality with 

virtually any load, this newest member of the growing Viper G2 family of semi-autos is available 

in 12, 20 and 28 gauge—each appropriately scaled for optimum balance. 

FEATURES:

— Durable Cerakote finish

— High Grade Select Turkish 
Walnut with cut checkering 
and high-gloss finish. 

— Includes 3 Choke Tubes 
(IC, M & F), choke box 
and wrench 

— 5 Year Warranty

BRONZE BEAUTY OUTSIDE.

VIPER INSIDE.

Viper G2 Bronze

TRISTARARMS.COM1816 Linn Street, North Kansas City, MO  64116  •  816.421.1400





Brownells AR .308/7.62 Magazines

Brownells’ .223 Rem./5.56x45 mm NATO-chambered AR-15 magazines have been so well-regarded 
that they have become standard-issue kit for the U.S. military. Now the company has expanded 
its line to include magazines for .30-cal. ARs as well. Designed to operate through DPMS LR-308- 

and SR-25-pattern rifles, the new magazines hold up to 20 rounds of .308 Win./7.62x51 mm NATO 
ammunition and are constructed of lightweight, durable anodized aluminum. It features a removable 
floorplate for easy cleaning and maintenance, a stainless steel spring to help facilitate reliable feeding, 
and a straight-body design compatible with most magazine pouches and carriers. Brownells’ new prod-
uct also utilizes a dry-film-lubricated body to promote smooth insertion and an anti-corrosion finish 
to protect the magazine from moisture and rust. Price: $20. Contact: Brownells Inc. (Dept. AR), 200 S. 
Front St., Montezuma, IA 50171; (800) 741-0015; brownells.com.

product previews
Comfort Holsters Bentley Elite

A hybrid inside-the-waistband holster, the Comfort Holsters Bentley Elite 
derives its namesake comfort from the gel cushion insert affixed to 
the back of its kydex shell, which pads the contact areas between the 

user and his or her gun. The gel is soft and pliable, conforming to the shape 
of the wearer’s body. It is also covered by a thin layer of suede, which not 
only allows skin to breathe better than standard leather, but serves to help 
anchor the holster in place. Using what the company calls its Cling Tab, the 
holster’s rear clip is held in place by a stiffer piece of leather than the front 
clip, which ensures that the grip of the gun is pulled close to the body when a 
belt is cinched and minimizes printing. Made in the USA, the Comfort Holsters 
Bentley Elite is tuckable, has clips with adjustable cant, and comes with a life-
time warranty and a six-week buyback guarantee. Price: $140. Contact: Comfort 
Holsters (Dept. AR), 206 S. 4th St., Van Buren, AR 72956; (479) 650-0379; 
comfortholsters.com.



M&P® SHIELD
TM

.   

WHErE ProTEcTIon MEETS PErforMancE.

Comfortable to Carry. Comfortable to shoot. the m&P

shield is slim, ConCealable and Powerful. available

in 9 mm and .40 s&w. that’s ConfidenCe. 

smith-wesson.Com/mPPistols
m&P® shieldtm 9 - 7&8 round mags

m&P® shieldtm 40 - 6&7 round mags
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CRKT Hunt’N Fisch

The ideal design for an everyday carry knife may vary from 
person to person, but for avid outdoorsmen it’s hard to 
beat a compact � xed blade suitable for hunting and � sh-

ing needs. It’s for that crowd that CRKT introduced the Hunt’N 
Fisch. Its 3"-long drop point blade is ideal for all manner of 
woods work, and the spine features more than 2" of friction 
grooves to improve control when making � ne cuts. The knife 
is handy and easy to carry thanks to contoured G10 grips, an 
overall length of 7.25" and a heft of less than 4 ozs. As well, a 
horizontal, belt-slide sheath is included with the knife. Sadly, 
designer Larry Fischer lost a 14-month battle with pancreatic 
cancer before his knife made it to market. As a token of his 
legacy as an outdoorsman, 100 percent of the pro� ts from the 
Hunt’N Fisch will be donated to the Pancreatic Cancer Action 
Network (pancan.com), and each knife wears an emblem-
atic purple lanyard (black lanyard also included). Price: $100. 
Contact: Columbia River Knife & Tool (Dept. AR), 18348 SW 126th 
Place, Tualatin, OR 97062; (800) 891-3100; crkt.com.

S M A R T  G U N  C A R E

Nomex® is a registered trademark of DuPont™.

Introducing Ripcord™— unrivaled one-pass cleaning.

Designed with a solid, helix-shaped core and

heat-resistant Nomex® surface, Ripcord™ delivers

more effective and enduring performance. So you 

can fi nally give residue and fouling the boot. 

TTTTTTTTTTTT’’’’’SSSSSSSSSSS TTTTTTTTTTTIIIIIIIIIIIMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMEEEEEEEEEE SSSSSSSSSSSSSOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMEEEEEEEEEEEEEEOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOONNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEE IIIIIIIII

PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUTTTTT NNNNNNNNNYYYYYYYYLLLLLLLOOOONNNNNN IIIIIIIIIINNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN IIIIIIIIIIIIIIITTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTSSSSSSSSSSSSSPPPPPPPPPPP

PPPPPRRROOOOOPPPPEEEEERRRRRR PPPPPPPLLLLLLLAAAAAAAACCCCCCCCCEEEEEEEEEEE.PPPPPP

RUBBER HELIX CORE MEMORY-FLEX® CABLENOMEX® SURFACE

otistec.com/ripcord

2015 Mentor Initiative 
Scores Big

The May 2015 Mentor Initiative from NRA Publications, 
in conjunction with SIG Sauer and Magpul Industries, 
was an outstanding success. Approximately 21,000 NRA 

members pledged to mentor new shooters and signed up for 
the NRA Mentor Sweepstakes. Sweepstakes prizes totaling 
$12,000 in value and ranging from Bass Pro Shops and NRA 
Store gift cards to Life memberships were awarded, and 
500 limited-edition NRA Mentor pins were delivered. NRA 
Publications circulated thousands of copies of the initiative’s 
“NRA Guide For New Shooters” at the NRA Annual Meetings 
in Nashville and to clubs and instructors around the country. 
This year’s initiative inspired several thousand new members 
to join NRA. NRA Publications Executive Director Doug 
Hamlin said, “I would like to thank SIG Sauer, Magpul and 
the 20,000-plus NRA members who stepped up to mentor a 
new shooter in 2015. The success of the NRA going forward 
depends on individual members introducing new prospec-
tive members to the recreational shooting sports.” NRA 
Publications will repeat this Mentor Initiative in 2016—
stay tuned. nrapublications.org



W I T H T HE MOS T INNO VAT I V E OP T ICS AVA IL A BL E T OD AY.

IN T RODUCING SIG SAUER ELECTRO-OPTICS

COMMAND
 T H E  A D V A N T A G E

The new TANGO6 superzoom 6X riflescope line from SIG SAUER has 

you covered from close quarter battle operations to long range shooting, 

3-Gun competitions to hunting dangerous game, bolt actions to MSR’s. HDX™ 

optical system for extreme clarity and low light performance, HellFire™ fiber optic and 

glass-etched illuminated reticles, first or second focal plane optical systems and a mil-spec 

ZeroLock™ turret system that locks in any position, has a resettable zero stop and an intuitive 

rotation indicator for extreme long range shooting. The TANGO6 line also comes standard with a 

FREE SBT™ Sig Ballistic Turret calibrated to your unique ballistics and environmental conditions.

COMMAND THE ADVANTAGE WITH THE REVOLUTIONARY TANGO6 RIFLESCOPE.

SEE THE FULL LINE AT SIGOPTICS.COM

TANGO6

1-6x24mm

2-12x40mm

3-18x44mm

3-30x56mm

TANGO6

1-6x24mm

2-12x40mm

3-18x44mm

3-30x56mm

SIG SAUER ELECTRO-OPTICS, PORTLAND, OREGON, USA

©2015 SIG SAUER, INC



BOOKS IN BRIEF
RAPID FIRE

Shoot To Win

Top Shot” on the History Channel became a sensation amongst the shoot-
ing community—as well as those who have never held a � rearm—and 
was one of cable’s top shows for four seasons. Instead of constant bicker-

ing, these reality television stars settled their differences on the range with 
a host of different � rearms in exciting competitions highlighted by dynamic, 
high-speed camerawork.

The winner of Season Four was a Google technical support specialist named 
Chris Cheng, a self-taught amateur who is now a professional shooter for Bass 
Pro Shops. Now Cheng has written Shoot To Win: Tips, Tactics and Techniques to 
Help You Shoot Like a Pro, to present the fundamentals of � rearm ownership and 
marksmanship. Broken down into 26 chapters, Cheng covers ri� es, pistols, shot-
guns, ammunition, sights, safe � rearm handling, safe � rearm storage, competition 
shooting, and both introductory and some advanced marksmanship techniques.

“This book is targeted toward beginning marksmen and markswomen who are 
looking to learn the basics,” writes Cheng. And in that it more than accom-
plishes its mission. “Top Shot” brought shooting—the fun, the history and the 
competition—to a whole new audience. With this book, the show’s last champ is 
bringing useful information on � rearms and the shooting sports to new shoot-
ers in an easy-to-digest and informative package. The hardcover, 6"x9", 256-pp. 
book is available from Skyhorse Publishing, Inc. (Dept. AR), 307 W. 36th St., 
11th Floor, New York, NY 10018; (212) 643-6816; skyhorsepublishing.com.
The price is $25 plus shipping.

—MARK A. KEEFE, IV, EDITOR IN CHIEF

“

ALSO ON THE SHELF

THE S&W REVOLVERS: A SHOP MANUAL, 
5TH EDITION BY JERRY KUHNHAUSEN 
HERITAGE GUN BOOKS (DEPT. AR)
P.O. BOX 887, MCCALL, ID 83638
(888) 634-4104, GUNBOOKS.COM

Uberti’s Lightning is a 
replica of the Colt Lightning 
that, unlike its precursor, 
can safely handle modern 
ammunition. Chambered in 
.45 Colt, the pump-action 
Uberti Lightning features 
a case-colored receiver and 
trigger guard, and is avail-
able with either a 20" or 
24¼" barrel. uberti.com



MAKE ROOM. 

THE NEXT-GENERATION SUBMACHINE GUN HAS ARRIVED.

Experience it for yourself at

SIGEVOLUTION.COM/SIGMPX

The standard was set in 1964. We think 50 years is long enough. Introducing the SIG MPX™ 

in 9mm, the new benchmark for reliability, adaptability and safety. Prepare your vault.

Non-NFA variants available.



WHERE CAN I GET … ?

Binocular Carrying System With Tripod Mount

Ever been tangled up in a bra-style binocular harness, fumbling for your 
glass when � ngers are numb and the light is nearly gone? Introduced as a 
Kickstarter campaign, the folks at Peak Design have devised a new way to 

conveniently carry binoculars for any hunting, hiking or birding expedition—the 
CaptureBINO system.

As the basis of the platform, the Capture mount, made out of machined 
aluminum, will securely fasten to any strap or belt less than 2¾  " wide and 
7/16" thick via its two clamping jaws. By tightening two thumbscrews atop 
the mount, the jaws provide a solid grip rated up to 200 lbs. A separate bin-
ocular adapter then securely clips into the mount. 

The adapter works by engaging the binocular’s 1/4x20 threaded hole, found 
below the pivot hinge cap on many binoculars. The machined aluminum adapter 
simply screws into the binocular and, once installed, doubles as a tripod mount. 
Peak Design’s quick-release mounting system is built after the Arca Swiss-style 
tripod mount. 

A supplementary 1/4x20 threaded hole centered at the bottom of the 
adapter allows for use with most tripods, making the system very versatile. 
Security is increased by a simple quarter-turn-lockout setting on the mount’s 
red quick-release button, and a supplied thumb setscrew locks the adapter into 
the mount. Accessory mounts may also be purchased separately for use with 
DSLR or POV cameras. Price: $70. Contact: Peak Design; peakdesign.com.

—CHRISTOPHER OLSEN, ASSISTANT EDITOR

RAPID FIRE

Kahr Arms’ Gen 2 
Premium models bear 
several improvements not 
found on the originals. The 
TP45R436RD features a 6" compen-
sated barrel, frame-molded accessory 
rail, improved trigger, reversible 
magazine release, elevated sights 
and an included Leupold DeltaPoint. 
kahr.com

Get Your Instant Quote at www.galleryofguns.com

All f rearms purchased from GalleryofGuns.com are covered by                                                                      the Davidson’s GuaranteeD® Lifetime Replacement Warranty.

LIFETIME
REPLACEMENT

LIFETIME
REPLACEMENT

©2015 DAVIDSON’S, INC. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.

• Striker Fired  

• 3-Dot Dovetailed Sights 

• Muddy Girl Camo 

 Glass-Filled Nylon Frame

• 9MM Caliber

• 7+1 Capacity

• 3.12” Barrel

• Double Action

• Fixed Sights 

• Muddy Girl Camo

    Glass-Filled Nylon Frame             

• 380 Caliber

• 6+1 Capacity

• 2.75” Barrel

#3243-RUG #3734 #3618

• Double Action

• Adjustable Sights

• Muddy Girl Camo Slide

• Glass-Filled Nylon Frame

• 22LR Caliber

• 10+1 Capacity

• 3.5” Barrel

Great Gift Ideas!



The Micro family of .380 ACP 

pistols puts power and legendary 

Kimber dependability in a small 

1911 style platform. Many additional 

models join the Micro CDP to of er 

a variety of choices and features 

to meet any need.

Weighing in at 13.4 oz., all Micro 

pistols feature a thumb safety, 

smooth 7 lb. single action trigger 

and all are Lasergrip compatible.

The Micro CDP of ers Kimber 

3-dot tritium night sights, Carry 

Melt™ treatment on frame and 

slide, and front strap checkering.

The Micro Raptor Stainless

incorporates all of the popular 

Raptor features such as slide 

scaling, front strap scale 

serrations, tritium  night 

sights, ambidextrous safety

and zebrawood grips.

W H A T  A L L  G U N S  S H O U L D  B E
T M

©2015, Kimber Mfg., Inc. All rights reserved. Information and specif cations are for reference only and subject to change without notice.

M A DE  I N  A MER IC A

(888) 243-4522

kimberamerica.com

kimber micro .380 acp pistols.
light. compact. powerful.



nra country

Blackberry Smoke Is NRA Country. 

The musical maturity that’s on display throughout 
Blackberry Smoke’s fourth studio album, “Holding All 
the Roses,” underlines the band’s steady evolution 

from a rough-edged club act to an arena-ready rock ‘n’ roll 
juggernaut. Since forming in 2000, the Atlanta-based band 
has never shied away from hard work, playing more than 
250 shows a year and building an ever-expanding audience 
on the strength of its live shows—and all with a noticeable 
lack of mainstream hype. “Holding All the Roses” compel-
lingly captures the energy, attitude and honesty that have 
already helped to make Blackberry Smoke one of America’s 
hottest live outfits, as well as a grass-roots phenomenon 
with a large and fiercely loyal fan base that reflects the 
band’s tireless touring regimen and staunch blue-collar 
work ethic.

NRA Country’s Vanessa Shahidi recently caught up with 
the band to talk about all things outdoors.

VS: How would you spend a week off in mother nature?

BRIT TURNER/BLACKBERRY SMOKE: I would like to go to 
my wife Shannon’s family hunting land in Mississippi. Even 
if you wanted to use your cell phone it wouldn’t work down 

there. It is peaceful and has a lot of 
history with that side of the fam-
ily. I like to hear those stories and 
know that they all happened right 
there. But alas, it’s rare we get any 
time off these days. 

VS: Do you have a favorite personal firearm?

BRANDON STILL/BLACKBERRY SMOKE: My P226 Stainless 
Elite from Sig Sauer.

VS: Please share your favorite outdoor memory.

PAUL JACKSON/BLACKBERRY SMOKE: Fishing in Bay 
Minette, Alabama, with my dad. We had a fishing cabin 
there. Went every weekend before he passed.

NRA Country is a lifestyle and a bond between the 
country music community and hard-working Americans 
everywhere. It’s powered by pride, freedom, love of coun-
try, respect for the military and the responsibilities of 
protecting the great American life. For more information, 
visit nracountry.com, follow on twitter @NRACountry, 
and NRA_Country on Instagram and Pinterest.

BUILT ONE AT A TIME,
PROVEN EVERY ROUND™

You want the real deal, and it has to have 
the new Slim Line furniture from Magpul®. 
The Colt LE6920 Magpul Edition has been 
upgraded to meet your needs at the range, 
in the field, and on the job.

�
AMERICAN 

MADE COLT.COM     800.962.COLT             FACEBOOK.COM/COLTFIREARMS             @COLTFIREARMS

COLT SUPPORTS MILITARY FAMILIES BY DONATING PART OF 
EACH COMMERCIAL FIREARM SALE TO FOLDS OF HONOR.



AMERICAN RIFLEMAN TELEVISION

Reload On The Men & Guns Of The Vietnam War
In case you missed the � rst air date, we are reprising our look at the “Men & 

Guns of the Vietnam War.” It has been 40 years since the last helicopter lifted 
off the U.S. embassy in Saigon, and more than 55,000 Americans perished in 

the war, and this season we honor their service and sacri� ce. Combining interviews 
with veterans, live-� re demonstrations and archival footage, this three-part series 
examines the � rearms used by both American troops and their communist enemies. 
Check your local listings, and tune in Wednesday nights on the Outdoor Channel. 

Wednesday, October 7 
Feature............................................................................Men & Guns of Vietnam, Part I
Ri� eman Review ...............................................................Glock G43 9 mm Luger Pistol
I Have This Old Gun ...................................................................Colt Model 601 Carbine

Wednesday, October 14
Feature...........................................................................Men & Guns of Vietnam, Part II
Ri� eman Review ............................................Beretta ARX-160 .22 Long Ri� e Carbine
I Have This Old Gun .........................................................................FN Model 1949 Ri� e

Wednesday, October 21
Feature......................................................................... Men & Guns of Vietnam, Part III
Ri� eman Review ........................................................... Colt Model 1903 .32 ACP Pistol
I Have This Old Gun ............................................................................... Iraqi Tariq Pistol

Wednesday, October 28
Feature............................................................................50 Years of the Winchester AA
Ri� eman Review ........................................Steyr AUG/M3 5.56x45 mm NATO Carbine
I Have This Old Gun ............................................................. Ruger Speed-Six Revolver

winchester.com/safety firstwinchester.com/safety first

Introducing our fi rst ever bullet specifi cally designed for deer, 

the Extreme Point™.  The radically new large diameter tip provides 

immediate expansion upon impact, delivering the sledge-hammer 

energy needed to put deer down quickly.  

It’s the bullet built for what 

deer hunters really need.

immediate expansion upon impact, delivering the sledge-hammer 

energy needed to put deer down quickly.  

It’s the bullet built for what 

deer hunters really need.

©2015 Olin Corporation
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TECHNICAL  |  QUESTIONS & ANSWERS

‘03 Spring� eld Bayonet Serial Numbers

Q I recently acquired a Model 1905 
bayonet, with a serial number 
on the blade, for a Spring� eld 

Model 1903 ri� e. It is my understand-
ing that the ri� e and bayonet left 
the armory together since both were 
serially numbered. Is there a way to 
locate the ri� e with the same serial 
number as the bayonet?

A While U.S. Model 1905 bayonets 
manufactured by Spring� eld 
Armory and Rock Island Arsenal 

between 1907 and 1922 were indeed 
serially numbered, it was never 
intended for the serial numbers of the 
bayonets to be matched to the serial 
numbers of the ri� es. The reason for 
a serial number on the bayonet was 
because it was considered a “weapon” 
in its own right, and serial numbers 
were deemed necessary for account-
ability purposes. 

When production of the M1905 
bayonets resumed during the early 
years of World War II, it was deter-
mined that numbering was not really 
necessary, and the newer production 
bayonets were not serially numbered. 
The odds of encountering an M1905 
bayonet and M1903 ri� e today with 
matching serial numbers (assuming 
both were original), would be akin to 
winning the lottery.

—BRUCE N. CANFIELD, FIELD EDITOR

From the thousands of questions and letters on guns, ammunition and their use that American Ri� e-
man receives every year, it publishes the most interesting here. Receiving answers to technical and 
historical questions is a privilege reserved to NRA members.

Questions must be in the form of letters addressed to: Dope Bag, NRA Publications, 11250 Waples Mill 
Road, Fairfax, VA 22030-9400; must contain the member’s code line from an American Ri� eman or American 
Hunter mailing label or membership card; must be accompanied by a stamped, self-addressed, legal-size 
envelope; and must be limited to one speci� c question per letter. Non-members may submit a question 
with a membership application. We cannot answer technical or historical questions by telephone, e-mail or 
fax, and we cannot place even an approximate value on guns or other equipment. Please allow eight to 
10 weeks for replies.

“Questions & Answers” is compiled by staff and Contributing Editors: Bruce N. Can� eld, O. Reid 
Cof� eld, Garry James, Charles Pate, Charles E. Petty, Matt Sharpe, John M. Taylor and John Treakle.

Photo courtesy of author

An Unusual Colt Woodsman 

Q I recently purchased a Colt 
Woodsman Match Target, � rst 
series, the likes of which I have 

never seen. All � rst-series Match 
Target Woodsmans I have seen had 
the famous “BullsEye” barrel, but 
this specimen has a “Bull Nose”-type 
barrel. The barrel length is close to 

7.25". It has two sets of stocks, the 
elegant “elephant ear” and the brown, 
plastic, wartime ones.

I contacted the Colt historian in the 
hopes of gaining more information, but 
this just raised more questions. Colt 
states that it was shipped to the base 
quartermaster of the U.S.M.C. Naval 
Operating Base, San Diego, Calif., on 
March 26, 1942, along with 70 other 
“same type” guns. I could not � nd any 
government markings on it.

Since the Colt records state that this 
gun was shipped with 70 other “same 
type” guns, I was wondering if you 
have seen any others like this, or have 
heard anything about special-order bar-
rels for the Match Target.

AYou de� nitely have a most inter-
esting and unusual Colt .22-cal. 
pistol. I have never seen one like 

this. I would point out that by the time 
it was sold to the San Diego base quarter-
master in 1942, Colt was not producing 
any .22 pistols. Everything the company 
shipped during this time period would 
have come from existing inventory. High 
Standard was the only producer of .22 
pistols during World War II. My guess, 
and it is purely speculation on my part, 
is that these handguns were from exist-
ing inventory and/or possibly assembled 
from existing components. That might 
help to explain the unusual barrel.

I wish I could provide more informa-
tion but I cannot. Again, it is a very 
interesting and unusual pistol.

—REID COFFIELD
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Help-safeguard-your-fi-nances,-credit-and-more.

-ou-only-have-one-identity.-
Protect-it-with-the-best.™

Alert modifi ed for demonstration purposes.

No one can prevent all identity theft. 
†Network does not cover all transactions. 
*If you’re not completely satisfi ed within your 60-day money back guarantee, just call 1-800-LifeLock to receive a full refund of your purchase. Upon enrollment, your card will be billed automatically 
($8.99mo/$98.90yr plus applicable sale tax for LifeLock Standard™ service or $17.99mo/$197.70yr plus applicable sales tax for LifeLock Advantage™ service or $26.99mo/$296.90yr plus 
applicable sales tax for LifeLock Ultimate Plus™ service.) Credit card will be required at enrollment. You can cancel anytime without penalty by calling 1-800-LifeLock.
**Must be an active LifeLock member for 31 days after enrollment to be eligible for the blanket offer. Promotional offer valid until December 31, 2015. Please allow up to 6-8 weeks for delivery. 
Estimated retail value is $24.99. No returns. Offer is good for new LifeLock members only.
No NRA member dues or contributions are used for this promotion, program, or any other related expenses.

LifeLock is a leading provider of proactive identity theft protection services. Since 2005, we have 

been pioneers in leveraging data and patented technology to provide threat detection, proactive 

identity alerts†, and remediation services. With nearly 4 million LifeLock® members, we’re committed 

to providing our consumers some peace of mind amid the concerns of identity theft.

Visit LifeLock.com or call 1-800-LifeLock (543-3562)

60-------------------------*-+-10%--FF-

----------S-F---**
With-LifeLock--nrollment

Premium-LifeLock-
-ll-Season--lanket
$24.99 retail value, size is 53" x 57"

Promo Code

NRAMAG1015
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TECHNICAL  |  FROM THE BENCH

These days, it seems there is no 
shortage of quality defensive 
ammunition offerings from a 

few well-known—and many lesser-
known—manufacturers. More and 
more, though, � rearm manufactur-
ers are getting into the ammunition 
business, leveraging their brands in 
the minds of consumers who have 
already come to trust their products. 
There may be no better example 
than SIG Sauer, a gunmaker known 
worldwide for its semi-automatic 
pistols, carbines and precision ri� es.

SIG Sauer, which is headquartered 
in New Hampshire, decided to broaden 
its presence by acquiring or otherwise 
developing not only optics and sup-
pressor lines but an ammunition line 
as well. Regarding the latter, which 

was introduced last year, I spoke with 
SIG Sauer’s vice president of marketing, 
Bud Fini, to � nd out what led to the 
company’s introduction of a new line of 
defensive handgun loads, dubbed Elite 
Performance Ammunition—especially 
considering that the market seems to 
already be a very crowded one. 

According to Fini, one of the major 
drivers was to create speci� c loads 
designed to function particularly 
well in the company’s own pistols. 
“As manufacturers of handguns and 
ri� es shooting millions of rounds per 
year, we now have the ability to tailor 
ammunition that will perform better 
in SIG � rearms as well as competitive 
offerings. We believe our new V-Crown 
patented design offers exceptional 
performance in a non-bonded bullet, 

and Ducta-Bright 7A-coated brass cases 
signi� cantly aid feeding and extraction. 
Together, they make what we think is 
the ultimate defensive round, delivering 
exceptional on-target energy, maximum 
weight retention and optimal expansion 
at all effective distances.”

SIG Sauer acquired an existing 
ammunition-production facility in 
Kentucky, Fini told me, and staffed it 
with SIG Sauer employees to produce 
and load all current ammunition 
offerings there. In fact, given how 
well the product has been received 
thus far, he indicated that the com-
pany intends to eventually relocate 
to a new larger facility.

SIG Launches Loads 
For Pistols And … Ri� es

Got Ammo?

The patented V-Crown jacketed hollow-point 
is the key to SIG Sauer’s Elite Performance 
Ammunition. Shown here are (l. to r.): 
.380 ACP (90 gr.), 9 mm Luger (124 gr.), 
.357 SIG (125 gr.), .40 S&W (165 gr.) 
and .45 ACP (200 gr.). Training loads with 
full-metal-jacketed bullets are also available 
from SIG. Note the .40 S&W load’s nearly 
14" of penetration in 10 percent ordnance 
gelatin (below).

BY RICHARD MANN

Photos by author



Fini talked about the design goals 
of the new ammunition: “Improved 
reliability and feeding, along with bet-
ter penetration with regard to barriers 
such as clothing, plywood, wallboard, 
etc.,” he said, adding, “Ultimately, 

controlled expansion with superior 
penetration is the goal in being able to 
deliver maximum on-target energy.”

To attain those goals, SIG Sauer 
designed a “stacked hollow-point” bullet 
with an additional hollow-point cavity 

and a unique, toothed cannelure halfway 
up the shank to ensure terminal expan-
sion. Also, V-shaped jacket skives and 
scores are intended to allow the bullet to 
expand in a controlled, uniform manner.

The case coating is said to provide 

CHAMBERING BULLET 
(GRS.)

VELOCITY
(F.P.S)

ENERGY  
(FT.-LBS.)

PENETRATION 
(INCHES)

EXPANSION
(INCHES)

GROUP SIZE IN INCHES
SMALLEST  LARGEST  AVERAGE

.380 ACP  
SIG JHP

90 952 Avg.
21 Sd

181 10.0 0.54 1.59 4.33 2.76

9 MM LUGER 
SIG JHP

124 1208 Avg.
12 Sd

401 14.0 0.56 1.91 2.42 2.13

.357 SIG
SIG JHP

125 1384 Avg.
9 Sd

531 14.5 0.61 1.84 2.02 1.92

.40 S&W
SIG JHP

165 1105 Avg.
S Sd

447 13.5 0.70 1.60 3.76 2.57

.45 ACP
SIG JHP

200 933 Avg.
21 Sd

386 16.2 0.64 1.01 2.21 1.52

NOTES: AccurAcy rESulTS ArE fOr fivE cONSEcuTivE, fivE-ShOT grOupS AT 25 ydS. (*ThE dB380 wAS ShOT AT 15 ydS.) firEd frOm A SANdBAg  
rEST. pENETrATiON ANd ExpANSiON TESTS uSEd 10% OrdNANcE gElATiN cOvErEd wiTh TwO lAyErS Of dENim. mEASurEd AvErAgE vElOciTy fOr  
10 rOuNdS firEd OvEr A chrONOgrAph AT 10 fT. TEST firEArmS: .380 Acp, diAmONdBAck dB380, 2.8" BArrEl; 9 mm lugEr, BrOwNiNg high pOwEr, 
4.6" BArrEl; .357 Sig, Sig SAuEr p226E, 4.4" BArrEl; .40 S&w, SmiTh & wESSON m&p40, 4.25" BArrEl; ANd .45 Acp, pArA OrdNANcE 
cOmmANdEr, 4.25" BArrEl. TEmpErATurE: 77°. humidiTy: 78%. ABBrEviATiONS: Jhp (JAckETEd hOllOw pOiNT), Sd (STANdArd dEviATiON).

SHOOTING RESULTS (25 YDS.)* 
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from the bench

“enhanced lubricity, superior corrosion 
resistance, and reliable feeding and 
extraction.” In addition, given that 
the loads are intended for use in self-
defense situations, which typically take 
place in low-light conditions, the loads 
use a low-flash propellant designed to 
preserve the user’s night vision.

Knowing that the FBI Protocol 
testing has become something of a 
gold standard with regard to defensive 
ammunition testing, I asked Fini if 
SIG Sauer will attempt to be a player 
in the law-enforcement market with 
its new loads. “Initially, our intention 
was to concentrate specifically on the 
commercial market, but two scenarios 
have come into play. First, the current 
shortages of certain calibers and types 
have opened markets of opportunity in 
which we didn’t think we were ready 
to engage at such an early point in the 
business’s development. Second, some 
agencies are changing their thoughts 
on bonded versus non-bonded bullets.” 

Fini said the company will introduce 
bonded bullets in the future, but he 
added that SIG Sauer’s position is that 
a high-quality jacketed hollow-point 
is better-suited for many situations 
when penetration through glass is not a 
requirement. Given that, Fini said, “So, 
no, we will not be a major player in the 
overall law-enforcement market, but we 
are currently selling to agencies that 
prefer our bullet design, and will do so 
wherever the demand is apparent.”

Fini said the new SIG-designed 
V-Crown bullet features a gliding metal 
jacket covering a core consisting of a 
proprietary lead alloy whose metallurgi-
cal composition is projectile/caliber-
dependent. With regard to the actual 
construction of the projectile, Fini said, 

1. For Your Freedom

2. For Your Family
3. For Your Community
4. For Your Country
5. For Your Future

NRA aggressively defends your rights to own and use the firearms 
so important to your lifestyle. NRA champions Americans’ individual 
rights and strives to block efforts by misguided government officials, 
legislators and courts attempting to strip away these guarantees.
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Rob D., Eagle Mountain, UT

#SHARETHETHRILL

For everything to outfit your passion…
at the Lowest Prices, Guaranteed! 
Now that’s worth sharing! 
Shop now at SportsmansGuide.com.

WE NOW
SELL GUNS! 
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“With the exception of the .380 ACP, all 
projectiles utilize a mechanical jacket-
to-core locking feature. In addition, our 
unique method of skiving is designed to 
stop projectile expansion before separa-
tion can occur.” 

As to the company’s goals for 
penetration through various media, 
Fini said, “The FBI barrier test, per 
the most recent Department of Justice 
Requests for Proposal, scores a projec-
tile based on five performance mea-
sures: Average depth of penetration; 
consistency of penetration depth; per-
centage of retained weight; expansion; 
and percentage of shots that penetrate 
less than a specified minimum. Points 
are allocated differently for each of the 
five performance measures. Our design 
goal was to maximize the overall score. 
For the most part, this means that we 
chose to maximize the weight reten-
tion of our projectiles and have them 
expand to the greatest extent possible 
while still meeting the minimum pen-
etration requirement.”

SIG Sauer chose to launch its brand 
by initially offering loads in the most 
popular personal-defense chamberings, 
and appears to be off to a great start. 
Fini told me “Each additional load offer-
ing within a given caliber will feature a 
different weight projectile and will be 
tailored for a particular purpose. Load 
offerings featuring a light-for-caliber 
projectile will be optimized for short 
barrel/pocket/concealed carry pistols, 
and load offerings featuring a heavy-
for-caliber projectile (with inherently 
subsonic velocities) will be designed with 
suppressor-friendliness in mind.” 

I was able to shoot five of the first 
handgun loadings—.380 ACP, 9 mm 
Luger, .357 SIG, .40 S&W and .45 ACP—
for accuracy and velocity, and you can 
see the results in the accompanying 
table on p. 43. Each load was also fired 
into 10 percent ordnance gelatin covered 
with two layers of denim and measured 
for penetration in the gel block as well as 
final expanded diameter of the recovered 
bullets. In all of my testing, there was 
only one hiccup, and that was a single 
failure to feed with the 90-gr., .380 ACP 
load through a Diamondback DB380. In 
short, I was impressed on all fronts by 
SIG’s defensive ammunition. 

SUPER BLACK EAGLE II

BENELLIUSA.COM

THERE ARE FAME SEEKERS

BUT FEW BECOME LEGENDS

Revered reliability wherever, whenever.
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1. For Your Freedom
2. For Your Family

3. For Your Community
4. For Your Country
5. For Your Future

NRA offers education and training opportunities for all ages. From  
the Eddie Eagle GunSafe program that has taught more than 26 million 
children, to advanced personal protection courses for home defenders, 
NRA provides vital support that will keep your loved ones safe.
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from the bench

WARNING: Technical data and information con-
tained herein are intended to provide information 
based upon the limited experience of individuals 
under specific conditions and circumstances. 
They do not detail the comprehensive training, 
procedures, techniques and safety precautions 
that are absolutely necessary to properly carry 
on similar activity. READ THE NOTICE AND 
DISCLAIMER ON THE CONTENTS PAGE OF THIS 
MAGAZINE. ALWAYS CONSULT COMPREHEN-
SIVE REFERENCE MANUALS AND BULLETINS OF 
PROPER TRAINING REQUIREMENTS, PROCE-
DURES, TECHNIQUES AND SAFETY PRECAU-
TIONS BEFORE ATTEMPTING ANY SIMILAR 
ACTIVITIES.

Since my initial testing, SIG Sauer 
has added to the V-Crown line with two 
more 9 mm Luger loads (115 and 147 
grs.), a .38 Super +P (125 grs.), a 10 
mm Auto (180 grs.) and two .45 ACPs 
(185 and 230 grs.). Revolver cartridges 
have also been introduced, and include 
.38 Spl. (125 grs.), .357 Mag. (125 
grs.), .44 Spl. (240 grs.), .44 Mag. (240 
grs.) and .45 Colt (230 grs.). There are 
also full-metal-jacket loads in .380 ACP 
(100 grs.), .38 Spl. (125 grs.), 9 mm 
Luger (115 grs.), .38 Super (125 grs.), 
.357 SIG (124 grs.), .357 Mag. (125 
grs.), .40 S&W (180 grs.), 10 mm Auto 
(180 grs.) and .45 ACP (230 grs.).

Last year, Fini told me “Rifle calibers 
are also in the works.” And the first 
one—.300 Blackout—is already ship-
ping. The two available loads are a 125-
gr. supersonic and a 220-gr. subsonic—
both with Open Tip Match bullets. 

If SIG Sauer makes good on its 
promises to ramp up the number of its 
new offerings and continues to apply 
its considerable assets to the quality 
and consistency of their manufac-
ture, the familiar “SIG” lettering on 
ammunition boxes could conceivably 
achieve the same level of reverence 
in consumers’ minds as it does on SIG 
firearms—and that would be quite an 
accomplishment. 

For more information, contact: 
SIG Sauer (Dept. AR); 72 Pease Blvd., 
Newington, NH 03801; (866) 345-6744; 
sigsauer.com

Introducing the All NewIntroducing the All New

Hunting Clothing Line
Built from the ground up 
with the same quality and 
attention to detail you have 
come to love and expect from 
MidwayUSA. From the heat of 
the early season to the frigid 
temps of late winter, 
we have you covered.

Introducing the All New

Most styles available in
Men’s M-3XL

Hunting Clothing Line
Built from the ground up 
with the same quality and 
attention to detail you have 
come to love and expect from 
MidwayUSA. From the heat of 
the early season to the frigid 
temps of late winter, 
we have you covered.

New!

Black
Blaze

Orange
Olive
Drab

Realtree 
Xtra

Realtree 
Max-1 XT

Realtree 
Max-1

Realtree
AP Snow

Only @ midwayusa.com

Black
Blaze

Orange
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LATEST LOADS

12-GA., 2¾  "

PROPELLANT/CHARGE: 
SOLO 1000/20.5 GRS.

SHOT CHARGE/TYPE: 11⁄8 OZS. OF 
NICKEL-PLATED NO. 7½ 

WAD: BALLISTIC PRODUCTS, INC., 
TRAP & FIELD COMMANDER-Z21

HULL: FEDERAL GOLD MEDAL 
PRIMER: FED 209A
CRIMP: FOLD

PRESSURE: 9,700 P.S.I.
VELOCITY @ 5' (F.P.S.): 1139*
30" PATTERN @ 40 YDS.: 

77% OF PAYLOAD (333 PELLETS)
USES: COMPETITION (TRAP AND SPORTING 

CLAYS), UPLAND BIRD HUNTING

NOTES: PATTERNED AT 40 YDS. USING 
A 26"-BARRELED REMINGTON MODEL 
870 EXPRESS SUPER MAGNUM WITH A 
FLUSH-FITTING, AFTERMARKET IMPROVED-
MODIFIED CHOKE. *THIS LOAD IS REPORTED 
TO ATTAIN 1255 F.P.S. TESTED AVERAGE 
VELOCITY WAS 116 F.P.S. SLOWER ON A 
17° F DAY, WITH A 26"-BARRELED GUN. 

WARNING: Technical data and information 
contained herein are intended to provide 
information based upon the limited experience 
of individuals under speci� c conditions and 
circumstances. They do not detail the com-
prehensive training, procedures, techniques 
and safety precautions that are absolutely 
necessary to properly carry on similar activity. 
READ THE NOTICE AND DISCLAIMER ON 
THE CONTENTS PAGE OF THIS MAGAZINE. 
ALWAYS CONSULT COMPREHENSIVE REFER-
ENCE MANUALS AND BULLETINS OF PROPER 
TRAINING REQUIREMENTS, PROCEDURES, 
TECHNIQUES AND SAFETY PRECAUTIONS BE-
FORE ATTEMPTING ANY SIMILAR ACTIVITIES.

A Premium Trap Load

Designed for 11⁄8-oz. heavy target 
and 1¼-oz. � eld loads, Ballistic 
Products’ Z21 wads have notably 

thicker shotcup walls than standard 
wads, which intensi� es the constric-
tion for improved downrange patterns. 
As such, they’re well-suited for shots 
from 30 to 55 yds., and are ideal for 
trap. To complement the Z21, load 
it with “premium” No. 7½ nickel-
plated lead shot, which maintains its 
spherical shape (for tighter patterns) 
and delivers additional clay-breaking 
energy. The recipe below delivered 
77 percent of its pellets within a 30" 
circle at 40 yds. using an improved-
modi� ed choke.

—AARON CARTER, FIELD EDITOR
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1. For Your Freedom
2. For Your Family
3. For Your Community

4. For Your Country
5. For Your Future

NRA has trained more than 55,000 law enforcement firearm  
instructors, who in turn have passed their knowledge on to millions  
of duty officers. NRA priorities also include helping local groups  
establish safe shooting ranges and protecting schools from criminals.
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CorrespondenCe  |  favorite firearms

Nearly every shooter has a favorite firearm. If you would like to share the experience of owning yours 
with other American Rifleman readers, or on americanrifleman.org, send a sharp color photograph of the 
gun, accompanied by its story in fewer than 400 words, with your name, address and daytime telephone 
number to: Favorite Firearms, American Rifleman, National Rifle Association, 11250 Waples Mill Road, Fair-
fax, VA 22030-9400. Photos and submissions cannot be returned and may be edited for clarity and brevity.  

My grandfather came to America 
from Russia in the late 1880s. 
He farmed in Minnesota for sev-

eral years, raising his family. Eventually 
the whole family moved to Minot, N.D., 
where my grandfather successfully ran 
a general store. Colt pistols were among 
the variety of merchandise sold there.

The business profits were deposited 
in a local bank for safekeeping, and, 
around 1912, when the bank went out 
of business, my grandfather lost every-
thing. My father, J. Salem Rubin, was 
13 years old at the time. He managed 
to salvage a new Colt Model 1908 Vest 
Pocket semi-automatic chambered in 
.25 ACP from the store, and he took it 
with him when the family moved to San 
Francisco, Calif.

My father worked his way through 
college, and graduated from the 
University of California’s medical school 
in 1925. He moved to Los Angeles in 

1928 and began practicing 
medicine as a surgeon. In 
those days, doctors made 
house calls at all hours of 
the night, and I recall my 
father going out with his small, black 
medical bag to visit patients in their 
homes. He used to take the .25-cal. 
Colt pistol along with him, because he 
carried drugs in the bag, and because 
doctors were often robbery victims.

He told me about the time he was 
walking at night from his car to a 
patient’s house, when a car pulled 
alongside him. A young man got out 
and approached him in a hostile man-
ner, yelling, “Give me the bag.” My dad 
pulled out the Colt pistol and pointed it 

Colt Vest Pocket Makes House Calls

at the man, who turned and ran back to 
the car, which immediately sped away.

My father passed away in 1990, and 
his 103-year-old Colt is one of my most 
prized possessions. I cherish it both 
because of the significant role it played 
in my father’s life but also because to 
me it symbolizes the attainment of the 
“American Dream” by both my father 
and my grandfather.

Charles rubin, California

BurnCage.com

Call for a FREE DVD and Catalog!
Includes product specifi cations and factory-direct offers.

800-290-7948TOLL
FREE

The NEW DR® Leaf Vacuum is designed 
from the top down to make yard clean 
up easier, faster, and more thorough 
than ever before. And for a limited time 
we are offering them at incredible low 
introductory prices!

Unload with just one hand!

Doubles as a utility trailer!

LOWEST PRICE EVER
on DR® Leaf and Lawn Vacuums!     

Rated #1 in Vacuum Power

Easy, 1-Hand Dumping 

Stores Flat in Minutes

Converts to a Utility Trailer

Starting at 
$1,29999
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FREE
SHIPPING

1 YEAR
TRIAL

SOME LIMITATIONS APPLY. CALL OR GO ONLINE FOR DETAILS.

EASY
FINANCING

  

TRACTOR OWNERS

3-POINT HITCH 
MODEL AVAILABLE!

•  Self-feeding models 
available. No more 
force-feeding!

•  Chip big branches up to 5.75" thick!

•  Commercial style top-discharging models direct wood chips 
right where you want them.

•  Models that shred yard and garden 
waste as well as CHIP branches.

ALL-NEW DR CHIPPERS
Larger Capacity, Lower Prices!

21.0 
Self-Feeding 
Model

Starting 
at just

$79999

2016 MODELS

21.0 
Self-Feeding 
Model
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They call walking the “perfect exercise.” It gets your heart pumping, clears your

head and fills your lungs with fresh air. Not bad, but we found a way to

make it even better. Before you take your next 10,000 steps, add a little

strut to your stroll. Take the Stauer Gentleman’s Walking Stick

anywhere and I promise that you’ll feel like a conquering hero.

Heads will turn. Doors will open. Its powers will astound you.

What’s the secret? Pure class. Our Stauer Gentleman’s Walking

Stick is a tip of the top hat to turn-of-the-century tradition.

Today, serious collectors gladly pay thousands for rare and hand-

crafted sticks from the 19th century. But only Stauer can deliver a

modern version of this vintage classic—that looks and feels as good

as the original—for ONLY $49!  

Sticks that make a statement. For centuries, no respectable man was

seen in public without a walking stick by his side. They were as indispensable

as a fine tailored suit or fancy moustache. Well-heeled men “wore” them

as symbols of power and prestige, using elaborately decorated staffs to help

navigate trails, dispatch opponents or conceal gadgets and contraband. 

Simply put, they were the must-have accessory for any sharp-dressed man

on the move. 

The ultimate travel companion. Hold it once and you can feel that it’s not

some hollow imitation. Our Gentleman’s Walking Stick is crafted from a solid

shaft of imported Sheesham (Indian Rosewood) and finished with layers of black

lacquer. The rounded, knob-style head has serious weight and the silver-finished

brass features an elegant engraved design that adds

flair while improving your grip. And a black rubber

tip steadies your stance on all sorts of surfaces from

dirt and asphalt walkways to marble floors and 

Persian rugs.

Your satisfaction is 100% guaranteed. Try the Stauer Gentleman’s Walking Stick

risk-free for two months. If you’re not convinced that it adds sophistication to your

stride, simply send it back within 60 days for a complete refund of your purchase price.

But we’re betting that after your first step with this stick, you’ll never walk alone again! 

Smart Luxuries—Surprising Prices™

14101 Southcross Drive W.,

Dept. SWS253-01, 

Burnsville, Minnesota 55337

www.stauer.com

Stauer®Stauer Gentleman’s Walking Stick $79*

Offer Code Price— $49 + s&p Save $30

You must use the insider offer code to get our special price.

1-800-859-1736
Offer Code SWS253-01

Please use this code when you order to receive your discount. Rating of A+

* Discount for customers who use the offer code versus the listed original Stauer.com price.

TAKE 38% OFF 
INSTANTLY!
When you use your

INSIDER OFFER CODE

The must-have men’s accessory once carried by kings, presidents,

barons and billionaires is back—and can be yours for ONLY $49!

• 36" long  •  Solid silver-finished brass handle  •  Supports up to 250 lbs.  •  Imported Sheesham wood

This Is How To 
Walk the Walk

Image not actual size.

Hand-carved detail
for easy grip!
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SPECIAL REPORT

NRA’s 2016 Challenge Coin
A Call to Action for Every NRA Member

By Wayne LaPierre 
Executive Vice President

Visit nra.org/2016challenge to learn how to get yours.

Between now and Nov. 8, 2016, I’ll 
be putting in 16- and 18-hour days, 
taking the NRA’s election mes-

sage to every American who still has the 
blood of patriots in their veins.  

I know that if I don’t � ght tooth and 
nail to stop Hillary Clinton and take back 
the White House next year, I’ll regret it for 
the rest of my life. 

If you’re willing to � ght by my side in 
the coming year—and make sure Hillary 
Clinton never becomes president of the 
United States—then I want to send you 
the NRA’s 2016 White House Challenge 
Coin today.  

Challenge coins have a long tradition 
in our U.S. Armed Forces as symbols of 
brotherhood among those who share a 
critical mission. 

This NRA Challenge Coin in your 
pocket says you’ll � ght with me every step 
of the way to defeat Hillary Clinton, rip 
the power of the White House away from 

anti-gunners and start rebuilding the free-
doms that President Barack Obama has 
worked every day to shred. 

This coin in your pocket says that 
you’ll help me take back our courts from 
unelected judges who are rewriting our 
Constitution without the consent of the 
American people. 

This coin in your pocket represents 
your commitment to take back the 
Justice Department from Operation Fast 
and Furious gunrunners, and to take back 
the United Nations from sovereignty-
surrendering diplomats. 

If you and I can win the presidential 
election next year, we’ll clean out the rat’s 
nest at the EPA where Obama’s bureau-
crats are trying to ban our lead bullets.  

We’ll get rid of Obama’s harassment 
campaign against our mom-and-pop 
gun shops. We’ll take back the FCC from 
those who want to deny our right to free 
speech because we own guns.  

And we’ll root out rogue agents who 
are using the IRS to silence and bankrupt 
Obama’s political enemies.  

The message on your Challenge Coin 
is clear. It says that you’re 100 percent 
committed to taking back the White 
House in the next election, that you’ll 
never again allow a president like Obama 
to wage war on our freedoms and culture.  

But it all starts with your commitment 
to the NRA and your willingness to carry 
this coin in your pocket between now 
and the 2016 election. 

Now is the time when you must decide 
whether to stand with the NRA and play a 
visible, central role in taking back the White 
House and the country you love. 

Hillary Clinton has already drawn her 
line in the sand. She’s telling America—  
in campaign speeches, on her website 
and on TV—that she’s coming after our 
guns. She’s using anti-NRA rhetoric as a 
rallying cry for her hardcore troops. Just 
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like Obama, she’s pointing the � nger at 
you and me and our freedoms instead 
of confronting the violent criminals who 
are tearing this country apart. 

And it’s not just our gun rights that 
are on the line if Hillary Clinton wins the 
White House next year. It’s every freedom 
we grew up with and everything that 
makes America the greatest nation on 
earth. 

If the Second Amendment dies, 
America as we know it dies with it. 

That’s why I’m asking you to order 
your Challenge Coin, carry it with you 
between now and the election, and help 
me build a record-setting NRA election 
war chest by making a special contribu-
tion to NRA today. 

No other organization in America has 
the willingness to tell the unvarnished 
truth about the Obama-Clinton jug-
gernaut between now and Election Day 
2016. But we need to start now. 

No other organization has our take-
no-prisoners commitment to expose 
Clinton’s deep-seated lies and her 
decades-long culture war against the 
Second Amendment and every other 
freedom this country was built on. But 
we need to build our war chest now.  

And no other organization in America 
has our track record of defeating would-
be presidents again and again—with the 
boots on the ground to reach 100 million 
American gun owners and get them to 
the polls next year.  

But we can’t wait even one day to 
get started—and we can’t get started 
without your 100 percent commitment 
and your extra support. 

Regular NRA dues won’t provide 
nearly enough money to defeat Hillary 
Clinton and the media elites and billion-
aires who will march by her side on the 
road to the White House.  

But one by one by one, you and I and 
5 million more NRA members across the 
country can build the war chest we need 
to reach tens of millions of gun owners 
in the presidential battleground states, 
tell them the truth that they won’t hear 
anywhere else and make sure they get to 
the polls and vote. 

Your extra dollars today can help train 
one more volunteer to knock on doors in 
these key states where the White House 
race will be decided.  

Your extra dollars can help us buy one 
more television ad, one more drive-time 

radio message, or one more targeted 
Internet campaign reaching hundreds or 
thousands of gun-owning voters.  

Now is the time to hold tight to our 
values, rise up together and face the 
threat.  One by one, alongside our fellow 
5 million NRA members, we can make a 
di� erence.  

But we can only win if we � ght as a 
team. When the NRA steps on the stage 
in this all-or-nothing presidential election, 
we need you with us. And it starts with 
your decision today to accept your 2016 
Challenge Coin, make a contribution and 
help the NRA make history next year. 

The � nal days of every war are always 
marked by one big, decisive battle. With 
all my heart, I believe that this presiden-
tial election will be the biggest victory 
or the worst defeat for freedom that you 
and I will see in our lifetimes. 

We’ve all seen what can happen to 
our country in just a few short years 
when our leaders don’t have freedom in 
their hearts.  

For nearly seven years, Obama has 
been twisting the very life out of our 
Constitution day after day after day. 
Tearing down our culture. Attacking our 
unique American values.  Bad-mouthing 
our country when he travels abroad. 
Giving up freedom’s precious ground 
that was purchased with American lives 
and blood. 

We can’t risk another president who 
points the � nger at good people and 
their freedoms, instead of evil people 
who belong in jail. We can’t risk another 
president who wants the U.S. to conform 
to the rest of the world where good peo-
ple are defenseless in their homes and 
on the streets. And we can’t risk another 
president who believes that regular citi-
zens can’t be trusted with the freedoms 
our Founding Fathers enshrined in the 
Constitution.  

Everywhere I go, I hear the same 
thing from gun owners and freedom-
loving Americans who shake their heads 
and tell me that everything good about 
this country is slipping away.  

But I’m not giving up my guns and 
my freedom without a � ght. If you share 
my 100 percent commitment to win 
this election, save our guns and pull 
our nation back from the brink—then 
please accept this Challenge Coin. Visit 
nra.org/2016challenge to learn how to 
get yours.

Let’s win this battle together—you 
and me and our 5 million fellow NRA 
members. Instead of shaking our heads 
and watching our country slip away, 
let’s make history together and take our 
country back. 

It’s not just our gun rights that are on 
the line—it’s everything we love about 
America and everything that makes us 
the greatest nation on earth.

Thanks for everything you do for our 
cause. I look forward to hearing from you, 
to sending your 2016 White House Chal-
lenge Coin and to celebrating the biggest 
victory of our lives on Nov. 8, 2016. 

“With all my heart, I believe that this presidential election will be the biggest 
victory or the worst defeat for freedom that you and I will see in our lifetimes.”

A METICULOUSLY 
CRAFTED KEEPSAKE  
Hillary Clinton has made her com-

mitment to become America’s next 
president.  

This 2016 White House Challenge Coin 
symbolizes your commitment to stop her.  

Carry this Challenge Coin with you 
between now and Election Day 2016. It 
will serve as a reminder of your role in 
taking back the White House next year!

This die-struck coin captures the 
essence of what it means to be part of our 
NRA brotherhood during the most impor-
tant battle in Second Amendment history.  

Minted from heavy brass, with an 
enameled � nish to last hundreds of 
years, this coin represents the power-
ful bond that NRA members share 
and a commitment to freedom that is 
unmatched in America and the world.  

If you could feel its digni� ed heft you’d 
instantly understand why this coin is in 
such high demand by NRA members.  And 
why this coin is bound to become one of 
your family’s most treasured keepsakes. 

GO TO 
nra.org/2016challenge 

and get YOUR 2016 
NRA Challenge Coin today!
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t’s a wonder that rim� re cartridges work at all. 
In fact, when it comes to semi-automatic rim� re 
guns chambered for .17 Hornady Rim� re Magnum 
(HMR), some designs from big names in gunmaking 

simply didn’t. That’s why the introduction of the Savage 
A17 ri� e (and accompanying CCI A17 ammunition, which 
is actually about 100 feet per second faster than other 
.17 HMR loads) is such a big deal—Savage has succeeded 
where others failed or simply walked away.

When introduced, we thought so much of the 
.17 HMR we put a single, diminutive cartridge all 
by itself on “the white cover,” calling it “The Little 
Cartridge That Could” (March 2002, p. 48). Necking 
down the .22 Winchester Magnum Rim� re (WMR) 
case to .17-cal. with a 25 degree shoulder and stoking 

it with Hodgdon Lil’ Gun powder resulted in a 17-gr. 
V-Max bullet moving out at more than 2550 f.p.s.—a 
huge and ef� cient leap in rim� re ballistics. Thanks 
to then-new high-energy propellant and a modern, 
jacketed bullet with a good ballistic coef� cient (not 
a misshapen hunk of lead from a previous century), 
the new cartridge was the � rst 200-yd. rim� re. Marlin 
and Ruger were in on the development, and both 
introduced bolt-action ri� es concurrently with the 
cartridge’s launch. Many other companies have since 
added guns chambered for .17 HMR, but the real 
payoff for this cartridge was getting it into semi-
automatics. After all, a big part of a rim� re’s appeal is 
affordable, high-volume shooting. So making a semi-
automatic .17 HMR should be simple, right?

The affordable, lightweight and accurate Savage A17 chambered in .17 HMR does the one thing 
that a semi-automatic rim� re magnum must do to be successful—it works.

BY MARK A. KEEFE IV, Editor In Chief

Photos by Forrest MacCormack
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“NOT SUITABLE FOR USE …”

“Remington has been notified by its supplier of .17 HMR 
ammunition that .17 HMR ammunition is not suitable for 
use in semi-automatic firearms. The use of this ammunition 
in a semi-automatic firearm could result in property damage 
or serious personal injury.” Semi-automatics? You mean all 
semi-automatics? That was back in 2009, when Remington 
recalled every Model 597 Magnum rifle in .17 HMR it made 
from 2003 to 2007. 

In response, the cartridge’s inventor, Hornady, not 
being a gunmaker, advised owners of .17 HMR rifles to 
check with their manufacturers. Steve Hornady himself 
weighed in with the following: “We believe .17 HMR 
ammunition is manufactured to the highest standard of 
care and quality and performs within the specifications 
established for .17 HMR ammunition and is consistent 
with SAAMI standards for ALL ammunition. We are not 
firearms manufacturers, and we believe the firearms 
manufacturers are solely the ones responsible for deter-
mining if and how they should market and sell a model or 
type of firearm.” CCI, which produces hundreds of millions 
of rimfire rounds every year, including most of the mar-
ket’s .17 HMR, stated: “Do not use .17 HMR ammunition 
in semi-automatic firearms without consulting with your 
firearm’s manufacturer.” 

So what happened? With blowback-operated guns, the 
weight of the bolt and the force of the recoil spring are 

supposed to keep the bolt closed long enough for the bul-
let and expanding gases to escape the barrel and for pres-
sure to drop to safe levels before the bolt opens. 

Ruger introduced its straight-blowback 10/17,  
a .17 HMR semi-automatic based on the 10/22 Magnum,  
in 2004. But because of the cartridge’s pressure concerns, 
the gunmaker strangled the .17 HMR darling in its crib.  
The rifle, cataloged but never sold, met its ignominious end 
by the time of the company’s 2006 annual report. Ruger 
had offered the 10/22 Magnum from 1999 to 2006, but 
quietly abandoned it, too.

The cartridge was blamed by the gun manufacturers, and 
it was pretty clear that, at times, cartridges were discharg-
ing while the case was unsupported—either firing too 
early before the actions were fully closed or opening too 
quickly—and this led to potentially serious safety issues. 
That gas has to go somewhere, and through a thin piece of 
unsupported brass was the easiest path. Two other pos-
sibilities for .17 HMR irregularities were bore obstructions 
(likely from squib loads causing a jacketed bullet to stick 
in the barrel) or case failures at the rim—rare but possible.

Other makers offer blowback-operated .17 HMR semi-
automatics, but they manage it only by manipulating bolt 
weights and springs. Magnum Research offers its blowback-
operated Barracuda with a heavy bolt and springs, and 
Volquartsen catalogs its TF Rifle in .17 HMR, but with a coun-
terweight to keep the bolt closed. Then there is the Alexander 
Arms AR-style .17 HMR offered both as an upper and as a 

2.

4.

3.
5.

6.
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complete firearm. It is a blowback that worked flawlessly 
in recent tests (October 2014, p. 84), but it was engineered 
specifically for the .17 HMR. 

So, was it a gun problem or a cartridge one?

RIMFIRE REALITIES
When it comes to rimfires, take everything we know 

about the better mousetrap—which is the boxer-primed, 
center-fire cartridge—and throw it out the window. The 
humble rimfire cartridge in America can trace its roots to 
Daniel B. Wesson and Horace Smith’s first revolver cham-
bered for .22 Rimfire. The rimfire cartridge predates the 
typewriter, yet remains little changed in how it actually works. 
And it’s inexpensive to produce in quantity—sometimes mere 
pennies a round—much cheaper than its center-fire cousin. 
That’s the appeal of rimfire. That and not needing to dili-
gently police brass for reloading.

It is based around a thin, fragile piece of sheet brass 
punched into shape as a cartridge case through several form-
ing operations. Then highly explosive priming compound is 
deposited in the case, the case is spun until the wet priming 
compound fills the hollow case rim and then is allowed to 
dry. Propellant and projectile are then added using high-
speed machines. The powder charges are small. The rim has 
to be thin enough so that it can be crushed, setting off 
the priming compound by a hit on the rim. 
The malleable brass—pressed outward by the 
expanding gases created by the propellant—has 
to be contained by the chamber walls and a closed 
bolt face. When the case is not fully supported, prob-
lems can arise—gas will find the easiest way out.

Short cartridges with straight case walls work best in 
straight blowback-operated firearms. Long cartridges with 
bottlenecks are not so simple. In addition to more space for 
gunpowder, which ups the pressure, the .22 WMR and  
.17 HMR are longer than the .22 Long Rifle, and that creates 
more surface area in the chamber for the brass case to grip, 
which increases chamber friction. So you have a cartridge that 
is relativity fragile (about 0.050" thick), difficult to extract with 

a case rim that can be torn off by its extractor and that oper-
ates at 26,000 p.s.i. Also, unlike a center-fire rifle case, there is 
no way to anneal a case shoulder once a rimfire case is primed. 
The shoulder on a .17 HMR case is formed after priming. 

This is not a condemnation of the rimfire, just an expla-
nation of the limitations of the case construction. Literally 
tens, if not hundreds, of billions of rounds of rimfire 
ammunition have been made, and hundreds of millions are 
manufactured and fired every year.

The bottom line is that when a rifle does not meet 
expectations, the gunmaker typically blames the ammu-
nition company. Conversely, if a cartridge does not work 
in a particular gun, the ammunition manufacturer points 
its finger at the gunmaker. That option was taken off the 
table when Alliant Techsystems (ATK) acquired Savage 
Arms in 2013, now both are happy members of the 
rebranded Vista Outdoor family. That means there could be 
no finger-pointing at the dinner table.

SAY HELLO TO THE CHICKLET
More than a year before being picked up by ATK, Savage’s 

engineers had worked out a solution for the .17 HMR semi-
automatic rifle. Standard blowback wasn’t the answer for 
them—the bolt had to remain fully closed long enough for 
the pressure to drop to a safe level. So, how did Savage do 

A Savage-style barrel nut secures the A17’s steel receiver to its medium-
contour barrel. The interrupter lug locks into a recess (1.) in the receiver’s 
top underside (arrow). The fire-control unit (2.) is a separate assembly 
contained in a polymer housing. A polymer cover at the back of the receiver 
(3.) must be lifted off to gain access to the recoil spring (4.) and its guide 
rod. Once those are removed, the bolt handle can be disconnected and the bolt 
(5.) slid out of the receiver’s rear. Savage did this to make cleaning the barrel 
from the rear easier. A rotary design, the magazine (6.) holds 10 rounds. 

An interrupter lug—or “Chicklet”—on the bolt’s top 
(arrow) locks into a recess in the A17’s receiver. It 
keeps the gun locked until its carrier moves under 

recoil, allowing the bolt to open.

1.
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it? The same way Kel-Tec made the .22 WMR work with 
its delayed-blowback/recoil-operated hybrid PMR-30 
(November 2011, p. 80) and its CMR-30 carbine—
through its own brand of delayed-blowback operation.

The heart of the new Savage is markedly different, though. 
Referred to as a mechanically delayed blowback, the A17 is 
likely the most tested new rim� re ri� e to hit the market.

It’s good when your new corporate parent owns a couple 
ammunition companies. After CCI’s engineers saw the 
A17, they decided to upgrade the .17 HMR cartridge and 
optimize the ammunition for the ri� e, thus CCI A17 was 
born. “Being part of an ammo company, we were in a great 
position,” said Savage’s Bill Dermody. “More than 500,000 
rounds were � red between CCI and Savage, and every test 
was replicated at both facilities.”

So here is how it works. The steel bolt, left in the white, 
measures 0.90" wide, 0.58" tall and 3.62" long (save for 
the extractor). Its top has what Savage engineers publicly 
call the “interrupter lug”—which, when describing it 
informally, they call the “Chicklet.” If the bolt is all the 
way forward, the lug is locked in the up position—pushing 
on the bolt will not move it. The portion of the lug that 
protrudes above the bolt is 0.405" wide and 0.170" thick, 
and it is pushed into a recess in the underside of the top 
of the receiver. The lug has angled surfaces cut on its top, 
front and back. The bolt handle nests into the interrupter 

carrier’s right side, and the interrupter is locked until the 
carrier and bolt handle start to move rearward under recoil, 
providing a few milliseconds of extra closure. Upon � ring, 
the bolt wants to move rearward while the recoil spring is 
pushing the carrier and handle forward. Once the carrier 
moves, the lug cams downward out of the way, allowing 
straightforward blowback operation. This momentary hesita-
tion keeps the gun closed just long enough for pressures to 
drop. The recoil spring and bolt guide rod (it does both jobs) 
passes through the interrupter lug, and if the lug is not in 
its topmost, or engaged position, the � ring pin cannot reach 
the case rim, preventing out-of-battery � re.

PUTTING IT ALL TOGETHER
Not only did the ri� e have to work, it had to be afford-

able. Frankly, the bolt-action .17 WSM B.MAG wins high 
marks in the value price category, but in my view it was 
beaten severely—within an inch of its affordable life—by 
the ugly stick. While the A17 has modern looks, it is not 
an aesthetic abomination. Besides the barreled action, the 
A17 strips down to just 11 parts. Granted, some of those 
parts are assemblies containing many little parts, but it is 
really an impressive engineering feat.

The A17 is made in West� eld, Mass., although some 
parts are supplied by vendors, and the 1.28" wide, 8.34"-
long rectangular receiver is of 8620 casehardened steel. 
It and all the other major metal components (except the 
bolt) have an even polish with nice, old-school bluing. 
The polish comes from a tumbling process that leaves no 
tool marks inside or out. Think of the tumbler you use for 
reloading only larger. A Savage-style barrel nut secures the 
24" medium-contour barrel to the stock. The barrel tapers 
from 0.88" at its attachment nut to 0.56" at the muzzle, 
which has a rounded crown.

MANUFACTURER: SAVAGE ARMS CO. (DEPT. AR), 100 SPRINGDALE ROAD, WESTFIELD, MA 01085; (413) 568-7001; 
SAVAGEARMS.COM

SPECS

15⁄16"

417⁄8"

 22"
BUTTON-RIFLED 
CARBON STEEL

137⁄8"

19⁄16"

CALIBER: .17 HORNADY MAGNUM RIMFIRE

ACTION TYPE: DELAYED BLOWBACK, SEMI-
AUTOMATIC RIMFIRE RIFLE

RECEIVER: CASEHARDENED 8620 STEEL

FINISH: POLISHED BLUE

MAGAZINE: DETACHABLE BOX; 
10-ROUND-CAPACITY

RIFLING: FIVE-GROOVE, 1:9" RH TWIST

SIGHTS: NONE; RECEIVER DRILLED AND 
TAPPED WEAVER BASES SUPPLIED

TRIGGER: ACCUTRIGGER; SINGLE-STAGE, 
ADJUSTABLE, 4-LB., 13-OZ. PULL 

STOCK: BLACK SYNTHETIC 
WEIGHT: 5 LBS., 7 OZS.
MSRP: $465

Although the bolt does not stay open after the last round is � red, the 
A17 has a manual hold open located behind the trigger guard (l.). A 
crossbolt safety blocks both the hammer and the AccuTrigger.
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.17 HMR 
CARTRIDGE

VEL. @ 15'
(F.P.S.)

ENERGY
(FT.-LBS.)

GROUP SIZE IN INCHES
SMALLEST  LARGEST  AVERAGE

CCI A17
17-GR. V-MAX 

2658 Avg. 
53 Sd

267 0.76 2.32 1.33

CCI NO. 053 
17-GR. TNT

2464 Avg.
48 Sd

229 0.79  1.50  1.05

HORNADY
17-GR. V-MAX

2553 Avg. 
29 Sd

246 0.47 1.81 0.91

AVERAGE EXTREME SPREAD: 1.09

NoteS: velocity AverAge for 10 ShotS over AN oehler 35P chroNogrAPh 15 ft. from the 
muzzle. AccurAcy reSultS for five coNSecutive, five-Shot grouPS At 50 ydS. from A beNch 
reSt. temPerAture: 66º f. humidity: 47%. AbbreviAtioNS: Sd (StANdArd deviAtioN).

SHOOTING RESULTS (50 YDS.) 

The back of the receiver above the stock ends behind the 
rear scope base and the last 2¾" you see is actually a polymer 
cover (styled as a homage to the venerable Model 64). The 
fire-control parts are mounted in a polymer housing attached 
to the bottom rear of the receiver—the trigger guard is part 
of this assembly, not the stock.

Disassembly is a little unusual, and Savage engineered it 
to make cleaning from the breech easier without the need 
to fully disassemble the rifle. There is a small hole in the 
rear of the cover, and pressing in with a 1/8" punch clears 
the rear of the recoil spring from its recess in the receiver. 
Lift up on the cover, and it comes right off. Then, press 
in on the rear of the recoil spring guide rod and lift it out 
to the rear. At this point the bolt handle, retained by the 
guide, typically falls out. I give the bolt handle high marks 
because it has a big, ribbed, easy-to-grip polymer over 
sleeve, and it cannot be installed backward due to lugs on 
its underside. It is retained by the recoil spring guide rod, 
which passes through its right side. 

There is a single hook extractor, powered by two coil 
springs, on the bolt’s right side with a rim guide on the 
left. The ejector, mounted in the receiver, is fixed, and not 
unlike that of an M1911 pistol in shape. 

The black, injection-molded stock has modern lines 
with three raised areas on the fore-end that aid gripping. 
Too, the thin wrist has molded-in recesses. In Johnson 
Model of 1941 rifle fashion, the stock flairs out around the 
10-round-capacity magazine then tapers rearward of it. 
Devoid of iron sights, the A17’s comb is optimized for scope 
use, and its butt is topped by a very generous, soft recoil 
pad. Sling swivel studs are standard, and interestingly, 
there is a removable barrel channel insert in the stock 
channel, so look for heavier-barreled variants in the future. 

Forward of the magazine well, a pillar-bedded (it looks like 
thin tubing) stock screw secures the action and stock from the 
underside. There is no recoil lug, but a molded lug projects up 
from the stock against the receiver’s front face. Another screw 
comes down through the receiver and into the stock at the rear.

Depressing the tab on the front of the magazine allows 
the 10-round-capacity rotary unit to drop out into the hand. 
The release is molded integrally with the front polymer por-
tion of the magazine body. If it seems a little flimsy, that’s 
because the tab is designed to shear in an overpressure situ-
ation, allowing the magazine to leave the gun and the gases 

to escape through the well. The magazine is similar to that 
of the B.MAG chambered in .17 WSM, although scaled for the 
smaller .17 HMR cartridge, with a metal back and polymer 
front. Feeding was excellent, although you need to make 
sure you press the magazine in until it clicks when inserting 
it into its well. My guess is that a 25-rounder from fellow 
Vista stablemate Champion is in the works.

Savage includes its pioneering, user-adjustable 
AccuTrigger, which delivered a 4-lb., 13-oz. trigger pull. 
A hammer- and trigger-blocking safety is at the top front 
of the trigger guard. In front of that is the bolt lock. 
Depressing it with the bolt retracted locks the bolt open.

The rifle was fired off sandbags at 50 yds., with a 
Bushnell Banner 3.5-10X 36 mm riflescope in Weaver rings. 
Accuracy results with both CCI loads, the CCI A17 and TNT, as 
well as the Hornady .17 HMR load, are shown in the accom-
panying table. The new CCI A17 ammunition is said to match 
the 26,000 p.s.i. MAP thanks to improvements in propel-
lant technology. The A17 did deliver about 100 f.p.s. more 
velocity and 30 more ft.-lbs of energy than its competitors’ 
average. Note that even though the gun is called the A17, 
it is still chambered for the .17 HMR and is safe to fire with 
the latter, too. Accuracy, as has been the case with every .17 
HMR we have tested, was impressive, with five-shot groups 
averaging a mere 1.09". The gun handled well, the stock’s 
ergonomics were top-notch for both bench and field shoot-
ing, and I found myself scrambling to find more and more 
.17 HMR to feed through it.

In its goal of achieving an affordable, safe, accurate, semi-
automatic .17 HMR, Savage has succeeded. The rifle works and 
works well. Other makers previously tried to make their exist-
ing designs work with the .17 HMR cartridge; Savage devised a 
new platform around the cartridge and its known limitations. 
It’s no wonder that it functions, but that it does so consis-
tently and at a bargain price—that’s the real trick. 

Both Savage Arms and CCI are owned by Vista Outdoor. Concurrent 
to the rifle’s launch, CCI introduced A17 ammunition, which delivers 
100 f.p.s. more velocity over previous .17-gr. .17 HMR loads.
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hile some gun manufacturers are content sticking with more conven-
tional designs, Taurus Int’l has a reputation for shaking things up with 
unique and unorthodox handgun designs. The company was among the 
� rst to offer factory-standard barrel porting for its defensive revolv-

ers, as well as wheelguns constructed almost entirely of titanium. In 2007, 
Taurus introduced what is still one of its most controversial and popular series 
of handguns, the .45 Colt/.410 bore Judge. Last year, the 85VTA (The View) was 
launched, which is a pocketable 9-oz., .38 Spl. revolver with an abbreviated 
grip and transparent sideplate. Not only is the grip exceptionally small, but it’s 
contoured to the carrier’s body. This year, Taurus continued the contoured-for-
comfort theme with the release of the Model 180 Curve.

The Curve is a locked-breech, hammer-� red, double-action-only (DAO) semi-
automatic pistol chambered in .380 ACP. It stands out from its competitors 
because of the extent to which Taurus went to make it comfortable to carry. 
Plenty of pocketable .380 ACP pistols are available these days, but the Curve is 
the only one with a monolithic polymer frame formed to � t the shape of the 
human body. The corners and edges have been carefully rounded and all exter-
nal snag points eliminated, including the iron sights, slide catch, thumb safety 
and magazine-release button. 

Taurus is a gunmaker known to challenge convention and take 
chances. Remember the Judge? With its U.S.-made Curve, 
Taurus has changed the very shape and features expected on 
a pocket pistol.  How will this radical concept be received? 
You decide.

BY B. GIL HORMAN, Field Editor

Photos by Forrest MacCormack

Featuring a polymer frame that 
has been formed to match the 

curvature of the human body, the 
U.S.-made Taurus Curve repre-

sents the latest unconventional 
handgun design from the Brazilian 

gunmaker. Lacking iron sights of 
any kind, the gun instead utilizes 

a bore axis sighting system and 
an integral laser and light module 

from LaserLyte.
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THE TAURUS CURVE

The matte-black steel slide is distinctly 
rounded at both ends. The crown of the 
barrel has been beveled to match the 
shape of the slide. Fish-scale serrations 
have been milled into the slide to aid in 
cocking. The rear of the slide features 
a set of white lines that form what the 
company is calling a “bore axis sight-
ing system.” An integral laser and light 
module from LaserLyte is mounted inside 
the frame below the muzzle. The module 
is activated via a small textured switch on 
the right side of the frame forward of the 
trigger guard. Using the tip of the trigger 
� nger, the switch is � icked forward and 
back again to activate and deactivate the 
device. The module can be programmed to 
activate the light and laser simultaneously 
or one at a time. 

Removing the slide via the takedown 
pin on the left side of the frame reveals an 
interior con� guration derived from the Kel-
Tec P3AT design. An aluminum insert pro-
vides the rails that the slide rides on. The 
stainless steel barrel works in conjunction 
with a full-length steel guide rod wrapped in 
two round wire recoil springs. 

The short grip frame, with an undercut 
in the trigger guard to provide just enough 
room for a two-� nger hold, has aggressive 
texturing along the frontstrap and backstrap. 
I had some concerns that the sideways-curving shape of 
the grip would be uncomfortable to work with, but they 
proved to be unfounded. Firing right- or left-handed, the 
curvature is not pronounced enough to interfere with 
forming a solid shooting grip. 

The long, smooth trigger stroke is 
reminiscent of a double-action-only 

revolver. The polymer trigger moves all 
the way to the rear of the trigger guard, 
disappearing into the frame before dropping 
the recessed hammer. The hammer must be 
reset by cycling the slide, which means the 
gun does not have second-strike capability. 
According to a Lyman digital trigger gauge, 
the trigger pull measures 5 lbs., 12 ozs.

The six-round-capacity blued steel 
magazines are released from the grip by 
squeezing an ovoid release button mounted 
to the side of the baseplate, much like the 
release used on the Smith & Wesson Sigma 
SW380 back in the mid-1990s. While apply-
ing pressure to this release, the magazine is 
then manually pulled from the grip. Although 
this system greatly decreases the chances of 
accidentally dropping the magazine, it slows 
the reloading process. The Curve’s safety fea-
tures include the Taurus Security System (TSS) 
integral lock, a loaded-chamber indicator on 
the top of the slide and a magazine discon-
nect that blocks the trigger from cycling when 
the magazine is removed. 

The Curve arrives with a concealed carry 
system consisting of a frame-mounted belt clip 
and a trigger cover with an attached lanyard. 
The frame-mounted belt clip allows the pistol to 
ride securely inside the waistband with the grip 
resting directly under the belt instead of riding 

above the belt line. It’s an inexpensive device 
that is easy to use, but the clip does not protect the trig-
ger or laser module the way a holster would. 

To resolve this concern, Taurus opted to include a 
polymer cover that � ts securely over the trigger guard 
and laser module. The attached lanyard is used to tether 

60

The Curve comes prepared 
for concealed carry with 

both a frame-mounted belt 
clip and a trigger cover 

with attached lanyard. By 
anchoring the trigger cover 
to a waist belt or belt loop 

with the lanyard, the act of 
drawing and swinging the 

gun up to a shooting posi-
tion causes the cover to fall 
away and allows the � nger 

to engage the trigger.
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.380 ACP
CARTRIDGE

VEL. @ 15'
(F.P.S.)

ENERGY
(FT.-LBS.)

GROUP SIZE IN INCHES
SMALLEST  LARGEST  AVERAGE

AMERICAN EAGLE
95-GR. FMJ

857 AVG.
17 SD

155 1.32 2.05 1.72

HPR HYPERCLEAN
90-GR. JHP

749 AVG. 
18 SD

112 1.15 1.58 1.35

WINCHESTER 
W DEFEND
95-GR. JHP

840 AVG.
33 SD

148 1.47 1.95 1.68

AVERAGE EXTREME SPREAD 1.58

NOTES: MEASURED AVERAGE VELOCITY FOR 10 ROUNDS FIRED OVER A CED M2 CHRONOGRAPH 
15 FT. FROM THE MUZZLE. TEMPERATURE: 57° F. HUMIDITY: 42%. HANDGUN ACCURACY 
WAS MEASURED FOR FIVE CONSECUTIVE, FIVE-SHOT GROUPS FIRED FROM A BENCH REST. 
ABBREVIATIONS: FMJ (FULL-METAL-JACKET), JHP (JACKETED HOLLOW POINT),
SD (STANDARD DEVIATION).

SHOOTING RESULTS (7 YDS.) 

MANUFACTURER: TAURUS INT’L MFG. (DEPT. AR), 16175 NW 49 AVE., 
MIAMI LAKES, FL 33014; (800) 327-3776; TAURUSUSA.COM

5.2"

2.5"

3.7"

MODEL: 180CRVL   
ACTION: RECOIL-OPERATED, CENTER-FIRE, 

SEMI-AUTOMATIC PISTOL 
CALIBER: .380 ACP   
FINISH: MATTE BLACK STEEL SLIDE

FRAME: BLACK POLYMER

SIGHTS: BORE AXIS INDEX MARKINGS; 
INTEGRAL LASERLYTE LASER 
AND LIGHT MODULE

WIDTH: 1.08"
WEIGHT: 13.4 OZS. 
TRIGGER: DOUBLE-ACTION-ONLY;

5-LB., 12-OZ. PULL

MAGAZINE: DETACHABLE BOX, 
SIX-ROUND-CAPACITY

RIFLING: SIX-GROOVE, 1:9.84" RH TWIST 
ACCESSORIES: OWNER’S MANUAL, TWO 

MAGAZINES, TWO KEYS FOR INTEGRAL 
LOCK, TRIGGER COVER, HARD CASE

MSRP: $390

SPECS

the trigger cover to the belt or a belt 
loop, near the location in which the 
pistol is concealed. As the pistol is 
drawn and swings up into a shooting 
position, the cover pulls free and is 
left dangling from the carrier’s belt. 

Packing the Curve in an appendix 
or behind-the-hip position using the 
provided carry system was a very com-
fortable proposition once the gun was 
in place. The pistol’s almost-forgettable 
light weight and rounded edges were 
much gentler on the � esh than many 
sub-compacts. However, because the 
frame-mounted clip holds the grip 
below the belt line, grasping the gun 
for a proper, traditional, draw can be 
quite dif� cult. It’s necessary to hook 
a thumb under the grip and pull it up 
over the belt line before wrapping the 
middle and ring � ngers around the 
grip. Needless to say, reholstering the 
pistol using the belt clip and trigger 
cover is a slow process that does not 
lend itself to defensive situations. 
Luckily, the carry system has a simple 
� x. Buy a quality inside-the-waistband 
or pocket holster—or a Sneaky Pete 
belt holster—and leave the trigger 
cover at home. 

I was able to get a hold of a pre-
production model of the Curve for 
testing. Unfortunately, it exhibited 
some mechanical issues resulting in 
its return to Taurus. Eventually it was 
replaced with a factory-fresh produc-
tion model, which was used for this 
review. This pistol ran reliably without 
any failures to feed, � re or eject the 
ammunition tested. The felt recoil 
generated by the Curve is on par with 
other pocket .380 pistols in its class, 
meaning it was energetic with some 
loads, but manageable overall. The 
slide does lock open on the last shot. 

With targets set at 7 yds., the white lines on the rear 
of the slide were suf� cient for placing repeatable center-
of-mass shots downrange. However, they are by no means 
a replacement for iron sights. Using the laser sight did 
help to tighten up the groups measurably. Firing � ve-shot 
groups from a bench rest, the single-best group measured 
1.15" and the best � ve-group average was 1.35". They 
were produced using HPR HyperClean 90-gr. jacketed 
hollow points. Winchester W Train & Defend-D 95-gr. 
jacketed hollow points averaged 1.68" followed by Federal 
American Eagle 95-gr. full-metal-jacket loads at 1.72". 

Over the years, Taurus has both drawn accolades and 

criticism in its efforts to push defensive handgun designs 
in new and, sometimes, commercially risky directions. 
Some of these platforms—like the Judge—have � ourished 
in the marketplace, while others have not done so well. The 
Curve is a pistol that is likely to have a polarizing effect on 
gun buyers. Those who are looking for a handgun that is 
comfortable to carry, easy to conceal, and already has light 
and laser options built in will appreciate what the Curve 
has to offer. Those who want to carry a pistol on their left 
side, prefer a set of conventional iron sights, or would like 
to install their own accessories will need to look elsewhere. 
Is the Curve, with its body-friendly design, positioned to 
become the next big thing from Taurus? Time will tell. 
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COMBAT ARMS

It was a half-century ago that American troops stepped up ground operations 
in the Republic of Vietnam—and 40 years since the fall of Saigon. Here is a 
collection of stirring images of the men and guns of America’s war in Vietnam.

BY CAPT. DALE DYE, USMC (Ret.)
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A 1st Infantry Division NCO prepares to move his 
men, all armed with the M14 rifle, against an 
enemy position in mid-1965.

U.S. National Archive photo 
Courtesy of Armor Plate Press
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small arms of the vietnam war

f you can find anyone these days willing to talk 
for five minutes about the Vietnam War, ask about 
which images from that conflict leap first to mind. If 
you haven’t hooked into some former hippie or near-

sighted political geek, the response will likely involve two 
enduring icons from the Greater Southeast Asia War Games: 
the Huey helicopter and the M16 rifle. I’ve been asking the 
question for more than 30 years now, in connection with 
making movies and writing books about military subjects, 
and those are the two responses that usually score highest 
amongst veterans and non-veterans alike. 

I don’t know much about Hueys, despite a lot of time 
spent riding in the back of them and wondering how in the 
heck they managed to stay airborne, so we’ll dance over 

that topic for now. I’m a gun guy—have been since age 10 
when my dad first took me squirrel hunting in the woods 
of southeast Missouri—and this is a gun magazine, so let’s 
talk about the M16. More to the point, since there’s a cer-
tain sense of reverie in this 40th year since the end of the 
war, let’s talk about the M16 in Vietnam. And then I’ll offer 
some personal observations about the very special relation-
ship combat men have with their guns. 

A Screaming Eagle from 
the 101st Airborne (above) 
pumps out full-automatic 
fire from his M16 during 
Operation Cook in late 
1967. A heavily loaded U.S. 
Marine radioman (below) 
patrols near the DMZ armed 
with a Remington Model 10 
12-ga. shotgun.

This photo (above) provides a good look at the backpack carried 
by soldiers using the Army’s experimental E-63 Personnel Detector, 
known to almost everyone as a “people sniffer.” This fully rigged 
and modified M16 rifle (below) was issued to U.S. Air Force Security 
Police at Tan Son Nhut Airbase for perimeter patrols. It features an 
attached AN/PVS-1 Starlight Scope and an XM148 grenade launcher.
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Some Vietnam vets give the M16 a big thumbs-up. 
Others give it an extended middle finger. It depends on 
personal perspective for the most part, and that always 
trumps factual data among folks who can speak from first-
hand combat experience. I carried an M16 because I was 
ordered to do so, but I never came to trust it completely, 
especially after I saw a couple of fellow Marines killed in 
a firefight while they were desperately trying to assemble 
a cleaning rod and knock a hung cartridge case out of a 
fouled chamber. I also learned that the original rifle, with 
the three-prong flash suppressor, was handy for breaking 
the bailing wire on a case of C-rations, but that was not 
asset enough to make me comfortable with the rifle in situ-
ations beyond getting to the chow in the field. You know 
the drill—once bitten, twice shy—and I wasn’t the only 
Marine who felt that way. I distinctly remember a battalion 

This familiar image of an M60 machine gunner from the 
173rd Airborne Brigade (r.) demonstrates the amount of 
extra ammunition a grunt platoon was willing to carry 
to keep the machine gun in action. A trooper from the 
173rd Airborne Brigade (below) pumps fire onto a target 
near LZ English in 1969. This .50 BMG M2 is rigged to a 
pintle mount on an M151 Jeep.



commander who kept moving his outfit around so his men 
couldn’t be pinned down by supply officers and forced to 
turn in their M14s in exchange for the black plastic rifle. 

No question the original M16—sometimes called the 
“Matty Mattel” rifle by critics due to its plastic and alumi-
num construction and the “widow maker” by fans of its light 
weight and firepower—had teething problems when it was 
originally introduced into combat units in Vietnam. In the 
simplest terms, shooters were encountering excessive foul-
ing, which resulted in jams and malfunctions at the worst 
possible times.

A large-scale Congressional investigation discovered there 
were essentially three major problems with the M16 and its 
issue ammunition. These included a high-residue propel-
lant that fouled the action after a magazine or two of fire, 
the lack of a chrome-lined chamber and barrel, and a lack of 
proper maintenance training and equipment among the troops 
carrying the rifle in jungle conditions. The Army quickly 
addressed those problems and came up with the M16A1—plus 
a blitzkrieg training program and the proper equipment for 
rifle maintenance—to produce one of the most significant and 
effective battle rifles of the 20th century.

Yeah, maybe so. I’m willing to grant that the M16A1 
did yeoman service during the hottest combat years in 
Vietnam, but there’s no denying that a lot of outfits parted 

with their more rifleman-like M14s reluctantly. Right up to 
the last time I was on a Southeast Asian battlefield in mid-
1970, I saw soldiers—and a lot of Marines—still carrying 
the M14 and swearing by its increased range, accuracy and 
lethality. I also saw a lot of soldiers and Marines opting to 
carry other arms despite problems with ammunition resup-
ply and without a reliable source of spare parts. 

I will never forget watching infantrymen from two battal-
ions of the 5th Marines roaring all over Hue City during the 
Tet Offensive in 1968, carrying Thompson submachine guns, 
M2 carbines and even BARs that they’d pilfered from an ARVN 
armory. Maybe it was the influence of John Wayne movies 
or parental war stories, but those guys went through that 
supply of World War II-vintage guns like kids on Christmas 
morning. And a lot of them chose to hang onto those guns—
particularly the Thompsons, for which ammunition was read-
ily available from pistol stores—long after that seminal street 
fight was done and dusted. There was a brisk trade between 
the northern-most Marines and soldiers of I Corps and local 
ARVN units. A mint-issue M2 carbine still in Cosmoline could 
be had for a couple of cartons of Kools or Salems. 

A soldier of the 8th Infantry prepares to check an enemy position 
armed only with his issue .45 ACP pistol while a fellow infantry-
man provides surface security.

A Marine infantryman prepares to mount an LVTP-5 amphibious 
tractor somewhere in the South China Sea. He’s carrying one of 
the many Browning M1919 .30 caliber machine guns that the 
armor crews typically used.
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Beyond the rugged, combat-guy image that such World 
War II-era arms imparted—and that was important to a lot 
of folks—there was also a desire to have the biggest ham-
mer available when trying to nail the enemy. The under-
powered carbines were all show, I grant you, but there were 
a lot of line dogs who insisted that a .30-caliber round 
from an M1 or BAR or a burst of .45 ACP from a Thompson 
was the definitive answer to the Chicom AK and the SKS. 
Different strokes for different folks, I guess, and it always 
comes down to what you trust when lives are on the line.

Anyone involved in ground combat bets his or her life on 
the arms they carry for offensive or defensive action against an 
enemy carrying and relying on similar arms. That’s the nature 
of the beast in war. Army and Marine Corps infantrymen in 
Vietnam—and to a lesser but still crucial degree tankers, artil-
lerymen and combat support troops—understood that from 
the moment they embarked on that first patrol in the jungle or 
dug-in to defend a hard-won piece of misty high ground. After 
a while, they became so accustomed to having a rifle in hand 
that they were more than a little antsy when those weapons 
were not within easy reach. Those who have fired individual or 
crew-served weapons at an enemy and suffered return fire in 
exchange for their efforts will always have indelible memories—
fond or otherwise—of the arms they carried in combat.

A tunnel rat from the 25th Infantry Division (above) prepares to 
follow his .45-cal. pistol into an underground enemy position dur-
ing Operation Cedar Falls in the Hobo Woods. This familiar photo 
(below) shows a U.S. Navy SEAL on a mission early in the war. 
He’s got the standard drum magazine loaded on his Stoner 63 
with several belts of extra ammunition draped over his shoulders.

A U.S. Navy sailor guards suspected 
Viet Cong guerrillas during 1967. 
His arm is a well-worn Thompson 
M1A1 submachine gun with two 
30-round magazines wired together.

An assistant machine gunner from 2nd Battalion, Royal Australian 
Regiment, ready to move out with his L1A1 Self-Loading Rifle 
(SLR) loaded and locked. The FN FAL was fairly heavy for confined 
jungle work at nearly 10 lbs. unloaded, but the Aussies swore by 
its knockdown power in combat.
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There is a very personal relationship that develops between 
a combat soldier or Marine and the weapon on which he relies 
for survival. It’s an odd sort of love affair that has roots in both 
practical application and in dogma such as the Ri� eman’s Creed 
(applicable to any personal � rearm carried in combat) that 
states, in part, “My ri� e is human, even as I, because it is my 
life. Thus, I will learn it as a brother. I will learn its weaknesses, 
its strength, its parts, its accessories, its sights and its barrel. I 
will keep my ri� e clean and ready, even as I am clean and ready. 
We will become part of each other.” 

We have a new generation of combat veterans among us these 
days. Men and women who carried a new generation of weapons to 
war into places such as Iraq and Afghanistan, who have returned 
with a fresh understanding about the crucial importance of small 
arms in warfare. They understand—as did those of us who fought 
in Vietnam—that there is no strategy or tactic that equals vic-
tory in armed con� ict if it does not include that muddy, grimy, 
dog-tired infantryman with just his personal weapon to help him 
survive in a life-and-death encounter.  

Small Arms 
Of The Vietnam War

Researcher and frequent contribu-
tor Tom Laemlein and Capt. Dale 
Dye, USMC (Ret.), have col-

laborated on a new book, Small Arms 
Of The Vietnam War: A Photographic 
Study, which is available in both hard 
copy ($35) and digital editions ($15) 
at bookstores or from medium.com. 
The 222-pp. book covers the small arms 
used during the con� ict by both sides 
through photographs of all the arms in the hands of the 
troops who used them. It is broken down by type (hand-
guns, ri� es, shotguns and machine guns), and by who 
carried them (Americans, Australians, South Koreans, 
Army of the Republic of Vietnam (ARVN), etc.). There 
are more than 40 pages devoted to the arms used by the 
Viet Cong (VC) and North Vietnamese Army (NVA).

If Capt. Dye’s name seems familiar, it is because he 
has been working in Hollywood as an advisor, actor 
and director for more than 30 years and has appeared 
in such � lms as “Platoon,” “The Rough Riders” and 
“Saving Private Ryan,” just to name a few, as well 
as in the HBO miniseries “Band of Brothers.” His 
company, Warriors, Inc., provides technical military 
services for the entertainment industry, including 
training actors to think and act like soldiers. Capt. 
Dye served as an enlisted Marine in Vietnam, includ-
ing 31 combat actions, and he earned a Bronze Star 
with “V” device and the Purple Heart.

—MARK A. KEEFE IV, EDITOR IN CHIEF

Army intelligence specialists from the 173rd Airborne Brigade inventory 
a large cache of enemy weapons in late 1965. The variety is staggering, 
but the majority of the captured ri� es are typical bolt-action Mosin-
Nagant Model 1944s—some still in the padded wrapping that protected 
them on the trip down the Ho Chi Minh Trail.

A Marine sniper and his 
spotter operating with 3rd 
Battalion, 7th Marines in 
Vietnam, scans for targets 
with his Remington Model 700 
ri� e resting on his helmet for 
additional stability.
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RUGER.COM/2MILLION

 Sturm, Ruger & Company, Inc. has pledged to donate $2 for each new Ruger® fi rearm sold 

 between the 2015 and 2016 NRA Annual Meetings, with the goal of giving $4,000,000. Ruger’s

donation will benefi t the NRA Institute for Legislative Action (NRA-ILA). Established in 1975, NRA-ILA is committed to preserving the right of all law-

abiding individuals to purchase, possess and use fi rearms for legitimate purposes as guaranteed by the Second Amendment to the U.S. Constitution.

 between the 2015 and 2016 NRA Annual Meetings, with the goal of giving $4,000,000. Ruger’s

IN SPONSORSHIP OF THE 

JOIN RUGER

AND HELP US RAISE
$4,000,000 FOR THE NRA-ILA.
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Allan Cors has been involved in the many faces of NRA, 
including competition, legislation and collecting. This 
M1 rifle,  No. 1,000,000, belonged to John C. Garand. Ph
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A llan D. Cors is an NRA man 
for all seasons. Elected as 
the 63rd president of the 

Association, there is virtually no aspect 
of the NRA’s mission that he has not sig-
nificantly contributed to during his 50 
years service to the cause of preserving 
and enhancing the Second Amendment. 
He is an esteemed collector, historian, 
distinguished shooter, avid hunter and 
effective speaker and leader.

But above all, Allan is unique as a po-
litical pathfinder, without whose efforts 
American liberty as we know it today 
might have been erased long ago.

As a young attorney in the 1960s, 
Allan served as a minority counsel to 
the Judiciary Committee of the U.S. 
House of Representatives. Without his 
presence during the legislative disaster 
that brought about the onerous 1968 
Gun Control Act (GCA), free Americans 

surely would have been subjected to 
gun-owner registration, licensing and 
gun bans. In the days leading up to the 
panicked enactment of the GCA, the 
National Rifle Association could be de-
scribed as the quiet nexus of organized 
shooting—a big, friendly gun club.

“Gun control was not an issue that 
anybody thought much about in the ’50s 
and early ’60s. Legislation that was pro-
posed never went very far,” Cors recalls.

“The real problem came in 1967 when 
President Lyndon Johnson—taking a 
terrible beating over his Vietnam War 
policy—needed a major diversion and 
took on gun control as a way to recover 
his mark as president.

“With stalwarts like Nebraska Sena-
tor Roman Hruska in the U.S. Senate and 
Michigan Congressman John Dingell in 
the U.S. House, the threats were under 
control. All that changed in 1968 with 
the assassination of civil rights leader 

Martin Luther King. The country just 
blew up. We had riots in every major 
city. It was a very sad, difficult time for 
the country.

“Even at that, those of us working 
to hold back the tide believed the gun 
control issue had lost a lot of steam. Then 
on June 8, 1968, it all changed.

“I got a call at six o’clock in the morn-
ing from John Dingell with the news that 
presidential candidate Senator Bobby 
Kennedy had been assassinated. And we 
both knew that we would not be able to 
hold it back after this.”

Thanks to the tireless rearguard 
efforts of Allan Cors and his fellow 
pro-Second Amendment staffers, when 
President Johnson signed the 1968 Gun 
Control Act, it was far less damaging 
than it started out to be. Registration and 
licensing were out. A very real ban on 
handguns was gone. Still, it was a very 
dangerous beginning.

Don’t know Allan Cors? For a half-century he has worked tirelessly, often 
behind the scenes, to protect the rights and freedoms of American gun owners. 
A competitive shooter, collector and historian, Cors was instrumental in founding 
the Institute for Legislative Action—and changing the course of the NRA.

As a young man, Allan Cors was minority counsel for U.S. House Judiciary Committee and helped bring about the enactment of the  Civil Rights Act of 
1964 and the Voting Rights Act of 1965—two of the most important pieces of legislation for freedom in the past century. “And that gets us to the core 
values of the NRA. We represent the very foundation of freedom,”  Cors said. To take a break from Capitol Hill, he took up competitive shooting. 

By James O.E. Norell
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Clearly, this was the battle that 
opened the war firearm owners have 
been fighting ever since.

“The saddest thing about all of this,” 
Cors remembers, “was that in the House, 
we lost that vote by only 32 votes. And 
among the 141 members who took a 
walk and didn’t vote, there were more 
than enough votes to carry the day.”

The lack of resolve was the result of a 
lack of any sense of political purpose of 
the NRA. Through huge influence of the 
Johnson White House, the media-mob 
created the whipping boy of the evil 
“gun lobby.” In truth, it simply didn’t exist.

“Gun owners responded spontane-
ously, but none of that valiant opposition 
was focused or organized. The NRA,” Cors 
says, “was simply not equipped to fight 
that kind of battle. Among the leader-
ship, there was no support for a real 

presence on Capitol Hill. There was no 
muscle. In fact, the NRA proudly said, ‘We 
don’t lobby.’”

All that changed dramatically in 1975. 
After being elected to the NRA Board of 
Directors in 1972, Allan Cors was among 
a core of NRA directors who created the 
instrument that is today lauded as the 
finest, most effective grassroots lobby in 
the nation—the NRA Institute for Legis-
lative Action.

Allan credits the initial stunning suc-
cess of the Institute to the vision of its 
first executive director, Harlon B. Carter, 
former NRA president and retired head 
of the U.S. Border Patrol.

“Carter, absolutely, was the right man 
at the right time. Harlon saw building a 
winning lobby as his duty. He had the 
strength, purpose, vision, focus. Thank 
God for him.”

Allan also lauds the “Cincinnati 
revolution,” a remarkable effort by the 
membership in 1977 to totally recommit 
the NRA to the mission of preserving the 
Second Amendment. That revolution-
ary moment ultimately elected Harlon 
Carter as executive vice president of the 
Association. It was a game-changer.

In the years since its founding, the 
Institute has fulfilled the NRA’s place as 
the oldest civil rights organization in 
the nation.

On that score, there is another key to 
Allan Cors’ contribution to American his-
tory as a minority counsel of the House 
Judiciary Committee. He was among 
those who brought about the enact-
ment of the most important civil rights 
legislation of the last century—the Civil 
Rights Act of 1964 and the Voting Rights 
Act of 1965.

“This was a time when black people 
couldn’t go into restaurants. They had to 
use separate public restrooms. Ride in 
the back of the bus, same thing in train 
cars. They were denied the right to vote. 
All of this involved the most fundamen-
tal issues of freedom. In the long run, 
these were freedom issues for all of us. To 
have the Civil Rights Act pass and open 
doors that had been closed to black 
people was deeply moving,” he says.

He sees that winning battle and the 
mission of the NRA as one and the same.

“And that gets us to the core values 
and purpose of the NRA. We represent the 
very foundation of freedom. Not just free-
dom to own firearms as protected by the 
Second Amendment. Freedom of speech. 
Freedom of religion. Freedom to petition 
the government. Freedom against unrea-
sonable searches and seizures.

“We are a freedom culture, and I am 
proud to be part of it. Proud to have 
been part of it in 1964 when the Civil 
Rights Act was passed. Proud to be part 
of it now as president of the NRA.”

He believes that the existence and suc-
cess of the NRA have saved the nation in a 
larger sense.  “We have had a huge influ-
ence on the body politic in this country. 
The NRA is essential for the survival of 
the values of this country as embodied in 
the Constitution.”

As to his goals for NRA under his presi-
dency and beyond, he has three priorities.

“Mentoring is critically important 
as we try to bring new people into the 
arena of pulling triggers. I don’t care 
what it is—air rifle, center-fire, rimfire, 
shotguns or blackpowder. Every time we 
add somebody to our family of shooters, 
to our extended NRA family, it is a step 
toward preserving freedom. This is so 
important to securing our future.”

As part of that effort, he believes it 
is especially critical to provide first-time 
gun owners with guidance regarding 
safety and places to shoot.

His second goal is to secure funds 
necessary for the fiscal health of the  
Association, and to endow the future.

“Money is absolutely essential for 
everything we do in this organization. 

Allan Cors started shooting as an 11-year-old 
Cub Scout with a Daisy Red Ryder BB gun he 
still has. Wanting to learn to “really shoot” the 
M1 Garand led Cors to the Virginia State Rifle 
Team, where he earned the Distinguished 
Rifleman’s badge in Service Rifle. Cors has 
competed in other disciplines, too, including 
North-South Skirmish Association matches 
firing Civil War-era firearms.
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Money provides the programs that we 
enjoy. The competition programs, hunting 
programs, women’s programs, youth pro-
grams, safety training, education, support 
for military and police training. All of that 
is important and it has to be funded. 

“The other side of it is the political 
side. We are not going to have these 
shooting programs if we have laws 
that prohibit the ownership and use of 
firearms. We’ve got to defend the Second 
Amendment, and in my view, the First 
Amendment, Fourth Amendment, 
the Ninth Amendment and the 14th 
Amendment. It is imperative to have the 
money to preserve American liberty.”

His third priority to is to build the 
membership—expanding NRA’s political 
force—not just in terms of numbers, but 
to reach out to gun owners in areas not 
traditionally attracted to the NRA.

To that end, as president, Allan is 
seeking to expand the participation of 
women, youth and a diverse cultural mix 
into all the activities of the NRA. “I think 
we need to represent the full spectrum 
of the social, racial and ethnic mix of 
America so that NRA can be a part of all 
our communities. This isn’t about politi-
cal correctness, this is an effort to expand 
our natural base and to thrive in the 
years ahead,” he said.

Attracting youngsters is also as criti-
cal to the future today as when he joined 
the NRA family as a boy.

Allan, who grew up near Cincinnati, is 
the product of a time long-gone in many 
parts of America when, as he says, “gun 
control meant shooting well.”

“I was introduced to shooting as most 
kids were in those days through BB guns. 
I started with a Daisy Red Ryder—which 
I still own. At age 11, I was in the Cub 
Scouts of America and our leader was 
a World War II Marine Corps vet who 
thought that every young man needed 
to learn how to shoot a rifle. So, he said, 
‘How many of you guys want to learn 
how to shoot?’ My hand was up higher 
than anybody else.”

“The church down the street had a 
10-point rifle range in the basement. In 
grade school, I would carry my Winchester 
Model 75 and two boxes of ammo to 
school with my books and a packed 
lunch. My rifle and the ammo would 
sit in the cloak room until after school 
and I would walk down the street to the 
church and shoot.”

Thus, Allan Cors was introduced to a 
life-long passion for competitive shoot-
ing. He didn’t take it up again until 1965, 

Before NRA started advancing our 
Second Amendment-protected rights, 
Allan Cors worked as a Capitol Hill 
staffer to protect freedom. He was in-
strumental in the formation of the NRA 
Institute for Legislative Action—the 

most effective grassroots lobby in 
the country. Throughout his 

decades-long affiliation with 
NRA, his wife Darleen has 

been by his side.

when he needed a break from his six days 
a week with the Judiciary Committee.

“Encouraged by my wonderful wife, 
Darleen, I got into highpower shooting. 
I had a number of beautiful M1 rifles. I 
knew how to shoot them, but not well. 
So, I joined the Virginia State Highpower 
Rifle Team.

“Once again, mentoring came to 
the rescue. I was struggling. And about 
three or four months into it a guy named 
Clint Fowler took me under his wing and 
showed me some solid shooting posi-
tions, which [are] critical in highpower 
shooting. With his help I was a Distin-
guished Rifleman by 1967.”

Mentoring once again was key to 
another of his Second Amendment 
passions, firearm collection and history. 
Allan started collecting when he was 18.

He recalls: “Somebody told me the 
finest military rifle collection in the United 
States was just two blocks from my 
house! It was owned by Bob Rubendunst 
and, thus, began a lifelong friendship 
and a great education.

“If I’d buy a rifle that had missing 
parts, Bob would say, ‘Leave it here for a 
couple of weeks.’ I’d come back, and the 

part would be replaced or made and in 
the rifle. It was a wonderful start.” 

In 1962, when he and Darleen moved 
to Washington, D.C., he became friends 
with people who ran Interarmco in 
Alexandria, Va.—the greatest importer of 
military surplus firearms in the country.

“Firearms came in from nations across 
the world—hundreds of thousands of 
rifles and handguns in conditions from 
junk to brand new. 

“I remember when British No. 4 (T) 
sniper rifles came in. There was a moun-
tain of them—wooden chests stacked  
13 feet high and 30 feet wide, each con-
taining rifles, scopes and accoutrements.”

Allan Cors recalls the going price on 
pristine Mauser rifles was $17. These 
were the salad days for collectors.

Allan is often asked about his favorite 
firearms. The top two are M1 Garands, 
both of which reside in the NRA’s  
National Firearms Museum. 

His first is a Springfield Armory M1 
rifle, serial number 1,000,000 presented 
to its designer, self-taught firearm ge-
nius, John Garand, upon his retirement 
in 1953. The rifle was the only reward 
the inventor received for his remarkable 
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contribution to American victories in 
World War II.

After Garand’s death, the family 
o� ered the ri� e for sale. Allan made an 
o� er and was interviewed over dinner by 
the inventor’s wife and son. Though his 
bid was not the highest, he received the 
historic ri� e.

“I felt very good that they trusted 
me to do the right thing. Let’s face it, we 
are only temporary custodians of these 
things. They are here in our hands for a 
while, and then they are passed on to the 
next generation.”

His second-favorite ri� e is a like-new, 
shop-made Garand copy built by the 
Japanese navy. This ri� e never saw action 
and was an extraordinary G.I. bringback. 
It also resides in the National Firearms 
Museum.

Allan, who would travel with friends 
four times a year to attend the Ohio Gun 
Collector’s Association (OGCA) shows in 
Columbus, Ohio, encountered the ultra-
rare Japanese M1 through a collector of 
what he called “oddball semi-autos.”

“I bought it. I was making about 
$6,000 a year at the time. I had a wife 
and two kids at home. On the way home, 
my friends said, ‘What did you do? You 
are a fool. You paid 300 bucks for that 
Japanese ri� e!’ I’m glad I did.”

As a collector, Allan is also deeply 
committed to the preservation of other 
historic military artifacts. In fact, he made 
a remarkable transition from the study 
and preservation of historic small arms, 
to larger artifacts. Much larger.

Allan Cors, now a resident of Naples, 
Fla., has amassed one of the largest 
military vehicle collections in the na-
tion, housed in the Virginia Museum 
of Military Vehicles (VMMV) in Prince 
William County.

He started his collection in 1982 

with a Ford-manufactured 1942 jeep, 
which replaced his car in the Cors’ 
two-car garage. That was followed by a 
weapons carrier, which put Darleen’s car 
into the weather.

In 1985, after a trip to England during 
which he met British collectors of tracked 
vehicles, “I bought a Stuart tank—a 
Stuart M5A1 light tank. Twin Cadillac 
engines, 37 mm ‘pop gun’ in the turret. 
Really a fast machine. The engines were 
the same as in a 1941 Cadillac sedan.

“Then it just went berserk after that. 
Between then and 1989, I � lled a ware-
house in Crystal City, Va., and a barn in 
Warrenton, Va.” Ultimately, he purchased 
what is known as the “tank farm” in Vir-
ginia to house the collection which has 
grown to contain nearly 100 operational 
military vehicles.

As part of the collection, Cors began 
conducting open house events which 
featured speakers—mostly military 
veterans—recounting their wartime ex-
periences and the very meaning of their 
service to protect American liberty.

“It was at that time I realized my real 
interest was not so much the vehicles. 
They were and still are very interesting. 
But to me, they are a medium for telling 
the story of those who served.

“So in 2003, a Vietnam vet said to me, 
‘We don’t want to go to our graves being 
accused of being baby killers.’ And those 
of us who were around at that time know 
what that vet was talking about. Vets 

came home and they were spat upon, 
jeered, given obscene gestures if they 
wore their uniforms. 

“So I thought: What can be done to 
honor Americans who have served the 
nation?”

Thus was born what will ultimately be 
a $100 million project aptly named the 
National Museum of Americans in War-
time. Located near the Quantico Marine 
Base in Virginia, site preparation has be-
gun.  It is planned as a unique experience 
with a 90,000 sq.-ft. center with perma-
nent and temporary exhibits. What will 
set it apart from other museums will be its 
operational military vehicles and outdoor 
exhibits—“landscapes of war”—on a 
sprawling 70-acre tract that will recreate 
battle sites, such as World War I trenches, 
and a battle-ravaged French village.

“Our purpose is to tell the stories of the 
men and women who served and of the 
families who waited for them at home, and 
of the people who supported them on the 
home front. These wartime stories will be 
told in terms of the values Americans dem-
onstrated in serving their country--loyalty, 
integrity, courage, leadership, honor, duty, 
sacri� ce. They are values that apply not 
only in the military environment, but in my 
view, that apply to our own personal lives. 
They apply in our families and our com-
munities, our churches and synagogues—
every aspect of our lives. Those are values 
worth talking about and to share with 
future generations.”

One of Allan Cors’ top priorities is mentoring 
new shooters and ensuring they are safely and 
properly introduced to the shooting sports.

It all started with one jeep. Just one. But Allan Cors’  love of military vehicles has since evolved into 
one of the largest such collections in the country. His respect for those who serve in the military has 
also led to the creation of the  National Museum of Americans in Wartime in Quantico, Va. 
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how to

t is said—often—that we “don’t feel recoil in the 
field.” Yeah, well, adrenaline may dampen it a bit, but 
I’ve never again uttered that phrase since one fine 
evening in the Zambezi Valley. Light was fading as we 

closed on a group of elephants, and my buddy missed the 
brain shot. Hey, easy to do in good light, let alone with open 
sights at dusk. I was carrying his double .600 Nitro Express, 
and of course I was itching to use it, so I thought, “Good 
deal!” as I stepped forward to take the going-away hip shot.

Both barrels went off simultaneously, and that’s all I 
remember for a while. I sort of came to my senses next 
to the elephant, which had been flattened by the double 
impact (1,800 grs., 15,200 ft.-lbs.). That was five years ago. 
My left shoulder (I’m left-handed) has never been the same, 
so I suppose by now it never will be. Uh, I felt that recoil!

Yeah, well, if you’re foolish enough to shoot a rifle of 
that magnitude it actually can, especially if you don’t hold it 
right, and almost always if you get a double discharge. You 
hear stories about people getting their collarbones broken by 
recoil. It can happen, and if you have a brain malfunction 
and shoot something stout while leaning back against a tree 
anything can happen. To a great degree it’s about the shoot-
ing position, not the actual foot-pounds of recoil.

Some years back, while stalking game with my wife, 
Donna, we had an unexpected opportunity to take a wilde-
beest. She took my rifle, then sat down and rested against 
one leg of the shooting sticks, an odd position. The rifle 
was a .375 Ruger-chambered Hawkeye, which kicks but is 
not unduly harsh. Somehow when she fired she lost her grip 
and the rifle sort of skidded along her shoulder. She got 
the wildebeest, but the next day she was every color of the 
rainbow from sternum to wrist—the worst bruising I’ve ever 
seen from recoil.

Usually, though, the worst physical damage will be mild 
bruising and maybe a scope cut. We’re going to work on the 

former. For the latter, just make sure you have plenty of eye 
relief on your scope. Again, position matters. The less your 
body can “give” with recoil, the more the gun is going to smack 
you. Prone is especially nasty for recoil because your body has 
nowhere to go. Also, it tends to place your forehead in a more 
forward-angled position, so scope cuts are more likely.

The worst scope cut I ever got was shooting prone at a 
mule deer with a .30-’06 Sprg., cross-canyon on a flat rock. I 
freely admit that I’m an unrepentant stock-crawler, however, 
so I have permanent scope scars between my eyes. For most 
of us, adequate eye relief is the only answer. The more recoil 
you must deal with, the more eye relief you need, but a full 
4" should do under most conditions. About 10 years ago I was 
hunting in Cameroon with a .375 Wby. Mag., and I was just a 
wee bit shy on eye relief: The darned thing hit me between 
the eyes every time I squeezed the trigger. Not being totally 
impervious to pain, and fearful of the sight of blood (espe-
cially my own), I had noticed this on the range at home, but 
I thought I could stay away from it in the field—I couldn’t. 
Toward the end of the hunt I finally caved in, took off the 
scope and used the iron sights. That is the only time in my life 
that I have exchanged a functional scope for iron sights!

Recoil is a fact of life—and physics. So, when it comes to larger-caliber rifles, the author, a 
seasoned African hunter, has learned a thing or two about managing it. The trick is to shoot 
without developing a flinch. Follow these steps and you, too, can handle a big gun like a pro.

BY CRAIG BODDINGTON

“A Man’s Got To Know His Limitations” 

As a class, dangerous-game rifles hit the hardest (l.), but light-
weight rifles can kick hard, too. This .700 Nitro Express from Bill 
Jones’ collection (r.) is in full recoil. The author did not lose con-
trol of the gun, but that’s an awful lot of free recoil. These days 
he is pretty much done shooting really big guns like this.

Photos by author
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big guns

The major damage from too much recoil is usually not 
physical but, rather, psychological. We all have different 
recoil thresholds—some are high and some are low—and to 
some extent they are a matter of experience, but they are 
not a matter of physical size or strength. The real secret lies 
in recognizing and accepting when recoil extends beyond 
your limit. When it does, you must find ways to mitigate it 
or simply give up and shift to a lighter cartridge (or heavier 
rifle) that is within your tolerance. Failure to do so will 
eventually lead to a flinch, which is easy to get but hard to 
cure. Frederick Selous, hailed as the greatest of all African 
hunters, started his career in the blackpowder era, hunting 
elephant with monstrous 2- and 4-bore cannons. Years later 
he admitted that their ferocious recoil had impacted his 
shooting forever.

One of the most important things to keep in mind right 
up front is to forget all that silly machismo stuff. Recoil is 
unpleasant, and the more there is, the worse it becomes. 
Most of us start rifle shooting with .22 rimfires at a young 
age. Some of us had demonic mentors who suddenly thrust 
a .30-’06 into our hands, and it’s a wonder that more of 
us weren’t mentally scarred for life. If you started with a 
.22, it’s a big leap to step into a deer-capable center-fire. If 
you’re the average whitetail hunter comfortable with some-
thing like, say, a .270 Win. or .30-30 Win., there may be 
very good reasons why you want to step up to a .300 magnum. 
If you’re a .30-’06 guy and you suddenly win the lottery and 
decide to go to Africa, you may need a .375 H&H Mag. Heck, if 
it was a major lottery you may need something even bigger.

Just understand that these are big steps. Ideally, it’s best 
to take them slowly. Move from a .22 rimfire to a .22 center-
fire, then to a .243 Win., then to a mild 6.5 mm, 7 mm or 
.270 Win.—and then to a fast .30-caliber and beyond. Okay, 
that’s the ideal, but not all of us have access to enough 
different rifles to take it in baby steps. Understood. But also 
understand that you will not go from proficiency with a deer 
rifle to proficiency with a .375 or .416 in one range session. 
And you’ll hurt yourself if you try. If you are approaching 
an unfamiliar level of recoil, then you don’t know how your 

body and mind are going to deal with it—but for sure you 
will be better off taking it in small doses. Three or four shots 
are probably the most you should fire the first time around. 
It may take several range sessions before you are comfort-
able firing 10 or 12 shots at a sitting, and maybe you should 
never go beyond that.

This doesn’t mean your precious trips to the range 
have to be wasted. Shooting is shooting, and range time is 
learning time, but you aren’t learning diddly when you’re 
gritting your teeth and getting kicked into next week. So 
shoot with whatever mild(er) center-fires you have and 
fire just a few shots with the bigger rifle you’re learn-
ing to shoot. In between, do plenty of shooting with a 
.22. There’s hardly any recoil, little noise and, best of all, 
minimal cost. Use your .22 from various positions, focus on 
getting steady and concentrating on the basics of breath-
ing, sight alignment and trigger squeeze. These essentials 
remain the same with the big gun, but they’re a whole 
lot easier to concentrate on when you’re not anticipating 
recoil. In the Marines we called it the BRASS rule: Breathe, 
Relax, Aim, check Sight alignment, trigger Squeeze. It’s the 
same for every shot, whether from a .17 HMR or a .50 BMG, 
and it’s easier to remember if you intersperse shots that have 
heavy recoil with numerous shots from lighter-recoiling guns.

By the way, and we’ll hope this doesn’t happen, if 
you’ve gone too far and find that you’ve developed a flinch, 
the only cure I know of is to go back to the basics. A flinch 
is essentially an involuntary block. Your mind tells you 
that you must press the trigger, but your body, anticipat-
ing recoil, refuses to cooperate. It has many manifesta-
tions, and none of them are good. Most common: When you 
finally get the trigger to go, it’s a violent jerk that throws 
the bullet wild. This is not endemic only to rifle shooters; 
I’ve seen veteran trapshooters develop a flinch so profound 
that they run halfway to the trap house trying to get their 
finger to activate the trigger. In competitive shotgunning a 
common cure is a “release” trigger, one that is set by pulling, 
then fires when released. In rifle shooting the only real cure 

The author’s Rifles, Inc., in .300 Wby. Mag. (above) tends to 
hit fast, so he shoots it from the bench off a Lead Sled. It’s 
important to learn how to shoot such guns from field positions, 
but do so sparingly and intersperse groups with a good rimfire, 
like this Thompson/Center Classic in .22 Long Rifle (l.).
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is to go back to the basics and start over with a .22 or airgun. 
Clearly it is better to avoid this malady. You can do so by 
building up gradually, taking your time and burning lots of .22 
ammo in between shooting the bigger center-fires.

Recognize your limit, and don’t exceed it! This is not about 
being a sissy; it’s about preserving shooting skills that have 
been years in the making. It is absolutely true that shoot-
ing on the range is far worse than in the field. You have little 
adrenaline flowing, and range positions (especially, the bench) 
tend to accentuate recoil. Pad yourself up—before you get 
kicked, not after you’ve felt the full effects. I always have 
a PAST Recoil Shield in my shooting kit. I use it religiously 
on the range for shooting above .30-caliber, and I make sure 
Donna and my daughters use it at lower levels. A folded-up 
towel works almost as well.

Yes, it’s absolutely true that extra shoulder padding will 
change the proper length of pull, but that is not as important 
as avoiding painful recoil. You can conduct effective practice 
with a .22, and you can conduct dry-fire practice with the big 
gun on the range or at home. On the range there is no reason 
to withstand more recoil than you are comfortable with.

The bench is absolutely essential for determining raw 
accuracy, checking loads and establishing zero, but it is very 
bad for recoil. Your body simply has nowhere to go. Maybe 
a good prone position is worse, but the bench is very bad. 

You should pad yourself well when shooting a heavy gun off 
the bench. I go a step farther: I use a Caldwell Lead Sled, a 
truly clever device that essentially harnesses the rifle in a 
weighted rest. With 20 lbs. of lead on the sled you are effec-
tively adding 20 lbs. of gun weight, and the most violent 
beast becomes a tame pussycat.

While the bench is a necessary evil, if you’re shooting 
big guns you should use it as little as possible. Note that 
“big gun” is a subjective description, but if we’re talk-
ing about a hunting rifle, the bench is of limited utility 
because there are no benches in the field. If we’re talking 
about a long-range rifle, whether a .300 Win. Mag. or  
.338 Lapua Mag., prone is a useful position, but recoil 
is accentuated. It is somewhat mitigated by grounding 
a bipod. You can practice sitting, kneeling and offhand; 
and in all positions, resting over a pack, sticks or solid 
natural rest. Almost anything is better for recoil than the 
benchrest. If we’re talking serious big bores—dangerous-
game rifles—we do most of our practice shooting offhand 
or from sticks. These are the most likely positions from 
which a large-caliber rifle will be employed, and also posi-
tions that allow the body to “give” the most. Make sure 
you hold the rifle tightly against your shoulder with your 
cheek firmly mated to comb—you do not want to give 
recoil a “running start.”

To start with gun fit, a stock that doesn’t fit you is 
going to kick you and inflict pain. The length of pull needs 
to be right, and when the cheek is mated to the comb the 
sight picture should be right. If you have to lift your face 
or scrunch it into the stock to get a proper sight picture, 
then the gun is going to kick you. Then comes a good, 
thick rubber or, better, modern shock-absorbing polymer 
recoil pad—don’t kid yourself that it doesn’t make a differ-
ence. A quality recoil pad also has the advantage of anchor-
ing the butt firmly against the shoulder.

Next comes gun weight. Unfortunately you have to carry 
that weight, but gun weight is the cheapest and simplest way 
to reduce recoil with limited side effects. These days, rifles are 
getting lighter and lighter, and it is amazing how much that 
can accentuate recoil. Just yesterday I was shooting a Kimber 
Adirondack in 7 mm-08 Rem., a lovely rifle weighing under 

Prone is one of the worst positions for 
recoil, but a well-grounded bipod tends 
to counteract it (above). Shooting off 
sticks (l.) is how many big guns are 
employed in the field, and standing is 
the least-abusive shooting position.

Don’t be afraid to use a good recoil pad on the rifle as well as 
one on your shoulder, such as this one from PAST. This is a great 
pair, fired offhand with a Krieghoff double .500 N.E. Offhand is 
the best position of all for sustaining recoil, and the PAST recoil 
shield really helps.

continued on p. 94
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Although it has 
gone through many 
iterations through-
out the years, the 

venerable G.P. High 
Power remains in 

service eight decades 
after its adoption by 

Belgium in 1935. 
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retrospective

hocolate, lace and guns,” are the items people 
most associate with Belgium. At one time, 
Belgium was a major economic manufacturing 

and export country, but long gone are the days in which 
Belgian Cockerill steam locomotives powered trains all over 
the globe, or when Dutch bridge builders used Belgian steel, 
when Belgian textiles were second to none and when Belgian 
rugs adorned palaces worldwide. 

It is with such expansionist business principles that Fabrique 
Nationale (FN) was created in 1889, and the mentality to 
capitalize on business and the quality of its materials and 
craftsmanship remained strong from the Industrial Revolution 
through the 1960s. It is with that mindset that FN embarked 
upon the long process of creating the High Power pistol. 

Development started in the 1920s with a French govern-
ment request for a new military pistol. John Browning’s 
protégé at FN, Dieudonné Saive, was put in charge of the 
project, and he modified a Model 1903 pistol to accept 
a double-stack magazine. The model was sent to John 
Browning, who developed two prototypes from 1921 to 
1922. Those two prototypes represent the entirety of 
Browning’s involvement in the project. 

The French trials dragged on for years with frequent 
changes in requirements. In 1928, FN concluded that the 

company had already invested too many resources in deal-
ing with the French, and so decided to take the pistol to 
market. The new military pistol was christened the Grand 
Rendement (High Efficiency). 

The stock market crash of 1929 put an immediate halt to 
the release of the Baby Browning and High Efficiency mod-
els. While the French trials continued, FN demonstrated the 
pistol to the Belgian military in 1931. The Belgian govern-
ment was impressed and ordered 1,000 pistols for field trials. 

Pre-production started, and FN made about 1,100 pistols 
that were used for the Belgian trials and marketing. Once 
the field trials were announced, FN already had the sales 
pitch it needed; Belgian military equipment had an impec-
cable reputation for quality. 

Pistols were demonstrated worldwide, and some nations 
still make reference to the model under various names 
such as Pistola Gran Rendimiento modelo 1933 or 1934. 
The dates refer to the year the pistol was first evaluated. 
Decades later, unaware of the early High Efficiency nomen-
clature, collectors gave these pistols the incorrect designa-
tion of “Oval Port High Power.” 

The 1933 Belgian field trials were utilized to consolidate 
options, features and accessories. All trial pistols were sup-
plied with tangent sights, and most were slotted to accept 

With design input from John 
Moses Browning and most 
of the work done by FN’s 
Dieudonné Saive, the Grand 
Rendement (High Efficiency) 
pistol found acceptance 
with the Belgian military. 
Eighty years later, we know 
the pistol it adopted as the 
Grande Puissance 
—the High Power.
BY ANTHONY VANDERLINDEN

Photos by author
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80 years of the belgian high power

shoulder stocks. The only significant design recommendation 
was a change to the ejection port from an ovalular to a rect-
angular shape. It has been speculated that there may have 
been issues with ejection. 

Fabrique Nationale supplied several different shoulder stock 
options, and the Belgian military adopted the slotted frame 
with a wooden, flat-board shoulder stock without an attached 
holster. A separate combination holster—housing the pistol 
and shoulder stock—was accepted instead. Belgium was the 
only nation to adopt the flat, wooden-board stock without 
attached holster. Other nations opted for the standard FN 
offering, which was the stock with attached holster. 

The ejection port changes were implemented, and FN 
started production after receiving an order for 10,000 
pistols, the first of which were completed in March 1935. 
For marketing reasons, the model was renamed Grande 
Puissance (High Power), often called G.P. or Model of 1935, 
after the Belgian military designations. Renaming the model 
was important, as FN wanted to capitalize on the improved 
design adopted by the Belgian government. 

An interesting side note, from the onset of the trials 
through 1938, the Belgian military also ordered fully func-
tional training pistols. These were factory marked “Pistolet 
de Manipulation” (Handling Pistol) and painted red over a 
phosphate base. Less than 140 High Efficiency and High Power 
training pistols were ordered. These were used in classrooms 
and were not intended for firing. The applied red paint was 
not oil-resistant and dissolved when exposed to gun oil. 

Supplying the Belgian troops and non-commissioned 
officers was the top priority, and they were issued the slot-
ted tangent High Power with flat-board stock, combination 
holster and a double magazine pouch. Existing FN Model 
1900, 1910 and Colt Model 1903 pistols were then gradually 
phased out. 

Commissioned officers had to wait, as they were allowed 
to wear a sidearm only on maneuvers or in times of war. The 
first significant replacements 
for commissioned officers were 
supplied in 1939, and they were 
issued the High Power without 
shoulder stock or combination 
holster. The pistols were slotted, 
and incorporated a change in 
gradation of the sights. 

Since 1936, FN made two 
variants of its 500-meter tangent 
sights: The original variant for 
use with the shoulder stock, and 
a second variant for use without 
it. The effectiveness of these 

Pre-war tangent sights with metric 
gradations included the standard 
configuration (l.) for pistols shipped 
with a shoulder stock and the sights 
as made for guns not supplied with 
shoulder stocks (r.).

1933 MILITARY 
TRIALS “HIGH 
EFFICIENCY”

1933 PISTOLET  
DE MANIPULATION 

TRAINING PISTOL

PRE-WAR  
COMMISSIONED 
OFFICER MODEL

OVERHAULED 
1945 BELGIAN 

CONTRACT 
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sights can be debated, but they are, nonetheless, distin-
guishing features as they reveal if a pistol was factory-issued 
with a shoulder stock or not.

Fabrique Nationale supplied the Belgian military annually 
with High Powers. In fact, FN was producing such a contract 
when Germany invaded in May 1940. The Germans seized 
pistols on the factory floor, in warehouses and in military 
arsenals. Belgium’s 18-day struggle to resist the Germans 
ended with the unconditional surrender of King Leopold III 
on May 28, 1940. The king’s surrender was considered an act 
of treason. The Belgian army laid its arms down, and thou-
sands of High Powers were surrendered. 

The quality of Belgian armament was highly revered 
by the Germans. Pistols were reissued almost immediately, 
including captured training pistols, and they were used in 
every subsequent German offensive. In fact, almost all of the 
pre-war Belgian contract pistols encountered in the United 
States were brought back by servicemen at war’s end. 

Fabrique Nationale was sequestered during the occupation 
and made thousands of FN Model 1922 and High Power pistols 
for the German military. As the years went by, resistance activ-
ity grew, and many pistols were smuggled out of the factory. 

Material shortages and the rapid Allied advance brought 
an end to production at FN in August 1944. The last of 
the Germans and their collaborators departed the factory 
on Sept. 5, 1944, just days before liberation. Filled with 
uncertainty and fearing that the Germans would return, FN 
workers restarted production with hopes of supplying free 
Belgian forces and resistance fighters. Those pistols did not 
go to Belgian forces as anticipated, but instead were sold as 
souvenirs to hundreds of visiting Allied servicemen. 

The Belgian government was in shambles after liberation, 
and the first High Power contract to re-arm the military 
came in late 1945. Those guns were assembled from wartime 
parts and identified by a military acceptance marking and an 

continued on p. 98

1950 BELGIAN 
CONTRACT

1950 CANADIAN 
INGLIS

1952 BELGIAN  
CONGO CONTRACT

MODERN 
MK. III (1990S)

Models made for the Belgian Congo 
(l.) had crests added at the factory 
for Force Publique (“F.P.”)and Congo 
Belge (“C.B.”). 
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While AR-style ri� es are now 
well-established—those who 
initially rejected Stoner’s black 

ri� e have not only lost the battle, 
they’ve lost the war—there remains 
legitimate debate regarding the suitabil-
ity of the 5.56x45 mm NATO chambering 
for certain roles. Sometimes bigger is 
better, and the 7.62x39 mm cartridge 
� res a wider and heavier bullet than the 
5.56x45 mm. Manufacturers struggled 
for years, with limited success, to 
engineer a solution to feed the short, 
fat and inexpensive cartridge of the East 
into the carbine of the West. With the 
emergence of the CMMG Mk47, we see 
an effective melding of the 7.62x39 mm 
Russian cartridge with America’s ri� e—
the AR.

The Mk47 isn’t simply a 7.62x39 mm
upper receiver pinned onto an 

AR-15-style lower. This is a completely 
different � rearm that is nearly as 
large as the AR-10 in certain dimen-
sions—CMMG builds its 7.62x39 mm 
ri� es on what it refers to as a “mid-
size” receiver. Rather than attempt-
ing to alter AR-15 magazines to 
navigate tapered cartridges through a 
straight vertical magazine well, CMMG 
designed the carbine to accept tradi-
tional AK magazines. However, accom-
modating them necessitates a vastly 
different lower receiver con� guration 
that more closely resembles that of an 
FN FAL than a traditional AR-15. The 
remaining lines are far more AR-like, 
but careful examination reveals some 
necessary differences.

Operationally, the Mk47 follows 
the AR-15 pattern with a rotat-
ing bolt and a carbine-length, 

direct-impingement gas system. 
Fieldstripping the carbine reveals a 
critical difference, though, a beefy 
bolt and carrier designed speci� cally 
around the 7.62x39 mm cartridge. 
The bolt carrier group from the Mk47 
weighs 17.2 ozs., while a standard 
AR-15 unit weighs 11.6 ozs. For com-
parison’s sake, the bolt carrier group 
from an AR-10 weighs 19.4 ozs. The 
heavyweight bolt carrier in the Mk47 
is balanced by a heavy buffer, which 
dampens the effects of mechanical 
recoil upon � ring.   

Loading and shooting the Mk47 is 
similar to that of a standard AR, with 
the noted exception of the AK-style 
magazines. While AR-15 magazines are 
inserted vertically into the magazine 
well with relative ease, loading AK 
magazines requires a bit more tech-
nique. To load an AK magazine into 
the Mk47, the shooter hooks a protru-
sion at the forward edge of the maga-
zine into a slot in the receiver before 
rocking the magazine rearward and 
upward into position. It can be done 
incorrectly, and doing so will render 
the gun inoperable until the magazine 
is removed (often with great effort) 
and reinserted correctly. With prac-
tice, AK magazines can be inserted 
and removed very rapidly, but it does 
take some getting used to for those 
unfamiliar with the process. AK-type 
magazines lock into the receiver at 
the rear, and the Mk47 incorporates 

CMMG Mk47 Mutant

7.62X39 MM
CARTRIDGE

VEL. @ 10'
(F.P.S.)

ENERGY
(FT.-LBS.)

GROUP SIZE IN INCHES
SMALLEST  LARGEST  AVERAGE

HORNADY 
123-GR. SST

2351 AVG.
7 SD

1509 1.51 2.54 2.08

SILVER BEAR 
123-GR. FMJ

2413 AVG.
15 SD

1590 1.98 2.69 2.25

DOUBLE TAP
DT TACTICAL 
123-GR. TSX

2387 AVG.
19 SD

1556 1.28 1.61 1.44

AVERAGE EXTREME SPREAD 1.92

NOTES: VELOCITY AVERAGE FOR 10 SHOTS OVER AN OEHLER 35P CHRONOGRAPH 10 FT. FROM 
THE MUZZLE. ACCURACY RESULTS FOR FIVE CONSECUTIVE, FIVE-SHOT GROUPS AT 100 YDS. FROM A 
BENCH REST. TEMPERATURE: 88o F. HUMIDITY: 81%. ABBREVIATIONS: SST (SUPER SHOCK TIP), 
FMJ (FULL METAL JACKET), TSX (TRIPLE SHOCK X-BULLET), SD (STANDARD DEVIATION).

SHOOTING RESULTS (100 YDS.) 
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a generously sized, bilateral, paddle-
type magazine release that works very 
well. Like most AK variants, the Mk47
does not lock the bolt to the rear 
when the magazine is empty. The ri� e 
will accept most polymer and steel AK 
magazines, including drum types.  

The AK is often touted for its reli-
ability, much of which is credited to 
the generous internal tolerances of 
the design. A lesser-known factor in 
the AK’s legendary reliability is the 
generous taper of the 7.62x39 mm 
cartridge. Though modern cartridge 
designs often trade taper for propel-
lant capacity, the tapered cartridge’s 
geometrical advantage lies in its 
ability to feed and eject with mini-
mal friction. The Mk47 fed, � red and 
ejected with 100 percent reliability 
throughout our testing. Due to the 
increased mass in critical areas, and 
an ef� cient AK-74-style muzzle brake, 

the ri� e’s recoil was only slightly 
more signi� cant than that of a 
5.56 mm-chambered AR. 

The Mk47 uses a standard AR-style 
buffer tube and comes equipped with 
a Magpul MOE collapsible buttstock 
and grip, which can be easily changed 
based on the shooter’s preference. The 
handguard is CMMG’s RKM15 keymod 
free � oat tube, which incorporates a 
Picatinny top rail for optics mounting 
with keymod slots along the 3-, 6- 
and 9-o’clock positions. The keymod 
system allows users to attach a variety 
of accessories to the handguard with-
out the sharp edges of a rail system. 

We mounted a Leupold VX-6 
1-6X 30 mm MultiGun scope and 
fired the rifle from both the bench 
and field positions. The length 
of 30-round AK magazines can 
interfere with bench rest shooting 
and can require some adjustment 

when shooting prone—a 10-round 
magazine is a useful accessory. The 
carbine was pleasant to shoot, and 
the 123-gr. bullets struck the steel 
test targets with noticeable author-
ity. Handling differences between 
the Mk47 and most ARs were more 
a factor of the carbine’s increased 
mass than variation in caliber. 
Accuracy was nothing to brag about 
with the steel-cased ammunition, 
but DoubleTap’s TSX load produced 
some good five-shot, 100-yd. groups 
as seen in the accompanying table. 
Bear in mind that all of the groups 
were fired with a 6X scope with 
fairly heavy crosshairs, hardly a 
benchrest scope.     

Both the 5.56x45 mm NATO and 
the 7.62x39 mm have their advan-
tages and disadvantages. Some 
advantages of  the latter include 
adequate supplies of affordable 
loadings, increased bullet mass 
and frontal area, and legality for 
hunting in some jurisdictions where 
.22-cal. center-fires are not allowed. 
Shooters who seek those advantages 
but value the fundamental design 
features of the AR-15 should give 
the Mk47 a close look. CMMG went 
back to the drawing board on this 
design, and the result is a func-
tional and reliable hybrid. 

MANUFACTURER: CMMG, INC. (DEPT. AR), PO BOX 369, FAYETTE, MO 65248; (660) 248-2293; CMMGINC.COM

SPECS

331⁄2" TO 36¾"

16.1" 4140 STEEL

11" TO 14"

1/2"

CALIBER: 7.62X39 MM

ACTION TYPE: GAS-OPERATED, 
SEMI-AUTOMATIC RIFLE

RECEIVER: 7075-T6 ALUMINUM

FINISH: BLACK ANODIZED

MAGAZINE: DETACHABLE BOX; 30-ROUND 
AK PMAG INCLUDED; COMPATIBLE WITH 
STANDARD AK MAGAZINES

RIFLING: SIX-GROOVE, 1:10" RH TWIST

SIGHTS: NONE, PICATINNY RAIL FOR SCOPE 
MOUNTING

TRIGGER: SINGLE-STAGE, 5-LB., 8-OZ. PULL 
STOCK: SYNTHETIC MAGPUL, RKM15 

KEYMOD/PICATINNY HANDGUARD 
WEIGHT: 7 LBS., 3 OZS.
MSRP: $1,650

Disassembly of the 
Mk47 follows that of 
the AR. The Mutant is 
distinguished by its mid-
size bolt, paddle-style 
magazine release and, of 
course, the unmistakable 
AK-type magazine.

1/2"
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Austrian manufacturer Swarovski 
Optik produces binoculars, spot-
ting scopes and ri� escopes that 

have the highest reputation for per-
formance, but also come at a substan-
tial cost. Within its extensive catalog 
of ri� escopes is the feature-� lled and 
immensely versatile Z6i series, which 
are crème de le crème models, and 
priced accordingly. The 2.5-15X 44 mm 
variant is evaluated here.

Distinguishing the Z6i from its 
Swarovski brethren is its 6X magni� ca-
tion range—for the model tested, that 
translates to a magni� cation setting of 
from 2.5X to 15X, thereby enabling the 
hunter to engage quarry close in or afar. 
The magni� cation setting is adjusted 
by way of a ribbed, rubber-topped band 

Swarovski Z6i 2.5-15X 44 mm 
with a single, oversize projection for 
easier manipulation. 

The parallax-adjustment turret is 
located on the main tube opposite 
of the windage-adjustment turret. 
According to company literature, the 
scope’s parallax-adjustment knob has 
a detent set at 100 meters (110 yds.) 
—an all-around or utility setting—
that requires additional � nger pres-
sure to bypass. Parallax adjustment 
can be made for distances ranging 
from 50 meters to in� nity. 

Unlike most hunting scopes intended 
for the American market, which have 
1/4" scope adjustments, the Z6i’s 
audible and tactile clicks are valued at 
0.36" at 100 yds. Both turrets have a 
knurled, pull-up/push-down knob that 

enables the zero point of the scale to 
be aligned with the index point of the 
scope. Although there is no “hard stop” 
within the system, the easy-to-use 
feature is suf� cient for the majority of 
hunters and situations a� eld.

Improving the scope’s target-
ing capabilities is an illuminated 
reticle—hence the “i” in Z6i—that 
is located in the second focal plane 
of the high-de� nition (HD) lenses. 
Coined “Swarolight,” immediately 
forward of the fast-focus eyepiece is 
the thoughtfully designed night/off/
day switch. The left-most position 
activates the night setting, while far 
right is for daytime use. “Off” is in 
the middle. Both settings are pro-
grammed using the buttons on the 
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SPECS

IMPORTER: SwarovSki optik North 
america, Ltd. (dept. ar), 2 SLater 
road, craNStoN, ri 02920;  
(800) 426-3089; swarovskioptik.com

RETICLE: iLLumiNated 4a-i
ADJUSTMENT: Zero-poiNt puLL up/puSh 

dowN eLevatioN aNd wiNdage turretS

MAIN TUBE DIAMETER: 30 mm

FIELD OF VIEW: 48 ft. (2.5X) - 8.2 ft. 
(15X) @ 100 ydS.

EXIT PUPIL (MM): 9.5-2.9
OBJECTIVE APERTURE: 44 mm

EYE RELIEF: 3.74"
ELEVATION ADJUSTMENT: 64.8"
WINDAGE ADJUSTMENT: 36"
CLICK VALUE: 0.36"
LENGTH: 14"
WEIGHT: 19.6 oZS.
ACCESSORIES: owNer’S maNuaL, See-

through Scope cover, “coiN opeNer” 
oN keychaiN for removiNg battery, 
battery compartmeNt cap, eXtra 
turret cap

MSRP: $3,530

sides of the battery housing. Once set, 
the settings remain unchanged until 
the single CR2032 battery is removed. 
The Swarolight has a built-in tilt 
sensor that halts illumination when 
the scope exceeds a 70-degree upward 
or downward angle, or tilts left or 
right more than 30 degrees. When the 
scope returns to an acceptable angle, 
illumination is automatically restored. 
Given that this scope is marketed 
toward mountain (and especially 
sheep) hunters, where shots at steep 
angles are commonplace, the former 
feature is an interesting choice. There 
is also a setting-specific automatic 
shutdown feature to conserve battery 
when the scope is not used for three 
(day) or five (night) hours. 

As for the reticle itself, on the test 
scope it consisted of a standard cross-
hair with wide portions on the sides 
and bottom sections (i.e. Plex). The 
other “thin” sections are similar in size 
to those found in varmint scopes. To aid 
durability, reliability and consistency, 
the Z6i features a four-point, coil spring 
arrangement. Lastly, the fully multi-
coated lenses, which are purported to 
deliver 90 percent light transmission, 
feature Swaroclean, a non-stick coat-
ing that makes the removal of debris, 

The American Rifleman has used the phrase “Dope Bag” since at least 1921, when Col. Townsend 
Whelen first titled his column with it. Even then, it had been in use for years, referring to a sack used 
by target shooters to hold ammunition and accessories on the firing line. “Sight dope” also was a 
traditional marksman’s term for sight-adjustment information, while judging wind speed and direction 
was called “doping the wind.”

WARNING: Technical data and information contained herein are intended to provide information based 
on the limited experience of individuals under specific conditions and circumstances. They do not detail 
the comprehensive training procedures, techniques and safety precautions absolutely necessary to 
properly carry on similar activity. Read the notice and disclaimer on the contents page. Always consult 
comprehensive reference manuals and bulletins for details of proper training requirements, procedures, 
techniques and safety precautions before attempting any similar activity.

liquids (including insect repellent) and 
fingerprints easier.

The scope’s matte-black, 30 mm 
main tube enables a full 64.8" of eleva-
tion and 36" of windage adjustment—
a boon for long-range shooters or 
when mounted atop rifles with off-
center holes for mounting scope bases. 
Additionally, at 19.6 ozs., the 2.5-15X 
44 mm Z6i is still relatively lightweight. 
With the eyepiece fully extended, the 
scope measures a scant 141⁄8" in length, 
yet there is ample space to attach rings. 
Eye relief is 3¾".

To test the Z6i 2.5-15X 44 mm, we 
first mounted it atop a .204 Ruger-
chambered Thompson/Center Arms 
Dimension and proceeded to “shoot 
the square” at 100 yds. Movements 
were found to be consistent and 
repeatable. Next, we compared it side-
by-side against several similar scopes 
also costing more than $2,000 and, 
regardless of the quality examined—
i.e. sharpness (resolution/contrast), 
brightness, etc.—the Z6i edged out 
the competition. The greatest differ-
ence between the optics was found 
in brightness; the Swarovski offered 
an undeniable advantage, especially 

in waning light. Lastly, we froze the 
scope overnight and then submerged 
it in hot water. Beyond the normal 
minute internal and requisite exter-
nal fogging, there were no signs of 
leakage—thus it was confirmed to be 
fog- and waterproof.

With a cost in excess of $3,000, 
the Swarovski Z6i 2.5-15X 44 mm 
riflescope is within the financial 
grasp of very few hunters. That being 
said, the scope’s optical quality, 
magnification range and illuminated 
reticle, among other features, enable 
it to handle nearly any big-game 
hunting situation. 

Windage and eleva-
tion adjustments are 

based on metric mea-
surements, though the 

turrets are labelled 
with the English 
unit equivalents. 

Despite requiring a 
little math, we found 

adjustments to be pre-
cise and repeatable.

Gross adjustments to reticle illumination 
are made with a three-position (night/
off/day) switch above the ocular lens, and 
fine-tuned via the two opposing buttons.
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ILA report: Latest legislative news from inside the NRA Institute for Legislative Action

Freedom Advocates, Pro-Gun Senators Unite to 
Oppose the Obama Administration’s Attempt to 
Censor Information about Firearm Technology

On June 3, the Obama Administration’s State Department 
(DOS) proposed a revision of the International Traffic 
in Arms Regulations (ITAR) that would require anyone 

seeking to make certain technical information about firearms 
publicly available to first obtain government approval. We 
alerted members and encouraged gunsmiths, manufacturers, 
reloaders, collectors, and others who rely on design, develop-
ment, production or manufacturing information about firearms 
to file comments with the State Department opposing the 
rulemaking and explaining its problems.

The response was overwhelming. By the time the comment 
period ended on Aug. 3, nearly 10,000 comments had been 
posted to the regulations.gov website, nearly all of them oppos-
ing the proposal. A DOS official put the actual number of com-
ments received at some 12,000. Police officers, engineers, research 
universities, scholastic rifle teams, defense contractors, gunsmiths, 
firearm instructors, professors, IT professionals, and thousands of 
gun owners who fabricate or work on firearms for their lawful per-
sonal use wrote DOS to illustrate the numerous practical problems 
the proposal would create for law-abiding Americans. 

NRA’s own comments emphasized the need to move 
common firearms and ammunition off the U.S. Munitions 

List regulated by ITAR, as was originally contemplated by the 
Export Control Reform initiative of which the June 3 proposal 
was a part. They also highlighted the proposal’s adverse 
effects on firearm education and safety training, including 
by NRA-certified instructors. Perhaps most importantly, they 
explained how the proposal would impose an unconstitutional 
prior restraint on firearm-related speech protected by the First 
Amendment. Additionally, the comments rebuked DOS for 
seeking to appoint itself Internet censor by insisting “technical 
data” published online is a controlled “export” because of its 
presumed availability to foreign persons. 

Pro-gun senators also registered their strong disapproval.  
Sen. Steve Daines (R-Mont.) organized a letter by 28 senators 
to U.S. Secretary of State John Kerry opposing the proposal. It 
urged the State Department “to modify or delay these misguid-
ed changes to the ITAR in order to ensure they do not violate 
the First and Second Amendments or until commonly owned 
firearms and ammunition are not adversely impacted.”

Whether the proposal will be enacted, or in what form, remains 
to be seen. In the meantime, however, DOS has received a clear 
message that America’s gun owners will not stand by to let either 
their First or Second Amendment-protected rights be trampled. 

Sen. Steve Daines (r.) and 27 of his pro-gun colleagues have sent a letter to Secretary of State John Kerry (l.). In it, they urge the State Department 
to rethink proposed International Traffic in Arms Regulations (ITAR) changes that would require anyone seeking to make certain technical informa-
tion about firearms publicly available to first obtain government approval.
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Mass Shootings Rare, 
Government Study Says

A new study by the Congressional Research 
Service, “Mass Murder with Firearms: Inci-
dents and Victims, 1999-2013”—by far the 

most thorough and comprehensive of its type to 
date—confirms that mass shootings continue to 
be rare in the United States. Noted criminologist 
James Alan Fox, of Northeastern University, whose 
extensive analysis of mass shootings is discussed 
at length in the CRS study, says the evidence 
shows “there is no solid trend” in the number of 
such crimes, and “No matter how you cut it, there’s 
no epidemic.”

Anti-gun groups and their allies in the news 
media portray mass shootings as common events 
that place the public at extreme risk. However, 
between 1999 and 2013, mass shootings covered 
by the CRS study accounted for a microscopic 0.004 
percent of all deaths, about 0.66 percent of all mur-
der victims, and less than one fiftieth the number 
of non-firearm murder victims in the United States. 
Stated another way, on average, the chance against 
a person being killed in a mass shooting in the 
United States in any given year between 1999 and 
2013 would be nearly one in three million.  

Finally, while anti-gun groups would like to 
portray mass shootings as being most often 
committed with “assault weapons,” the CRS study 
found that between 1999 and 2013, less than 10 
percent of mass shootings were committed with 
a firearm capable of using a detachable magazine 
holding more than 10 rounds.

With other data showing that most mass 
shootings are committed by individuals who 
acquire guns by passing background checks or by 
illegal means, the CRS study adds to the body of 
evidence against any expansion of firearm-related 
background checks systems on the basis of mass 
shootings’ frequency or trend.

IN MEMORY NRA-ILA CONTRIBUTIONS
(June 24, 2015 – July 27, 2015)
George L. Jacobson, Northport, MI (from: Bruce Allenwood); Robert Hubert, Summerville, SC (from: Palmetto Gun Club); Karl Segelken, Summerville, 
SC (from: Palmetto Gun Club); Terry Maisey, Houston, TX (from: Dan and Joyce Hunter and Penny S. Sparks ); Bruce A. Bouma, Jamestown, NY (from: 
Jamestown Rifle Club); James J. Schmitt Jr., Jamestown, NY (from: Jamestown Rifle Club); William David Moore, Jay, OK (from: Cathy L. Moore);  
John T. Reilly, Riverside, NJ (from: Deborah A. Cheeseman); David A. Bockhorn, Murphysboro, IL (from: Loran and Marilyn Bruns, Vicki Beckman and 
Reynolds Run friends); Danny Clayton (from: Linda Taylor and Jeanne Mullen); Donald Arthur Reider, Schnecksville, PA (from: Peggy L. Steacher, Terry V. 
Borger and David Wolf ); Jerome E. Danner, St. Paul, MN (from: Mid-Continent Gun Club); William J. O’Donnell, Fremont, CA (from: Patricia Weigel);  
Tom Haper, San Francisco, CA (from: Fred W. Davis); Ronald L. Guthrie Sr., Marysville, WA (from: Marilyn Guthrie).

ILA CONTRIBUTIONS
(The following contributed $1,000 or more to the NRA Institute for Legislative Action during June 25, 2015 – July 27, 2015)
Richard C. Baker, Tumtum, WA; Larry F. Ferguson III, Lancaster, TX; Ruth Brewer, Platteville, CO; Karen Lien, Perkasie, PA; Robert C. Southard, 
Houston, TX; Estate of Thomas Dobson, South Bend, IN; National Association of Sporting Goods Wholesalers Inc., Atlanta, GA; Brownells Inc., 
Motezuma, IA; Patricia H. Harris, Seaford, VA; NRA Members Council of Fresno and Madera Counties, Fresno, CA; Robert Sammons, Batavia, OH; 
Estate of Heinz R. Bruekner, Apache Junction, AZ; Timothy Dermer, Mesa, AZ; Philip B. Voght, Centerville, OH; David Levy, Fort Washington, PA; 
Richard Klein, Troy, OH; Douglas Palczynski, Evergreen, CO; Fred Miller III, Keystone Heights, FL; Donald Omans, Pahrump, NV; Maj. Roger H. Hansen, 
Austin, TX; Russ Richards, Helendale, CA; Frank Byrne, Philadelphia, PA; Boyd Meyer, Scales Mound, IL; John A. Chionchio, Hatboro, PA; Patricia F. Hetrick, 
Pittsburgh, PA; David Meyers, Boulder, CO; Thomas A. Aaron Jr., Bonham, TX; Cape Radiology Group, Cape Girardeau, MO; Alven Hummel, Las Vegas, NV; 
Robert G. Fuller, Richland, NJ; John Buchman, Cape Coral, FL; Ricky L. Isreal, Jackson, OH; M. W. Prinzing, Albert Lea, MN.

West Coast Cities Push  
Gun Control to Extremes

After being mostly stymied in Congress and state legislatures, radi-
cal gun controllers are going local; Constitutional protections or 
preemption statutes are deemed irrelevant. In August, Los Angeles 

adopted a total ban on magazines with a capacity greater than 10 rounds, 
while Seattle adopted a regressive tax on firearms and ammunition.

Under the Los Angeles law, people who legally possess magazines that 
have a capacity of more than 10 rounds have a 60-day grace period to sell 
those magazines, remove them from the city or turn them over to the 
Los Angeles Police Department. Unlike California’s magazine law, individu-
als currently in possession of these magazines will not be protected by a 
“grandfather” clause. The ordinance effectively amounts to confiscation 
because the magazines must either be turned-in or removed from within 
city limits. Sunnyvale and San Francisco have already adopted similar 
ordinances, both of which have been challenged in court.  

Instead of following L.A.’s lead with an outright ban, Seattle decided 
to go another route—to tax the Second Amendment-protected rights of 
residents. The Seattle City Council has adopted a local ordinance that levies 
a $25 tax on firearms and $0.05 for every round of ammunition sold at retail.

Local gun control activist Zach Silk, with the Washington Alliance for 
Gun Safety, said of the law, “We often attach taxes to things that cause harm 
to our communities, and we know that guns are causing harm.”

However, a $25 tax on firearms purchased within the city only punishes 
the law-abiding people, those who are not “causing harm” or having an 
“impact on public health and safety” through the misuse of firearms. A 
Department of Justice survey of state and federal inmates found that only 
a small fraction of convicts acquired firearms through the type of retail sale 
that would be subject to the tax.

Even worse, this law is in direct conflict with Washington’s preemption 
statute. Washington law makes clear that the state legislature has control 
over “the entire field of firearms regulation … including ammunition and 
reloader components.”

These gun control policies aside, in the past several decades NRA has 
successfully worked to eliminate incomprehensible patchworks of local gun 
control laws by enacting strong state preemption laws. It is now clear that 
gun control advocates intend to attack the Constitution and these impor-
tant laws head on in cities where single-party governance leaves political 
minorities with little recourse. Rest assured that NRA will meet these attacks 
head-on in court.
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MEMBER SERVICE (800) 672-3888

NRAstore.com (888) 607-6007

MEMBER PROGRAMS
 Hertz Car Rental CDP# 166609 (800) 654-2200
 AVIS Car Rental AWD# A832100 (800) 225-7094
 NRA Endorsed Insurance Programs (877) 672-3006
 NRA Endorsed Prescription Plan (888) 436-3700
 NRA Endorsed Check Program (888) 331-6767
 NRA VISA Card (866) NRA-VISA
 NRA Real Estate/Relocation Services (800) 593-2526
 NRA Endorsed Moving Program
    North American Van Lines (800) 524-5533
    Allied Van Lines (800) 871-8864

INSTITUTE FOR LEGISLATIVE ACTION
 Grassroots/Legislative Hotline (800) 392-8683

OFFICE OF ADVANCEMENT/ 
   GIFT PLANNING 877-NRA-GIVE
THE NRA FOUNDATION 800-423-6894
NRA INSTRUCTOR/ 
   COACH FIREARM TRAINING 703-267-1500
EDDIE EAGLE GUNSAFE PROGRAM 800-231-0752
REFUSE TO BE A VICTIM 800-861-1166
RECREATIONAL PROGRAMS 703-267-1511
NRA AFFILIATED CLUBS 800-NRA-CLUB
RANGE SERVICES 877-672-7264
COMPETITIVE SHOOTING 877-672-6282
LAW ENFORCEMENT 703-267-1640
FRIENDS OF NRA 703-267-1342
NRA MUSEUMS/ 
   GUN COLLECTOR PROGRAMS 703-267-1600
SHOWS & EXHIBITS 866-343-1805
MEDIA RELATIONS  703-267-1595

PISTOL
CHANDLER, IN OCT. 3-4
LEROY, IL OCT. 11
KENOSHA, WI OCT. 16-17
HIGHLAND, IL OCT. 17

SMALLBORE RIFLE
WYOMING, IL OCT. 3-4
BORDEN, IN OCT. 10
BRISTOL, IN OCT. 18
MARKELVILLE, IN OCT. 25

HIGH POWER RIFLE
EFFINGHAM, IL OCT. 4
BROOKSTON, IN OCT. 10
LAWRENCEBURG, KY OCT. 10
WRIGHT CITY, MO OCT. 10-11
MATTAWAN, MI OCT. 17
BRISTOL, WI OCT. 18

SILHOUETTE
YPSILANTI, MI OCT. 11
DANVILLE, IN OCT. 24
EFFINGHAM, IL OCT. 24-25
COLUMBIA, MO OCT. 25

For more information, contact Shelly Kramer  
at (703) 267-1459 or mkramer@nrahq.org. For a complete  

listing, see shootingsportsusa.com.

areashoots

Whether you’re a hunter, competitive 
shooter or just a proud gun owner, 

Friends of NRA has something for everyone. 
The format is simple—food, fun, family 
and fundraising! At every Friends of NRA 
banquet you’ll have the opportunity to 
participate in games, raffles, live and silent 
auctions, and more. You’ll also find many 
unique items, including limited-edition 
firearms, wildlife art, jewelry and outdoor 
gear. These items are only available at 
Friends of NRA events. To learn more about 
events in your area, visit friendsofnra.org, 
contact your local field representative or 
call (800) 672-3888, ext. 1342.  

Central Region Director—Chad Franklin
cfranklin@nrahq.org

IA, NE—Tim Bacon
tbacon@nrahq.org

Northern IL—Mike Huber
mhuber@nrahq.org

Southern IL—Donald Higgs
dhiggs@nrahq.org

IN—Craig Haggard
chaggard@nrahq.org

MI—Allan Herman
aherman@nrahq.org

WI—Scott Taetsch
staetsch@nrahq.org

Northern MO—Travis Scott
tscott@nrahq.org

Southern MO—Gregg Pearre
gpearre@nrahq.org

KY—John LaRowe
jlarowe@nrahq.org

LAW ENFORCEMENT

Public and private officers interested in 
becoming firearm instructors should 

attend one of NRA’s Law Enforcement 
Firearms Instructor Development Schools, 
designed to enhance the instructors’ 
firearm knowledge and handling skills, 
as well as prepare them to develop 
effective training programs, instruct 
in a professional manner, and conduct 
practical training exercises.  Restricted to 
law enforcement officers only.

OCT. 19-23—DEFIANCE, MO
(Handgun/Shotgun)
ramaya@nrahq.org or call  
(703) 267-1636

TRAINING
Crime Prevention

NRA’s Refuse To Be A Victim® program 
provides men and women with 

common-sense crime prevention and 
personal safety strategies. To learn more 
about the program, visit refuse.nra.org. 
The most up-to-date schedule is available 
on the Internet at nrainstructors.org, by 
email at refuse@nrahq.org, or by phone at 
(800) 861-1166.

OCT. 13—LAFAYETTE, IN
(Seminar)
Arthur Burk (765) 838-0700

OCT. 20—JEFFERSON CITY, MO
(Seminar)
John Wheeler (573) 821-0334

OCT. 21—ANN ARBOR, MI
(Instructor Development Workshop)
Steven Reed (734) 761-5860

OCT. 24—FIRTH, NE
(Instructor Development Workshop)
Justin Grusing (402) 580-5235

OCTOBER—ONLINE
(Instructor Development Workshop)
Visit nraonlinetraining.org for more 
information.
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OCT. 2-3 CHASSELL, MI
VFW Post #6507, Calumet-Keweenaw Sportsmen’s               
Club (906) 337-5759

OCT. 2-3 SPARTA, WI
Club 16 Event Center, Bearing Arms Gun Shows 
(715) 308-8772

OCT. 2-3 RICHLAND CENTER, WI
Richland Center Community Center, Pine River 
Sports Gun Shows (608) 604-9595

OCT. 2- 4 AUBURN, IN
National Military History Center, Gun Slinger  
Promotions USA (260) 624-5996

OCT. 3 ANN ARBOR, MI
Washtenaw Farm Council Fairgrounds, Indian Art 
and Frontier Antique Shows (248) 840-7070

OCT. 3-4 TIPTON, IN
Tipton County Fairgrounds, Tipton  
Gun Shows LLC (765) 675-6886

OCT. 3-4 FARMINGTON, MO
Farmington Community Civic Center, R.K. Shows Inc. 
(563) 927-8176

OCT. 3-4 EVANSVILLE, IN
Vanderburgh County 4-H Center, Central Indiana 
Gun Shows (765) 855-3836

OCT. 3-4 BELLEVILLE, IL
Belle Clair Fairgrounds, ECA Hunting & Trade Shows 
(618) 495-2572

OCT. 3-4 ASHLAND, MO
Copper Kettle, Pro-mo-tions (573) 338-1524

OCT. 3-4 JANESVILLE, WI
Rock County Fairgrounds, Rock County Rifle & Pistol 
Club (608) 754-1911

OCT. 3-4 CAVE CITY, KY
Cave City Convention Center, S/T Promotions  
(270) 622-2185

OCT. 3-4 APPLETON, WI
Appleton Fairgrounds, Natural America  
(920) 573-5903

OCT. 4 ANTIOCH, IL
Antioch VFW, Lake County Gun Shows (847) 548-0433

OCT. 9-11 COUNCIL BLUFFS, IA
Westfair Fairgrounds, Marv Kraus Promotions  
(563) 608-4401

OCT. 9-11 CAPE GIRARDEAU, MO
Cape Girardeau Arena Park, SEMO Gun Shows  
(573) 649-2848

OCT. 10 GRAYLING, MI
Eagles #3465, Grayling Eagles Gun Show  
(989) 621-5989

OCT. 10-11 FORT WAYNE, IN
Allen County War Memorial Coliseum, CPI Shows 
(260) 483-6144

OCT. 10-11 LAFAYETTE, IN
Tippecanoe County Fairgrounds, Central Indiana 
Gun Shows (765) 855-3836

OCT. 10-11 SPRINGFIELD, IL
Illinois State Fairgrounds, ECA Hunting & Trade 
Shows (618) 495-2572

OCT. 10-11 COLE CAMP, MO
American Legion, Cole Camp Jaycees (660) 221-2043

OCT. 10-11 JOPLIN, MO
Joplin Holiday Inn Convention Center,  
R.K. Shows Inc. (563) 927-8176

OCT. 10-11 FOND DU LAC, WI
Fond Du Lac County Fairgrounds, Central Wisconsin 
Gun Collectors Association (920) 833-6668

OCT. 10-11 ST. JOSEPH, MO
St. Joseph Civic Arena, RJ Promotions (816) 676-1200

OCT. 10-11 WEST POINT, NE
Nielsen Center, Barry Johnson (402) 685-6203

OCT. 11 HARRISON, MI
Harrison Sportsman’s Club, Harrison Sportsman’s 
Club (989) 539-3214

OCT. 11 ST. CHARLES, IL
Kane County Fairgrounds, Kane County Sportsman’s 
Show (815) 758-2773

OCT. 16-17 HAYWARD, WI
LCO Casino Lodge & Convention Center, Ray Kangas 
Productions (715) 372-4654

OCT. 16-18 HANNIBAL, MO
Admiral Coontz Armory, Militia Armanents Gun Club 
(636) 295-0624

OCT. 16-18 EAU CLAIRE, WI
Menards Expo Center, Bob & Rocco Gun Shows 
(608) 752-6677

OCT. 16-18 TOMAH, WI
Monroe County Fairgrounds, Marv Kraus Promotions 
(563) 608-4401

OCT. 17 WINN, MI
Isablella County Sportsman’s Club, Isabella County 
Sportsman’s Club (989) 330-1303

OCT. 17-18 BLOOMINGTON, IN
Monroe County Fairgrounds, Central Indiana  
Gun Shows (765) 855-3836

OCT. 17-18 ST. CHARLES, IL
Pheasant Run Resort, C&R Sport Show Promotions 
(847) 863-3929

OCT. 17-18 SPRINGFIELD, MO
Ozark Empires Fairgrounds, R.K. Shows Inc.  
(563) 927-8176

OCT. 17-18 EL DORADO SPRINGS, MO
El Dorado Springs Civic Center, El Dorado Springs                        
Optimist Club (417) 876-7617

OCT. 18 CRYSTAL LAKE, IL
Holiday Inn Convention Center, D.J. Guns  
(815) 385-1982

OCT. 23-24 MENOMONIE, WI
Econo Lodge Banquet Hall, Bearing Arms Gun 
Shows (715) 308-8772

OCT. 23-25 MARSHALLTOWN, IA
Central Iowa Fairgrounds, Marv Kraus Promotions 
(563) 608-4401

OCT. 23-25 WATERLOO, IA
Waterloo National Cattle Congress, Midwest Arms 
Collectors LLC (660) 341-7908

OCT. 23-25 UNION GROVE, WI
Racine County Fairgrounds, Bob & Rocco  
Gun Shows (608) 752-6677

OCT. 23-25 INDIANAPOLIS, IN
State Fairgrounds- South Pavilion, World Class  
Gun Shows (405) 340-1333

OCT. 24-25 OXFORD, MI
American Legion, Oxford Legion Post (248) 693-2444

OCT. 24-25 ANDERSON, IN
Mounds Mall of Anderson, Central Indiana  
Gun Shows (765) 855-3836

OCT. 24-25 SEYMOUR, IN
National Guard Armory, Tri-State Gun & Knife  
Collectors LLC (812) 521-9367

OCT. 24-25 EFFINGHAM, IL
Effingham KOC, ECA Hunting and Trade Shows  
(618) 495-2572

OCT. 24-25 KANSAS CITY, MO
KCI-Expo Center, R.K. Shows Inc. (563) 927-8176

OCT. 24-25 OZARK, MO
Elks Lodge #2777, Christian County Elks  
(417) 581-7270

OCT. 24-25 VIENNA, MO
Vienna KOC, Pro-mo-tions (573) 338-1524

OCT. 25 GREEN BAY, WI
Stadium View Sports Bar & Grill, Nicolet Rifle Club 
(920) 621-5188

OCT. 30 - NOV. 1 DES MOINES, IA
Adventureland Park, Trade Show Productions  
(888) 552-1486

OCT. 30 - NOV. 1 FORT ATKINSON, WI
Jansen Banquet Hall, CR Promotions (920) 285-6908

OCT. 30 - NOV. 1 WEST BEND, WI
Washington County Fair Park, Bob & Rocco 
Gun Shows (608) 752-6677

OCT. 31 NAPPANEE, IN
Dutch Village Market, Northern Indiana Gun  
Collectors (574) 936-4431

OCT. 31 - NOV. 1 BEATRICE, NE
Gage County Fair Grounds. 4H Inc. (402) 984-1988

OCT. 31 - NOV. 1 GREENFIELD, IN
Hancock County Fairgrounds, Central Indiana  
Gun Shows (765) 855-3836

OCT. 31 - NOV. 1 SEDALIA, MO
Missouri State Fairgrounds, R.K. Shows Inc. 
(563) 927-8176 

 
Dates and locations subject to change—contact the show before traveling. Discounted NRA membership sold through NRA recruiters.  

*Some shows may offer free admission for new membership and renewals. To become an NRA Recruiter call (703) 267-3776.

gunshows
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MEMBER SERVICE (800) 672-3888

NRAstore.com (888) 607-6007

MEMBER PROGRAMS
 Hertz Car Rental CDP# 166609 (800) 654-2200
 AVIS Car Rental AWD# A832100 (800) 225-7094
 NRA Endorsed Insurance Programs (877) 672-3006
 NRA Endorsed Prescription Plan (888) 436-3700
 NRA Endorsed Check Program (888) 331-6767
 NRA VISA Card (866) NRA-VISA
 NRA Real Estate/Relocation Services (800) 593-2526
 NRA Endorsed Moving Program
    North American Van Lines (800) 524-5533
    Allied Van Lines (800) 871-8864

INSTITUTE FOR LEGISLATIVE ACTION
 Grassroots/Legislative Hotline (800) 392-8683

OFFICE OF ADVANCEMENT/ 
   GIFT PLANNING 877-NRA-GIVE
THE NRA FOUNDATION 800-423-6894
NRA INSTRUCTOR/ 
   COACH FIREARM TRAINING 703-267-1500
EDDIE EAGLE GUNSAFE PROGRAM 800-231-0752
REFUSE TO BE A VICTIM 800-861-1166
RECREATIONAL PROGRAMS 703-267-1511
NRA AFFILIATED CLUBS 800-NRA-CLUB
RANGE SERVICES 877-672-7264
COMPETITIVE SHOOTING 877-672-6282
LAW ENFORCEMENT 703-267-1640
FRIENDS OF NRA 703-267-1342
NRA MUSEUMS/ 
   GUN COLLECTOR PROGRAMS 703-267-1600
SHOWS & EXHIBITS 866-343-1805
MEDIA RELATIONS  703-267-1595

regional report  •  east
2016 NRA ANNUAL MEETINGS  •  MAY 20-22  •  LOUISVILLE, KY 

PISTOL
MONTPELIER, VA OCT. 3
BOYERTOWN, PA OCT. 3-4
CANTON, OH OCT. 4
PEELTREE, WV OCT. 10
HARWOOD, MD OCT. 11
BEDFORD, MA OCT. 18
RIVERDALE, NJ OCT. 23-24
SCARBOROUGH, ME OCT. 25
NEW CASTLE, DE OCT. 31- NOV. 1

SMALLBORE RIFLE
MILLVILLE, NJ OCT. 25

HIGH POWER RIFLE
BATAVIA, OH OCT. 3
BUCKHANNON, WV OCT. 4
WESTFIELD, MA OCT. 4
BRIDGEVILLE, DE OCT. 10
OREFIELD, PA OCT. 10
COLONIE, NY OCT. 10
KEENE, NH OCT. 11
GRAFTON, VA OCT. 17
SCARBOROUGH, ME OCT. 18
LEXINGTON PARK, MD OCT. 24
JACKSON, NJ OCT. 25

SILHOUETTE
JACKSON, NJ OCT. 3
MT. VERNON, NH OCT. 4
MANASSAS, VA OCT. 11
SUDLERSVILLE, MD OCT. 17
SHIPPENSBURG, PA OCT. 17
STATEN ISLAND, NY OCT. 17
RUPERT, WV OCT. 25

For more information, contact Shelly Kramer  
at (703) 267-1459 or mkramer@nrahq.org. For a complete  

listing, see shootingsportsusa.com.

areashoots

Whether you’re a hunter, competitive 
shooter or just a proud gun owner, 

Friends of NRA has something for you. 
To learn more, visit friendsofnra.org, 
contact your local field representative or 
call (800) 672-3888, ext. 1342.  

Eastern Region Director— 
Bryan Hoover

bhoover@nrahq.org 

Northern OH—Marc Peugeot
mpeugeot@nrahq.org 

Southern OH—Andrew Root
aroot@nrahq.org

ME, VT, NH—Brian Smith
bsmith@nrahq.org

NJ, MA, RI, CT, Southern NY—Jim Reardon
jreardon@nrahq.org

NY—Jay Rusnock
jrusnock@nrahq.org

Eastern PA, DE—Kory Enck
kenck@nrahq.org

Western PA—Tom Baldrige
tbaldrige@nrahq.org

Eastern VA, Eastern MD, Washington, DC—
David Wells

dwells@nrahq.org
Western VA, Western MD, WV—Jim Kilgore

jkilgore@nrahq.org

LAW ENFORCEMENT

Officers interested in becoming firearm 
instructors should attend one of 

NRA’s Law Enforcement Firearms Instructor 
Development Schools. Restricted to law 
enforcement officers only.

OCT. 5-9—BETHLEHEM, PA
(Handgun/Shotgun)

OCT. 5-9—CLARION, PA
(Patrol Rifle)

OCT. 12-16—SMITHTON, PA
(Tactical Shotgun)

OCT. 26-30—GREAT MEADOWS, NJ
(Handgun/Shotgun)
ebuchanan@nrahq.org or  
call (703) 267-1638

TUITION-FREE ARMORER CLASSES**
OCT. 27—FAIRFAX, VA

(Glock Armorer)
(Register at: http://le.nra.org/training/
tuition-free-schools.aspx)
 

TRAINING
Crime Prevention

NRA’s Refuse To Be A Victim® program 
provides men and women with 

common-sense crime prevention and 
personal safety strategies. The most up-to-
date schedule is available on the Internet 

at nrainstructors.org, by email at refuse@
nrahq.org or by phone at (800) 861-1166.

OCT. 3—PEEKSKILL, NY
(Seminar)
Steven Donahoo (914) 471-5632 

OCT. 4—NEW STRAITSVILLE, OH
(Seminar)
Honi Greenlee (740) 385-1028

OCT. 5—MIDLOTHIAN, VA
(Seminar)
Sydney Van Buren (804) 874-2343

OCT. 10—PEEKSKILL, NY
(Seminar) 
Steven Donahoo (914) 471-5632 

OCT. 11—LAKEWOOD, NJ
(Seminar)
Fred Styciura (732) 987-6990

OCT. 17—HOPKINTON, MA
(Seminar)
Wayne Marshall (508) 259-8865
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OCT. 2-4 CHANTILLY, VA
Dulles Expo Center, C&E Gun Shows  
(540) 953-0016 *

OCT. 2-4 OAKS, PA
Greater Philadelphia Oaks Expo Center, Eagle Arms 
Productions (610) 393-3047

OCT. 3-4 MANCHESTER, NH
Expo Center at the Radisson Hotel, DiPrete 
Promotions Inc. (603) 225-3846 

OCT. 3-4 SHARONVILLE, OH
Sharonville Convention Center, Bill Goodman’s Gun 
& Knife Shows (502) 538-3900

OCT. 3-4 LIMA, OH
Allen County Fairgrounds, Tri-State Gun Collectors 
(419) 647-0067

OCT. 3-4 MATAMORAS, PA
Best Western Hotel, Inn at Hunts Landing, 
Westchester Collectors Inc. (914) 248-1000

OCT. 3-4 CHESTER, VT
American Legion # 67, Green Mountain Gun & Knife 
Shows (802) 875-4540

OCT. 3-4 MOUNT BETHEL, PA
Mount Bethel Volunteer Fire Co., Mount Bethel 
Volunteer Fire Co.  (610) 588-7538

OCT. 3-4 NILES, OH
Eastwood Expo Center, Ohio Gun Shows  
(330) 539-4247

OCT. 3-4 MARIETTA, OH
Washington County Fairgrounds, Front Sight 
Promotions LLC (740) 667-0412

OCT. 3-4 WEIRTON, WV
Serbian American Cultural Center, Jay N Jay Gun 
Shows (740) 944-1404

OCT. 3-4 TIMONIUM, MD
Maryland State Fairgrounds, Appalachian 
Promotions (717) 697-3088

OCT. 4 ALEXANDER, NY
Alexander Firearms Rec Hall, Niagara Frontier Gun 
Shows (716) 542-9929

OCT. 9-11 SUMMERSVILLE, WV
National Guard Armory, R&R Gun & Knife Shows 
(304) 575-6865

OCT. 10-11 HARRISONBURG, VA
Rockingham County Fairgrounds, C&E Gun Shows 
(540) 953-0016

OCT. 10-11 DAYTON, OH
Dayton Hara Arena, Bill Goodman’s Gun & Knife 
Shows (502) 538-3900

OCT. 10-11 HARRISBURG, PA
PA Farm Show Complex- Main Hall, Showmasters 
and C&E Gun Shows Inc. (540) 953-0016 *

OCT. 10-11 WILKES-BARRE, PA
Mohegan Sun Arena, Eagle Arms Sporting Shows 
(610) 393-3047

OCT. 10-11 GILBERTSVILLE, PA
Gilbertsville Fire Co., Commonwealth Target Co. 
(570) 640-0144

OCT. 10-11 MEDINA, OH
Medina County Fairgrounds, Conrad & Dowdell 
Productions (330) 948-4400

OCT. 10-11 LITTLESTOWN, PA
Fraternal Order of Eagles, Appalachian Promotions 
(717) 697-3088

OCT. 10-11 POUGHKEEPSIE, NY
Mid Hudson Civic Center, Big Al’s Silver Bullet 
Productions (914) 760-3026

OCT. 10-11 WASHINGTONVILLE, OH
Beaver Creek Sportsmans Club, Beavercreek 
Sportsmans Club (330) 482-5125

OCT. 17-18 AKRON, NY 
Newstead Fire Hall, Niagara Frontier Gun Shows 
(716) 542-9929

OCT. 17-18 GETTYSBURG, PA
Reddings Auction Service, Hunters Gun Show LLC 
(717) 497-8584

OCT. 17-18 FREMONT, OH
Sandusky County Fairgrounds, Sandusky County 
Hawkeyes (419) 680-5442

OCT. 17-18 GIBSONBURG, OH
Clubhouse, Sandusky County Sportsmen’s Club 
(419) 376-7211

OCT. 17-18 ALLENTOWN, PA
Allentown Fairgrounds Agri-Plex, Forks of the 
Delaware Historical Arms Society Inc. (610) 438-9006

OCT. 17-18 MONTPELIER, OH
Williams County Fairgrounds, D&K Enterprises  
(419) 737-2801

OCT. 17-18 COLUMBUS, OH
Westland Mall, Showmasters and C&E Gun Shows 
(540) 953-0016

OCT. 17-18 BEREA, OH
Cuyahoga County Fairgrounds, Ohio Gun Shows 
(330) 539-4247

OCT. 17-18 MCCONNELLSBURG, PA
American Legion, #561 Commonwealth Target Co.  
(570) 640-0144

OCT. 17-18 PROMISED LAND, PA
Promised Land Volunteer Fire & Ambulance, Jaeger 
Arms Promotions ( 570) 470-6404

OCT. 17-18 SANDUSKY, OH
Erie County Fairgrounds, Bill-Mar Promotions  
(440) 986-5004

OCT. 24-25 WEST SPRINGFIELD, MA
Eastern State Exposition, Mid-Hudson Promotions 
Inc. (914) 248-1000

OCT. 24-25 MONROEVILLE, PA
Monroeville Convention Center, Showmasters and 
C&E Gun Shows Inc. (540) 953-0016

OCT. 24-25 WELLINGTON, OH
Lorain County Fairgrounds, Bill-Mar Promotions 
(440) 986-5004

OCT. 24-25 LEBANON, PA
Lebanon Valley Exposition Center & Fairgrounds, 
Eagle Arms Productions (610) 393-3047

OCT. 24-25 ZANESVILLE, OH
Muskingum County Fairgrounds, Front Sight 
Promotions LLC (740) 667-0412

OCT. 24-25 DOSWELL, VA
The Meadow Event Park, SGK Gun Shows  
(757) 483-5385

OCT. 24-25 JEFFERSON, OH
Ashtabula County Fairgrounds, LG Firearms 
Productions (216) 338-1271

OCT. 24-25 ROANOKE, VA
The Berglund Center, Showmasters Gun Shows 
(540) 951-1344 *

OCT. 31 - NOV. 1 NORTH CANTON, OH
St. George Church, Heritage Gun Shows  
(330) 806-1110 *

OCT. 31 - NOV. 1 PLYMOUTH, MA
South Shore Expo Center, New-Mart Promotions Inc. 
(914) 248-1000

OCT. 31 - NOV. 1 WILMINGTON, OH
Roberts Centre, Showmasters and C&E Gun Shows 
(540) 953-0016

OCT. 31 - NOV. 1 VANDALIA, OH
Airport Expo Center, Bill Goodman’s Gun  
& Knife Shows (502) 538-3900

OCT. 31 - NOV. 1 YORK, PA
York Fairgrounds, Appalachian Promotions  
(717) 697-3088

OCT. 31 - NOV. 1 ASHLAND, OH
Ashland County Fairgrounds, Norris Gun Shows 
(419) 651-7795

OCT. 31 - NOV. 1 NORTH CANTON, OH
St. George Church, Heritage Gun Shows 
(330) 806-1110

OCT. 31 - NOV. 1 TALLMADGE, OH
Summit County Fairgrounds, Ohio Gun Shows  
(330) 539-4247

OCT. 31 - NOV. 1 MEADVILLE, PA
Meadville Days Inn, Fort Crawford  
(724) 290-4019 

Dates and locations subject to change—contact the show before traveling. Discounted NRA membership sold through NRA recruiters.  
*Some shows may offer free admission for new membership and renewals. To become an NRA Recruiter call (703) 267-3714.

gunshows

 OCT. 17—PEEKSKILL, NY
(Seminar) 
Steven Donahoo (914) 471-5632

 
OCT. 24—FREMONT, OH

(Seminar)
Joy Ferkel (419) 547-6203

 
OCT. 24—MIDDLEBURG HEIGHTS, OH

(Seminar)
Timothy Stahlburg (440) 891-7664

OCT. 24—ELVERSON, PA
(Seminar)
Scott Nicely (484) 354-0656

OCT. 24—ASHAWAY, RI
(Seminar)
Lyd Neugent (401) 377-8184

OCT. 24—PEEKSKILL, NY
(Seminar) 
Steven Donahoo (914) 471-5632 

OCT. 24—BRISTOL, CT
(Seminar)
Michael Ptaszynski (860) 582-4388

(Instructor Development Workshop)
Michael Ptaszynski (860) 582-4388

OCTOBER—ONLINE
(Instructor Development Workshop) 
Visit nraonlinetraining.org for more 
information
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NRA Headquarters:  (703) 267-1000
INTERNET ADDRESS:  nra.org

Member information & benefits 
MEMBERSHIP ACCOUNT INFORMATION: (877) 672-2000 

The “NRA Regional Report,” a service for NRA members, appears in every issue of American Rifleman, American Hunter and 
America’s 1st Freedom. The Regional Report is an up-to-date listing of NRA conducted and/or sponsored events scheduled 
in your region for the current month. Call to verify event dates and locations before traveling.

MEMBER SERVICE (800) 672-3888

NRAstore.com (888) 607-6007

MEMBER PROGRAMS
 Hertz Car Rental CDP# 166609 (800) 654-2200
 AVIS Car Rental AWD# A832100 (800) 225-7094
 NRA Endorsed Insurance Programs (877) 672-3006
 NRA Endorsed Prescription Plan (888) 436-3700
 NRA Endorsed Check Program (888) 331-6767
 NRA VISA Card (866) NRA-VISA
 NRA Real Estate/Relocation Services (800) 593-2526
 NRA Endorsed Moving Program
    North American Van Lines (800) 524-5533
    Allied Van Lines (800) 871-8864

INSTITUTE FOR LEGISLATIVE ACTION
 Grassroots/Legislative Hotline (800) 392-8683

OFFICE OF ADVANCEMENT/ 
   GIFT PLANNING 877-NRA-GIVE
THE NRA FOUNDATION 800-423-6894
NRA INSTRUCTOR/ 
   COACH FIREARM TRAINING 703-267-1500
EDDIE EAGLE GUNSAFE PROGRAM 800-231-0752
REFUSE TO BE A VICTIM 800-861-1166
RECREATIONAL PROGRAMS 703-267-1511
NRA AFFILIATED CLUBS 800-NRA-CLUB
RANGE SERVICES 877-672-7264
COMPETITIVE SHOOTING 877-672-6282
LAW ENFORCEMENT 703-267-1640
FRIENDS OF NRA 703-267-1342
NRA MUSEUMS/ 
   GUN COLLECTOR PROGRAMS 703-267-1600
SHOWS & EXHIBITS 866-343-1805
MEDIA RELATIONS  703-267-1595

2016 NRA ANNUAL MEETINGS  •  MAY 20-22  •  LOUISVILLE, KY 

For hotel accommodations at the NRA Annual Meetings, visit nraam.org

regional report  •  midwest

PISTOL  
BYERS, CO OCT. 4
DAVIS, OK OCT. 10
ARCADIA, OK OCT. 17
WHITEWATER, KS OCT. 24
ATASCOSA, TX OCT. 24
HOUSTON, TX OCT. 25

SMALLBORE RIFLE
DAVIS, OK OCT. 3
CHINA SPRINGS, TX OCT. 3
PINE BLUFF, AR OCT. 10
CAPITAN, NM OCT. 10-11

HIGH POWER RIFLE
CARTHAGE, TX OCT. 3
FRIENDSWOOD, TX OCT. 10
GALENA, KS OCT. 18
VAN BUREN, AR OCT. 24
ARCADIA, OK OCT. 25
RAMAH, CO OCT. 25

SILHOUETTE
BYERS, CO OCT. 4
ARCADIA, OK OCT. 17
MILLER, KS OCT. 17-18
BRYANT, AR OCT. 24
COOLIDGE, TX OCT. 25

For more information, contact Shelly Kramer  
at (703) 267-1459 or mkramer@nrahq.org. For a complete  

listing, see shootingsportsusa.com.

areashoots

Whether you’re a hunter, competitive 
shooter or just a proud gun owner, 

Friends of NRA has something for everyone. 
The format is simple—food, fun, family 
and fundraising! At every Friends of NRA 
banquet you’ll have the opportunity to 
participate in games, raffles, live and silent 
auctions, and more. You’ll also find many 
unique items, including limited-edition 
firearms, wildlife art, jewelry and outdoor 
gear. These items are only available at 
Friends of NRA events. To learn more about 
events in your area, visit friendsofnra.org, 
contact your local field representative or call 
(800) 672-3888, ext. 1342.  
Midwest Region Director—Tom Ulik

tulik@nrahq.org
AR—Erica Willard

ewillard@nrahq.org
CO—Brad Dreier

bdreier@nrahq.org
KS—Rick Chrisman

rchrisman@nrahq.org
NM—Kevin Post

kpost@nrahq.org
OK—Darren DeLong

ddelong@nrahq.org
Northern TX—Terry Free

tfree@nrahq.org

Southern TX—Liz Foley
efoley@nrahq.org

Western TX—Jack Cannon
jcannon@nrahq.org

TRAINING
Crime Prevention

NRA’s Refuse To Be A Victim® program 
provides men and women with 

common-sense crime prevention and 
personal safety strategies. To learn more 
about the program, visit refuse.nra.org. 
The most up-to-date schedule is available 
on the Internet at nrainstructors.org, by 
email at refuse@nrahq.org, or by phone at 
(800) 861-1166.

OCT. 3—GRAND JUNCTION, CO
(Seminar)
Guy Masterson (970) 270-3203

OCT. 3—COLORADO SPRINGS, CO
(Seminar)
Paul Pucci (719) 332-1949

OCT. 3—GRAND JUNCTION, CO
(Instructor Development Workshop)
Guy Masterson (970) 270-3203

OCT. 12—WICHITA, KS
(Seminar)
Warren Glore (316) 641-2842

OCT. 26—WICHITA, KS
(Seminar)
Warren Glore (316) 641-2842

OCTOBER—ONLINE
(Instructor Development Workshop)
Visit nraonlinetraining.org for more 
information.

LAW ENFORCEMENT

Public and private officers interested in 
becoming firearm instructors should 

attend one of NRA’s Law Enforcement 
Firearms Instructor Development Schools, 
designed to enhance the instructors’ firearm 
knowledge and handling skills, as well as 
prepare them to develop effective training 
programs, instruct in a professional manner, 
and conduct practical training exercises.  
Restricted to law enforcement officers only.

OCT. 5-9—LITTLETON, CO
(Select Fire)

OCT. 12-16—SAN ANTONIO, TX
(Handgun/Shotgun)

OCT. 26-30—DALLAS, TX
(Precision Rifle)
mshine@nrahq.org or call (703) 267-1628
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OCT. 1-4 FRISCO, TX
Embassy Suites Dallas-Frisco Hotel, Colt Collectors 
Association (704) 905-5364

OCT. 3-4 BENTON, AR
Benton Event Center, Kerry Murphy Promotions 
(501) 580-3737

OCT. 3-4 HINTON, OK
Red Rock Antique Mall, Badshot Gun Show LLC (405) 
503-3665

OCT. 3-4 ARANSAS PASS, TX
Aransas Pass Civic Center, Gulf Coast Gun Shows 
(254) 485-2770

OCT. 3-4 FORT WORTH, TX
Will Rogers Center, Lone Star Gun Shows  
(214) 635-2009

OCT. 3-4 MINEOLA, TX
Mineola Civic Center, Mineola Civic Center  
(903) 569-6115

OCT. 3-4 PASADENA, TX
Pasadena Convention Center, Premier Gun Shows 
(817) 732-1194

OCT. 3-4 SAN ANTONIO, TX
San Antonio Events Center, Saxet Gun Shows  
(361) 289-2256

OCT. 3-4 SWEETWATER, TX
Nolan County Coliseum, Hometown  
Productions LLC (817) 296-7844

OCT. 3-4 PUEBLO, CO
Colorado State Fairgrounds, Tanner Gun Shows (303) 
756-3467

OCT. 3-4 ALBUQUERQUE, NM
Expo New Mexico, New Mexico Gun Collectors 
Association (505) 262-1350

OCT. 10-11 COLORADO SPRINGS, CO
Freedom Financial Services Expo Center, Gun Shows 
of the Rockies (563) 927-8176

OCT. 10-11 WICHITA, KS
Kansas Coliseum, Chisholm Trail Antique Gun 
Association (888) 851-0888

OCT. 10-11 ROSWELL, NM
Roswell Convention Center, Western Frontier  
Gun Shows (575) 430-8681

OCT. 10-11 MOUNTAIN HOME, AR
Baxter County Fairgrounds, Twin Lakes Gun Club 
(870) 431-8947

OCT. 10-11 MOUTAIN VIEW, AR
Stone County Fairgrounds, Timbo Volunteer Fire 
Department (870) 213-5106

OCT. 10-11 DURANT, OK
Bryan County Fairgrounds, Sportsman’s Gun Shows 
(580) 230-8185

OCT. 10-11 OKLAHOMA CITY, OK
Oklahoma State Fair Park, OKC Gun Show Inc.  
(405) 842-3277

OCT. 10-11 BELTON, TX
Belton County Expo Center, Lone Star Gun Shows 
(214) 635-2009

OCT. 10-11 BUCHANAN DAM, TX
Hill Country Hall, Wild Weasel Productions  
(210) 827-6302

OCT. 10-11 CALDWELL, TX
Burleson County Expo Center, Lone Wolf Events 
(979) 693-0904

OCT. 10-11 MESQUITE, TX
Big Town Exhibition Hall, Premier Gun Shows  
(817) 732-1194

OCT. 10-11 WICHITA FALLS, TX
Wichita Falls Multi-Purpose Event Center, Texas 
Collectors Gun Show (940) 692-3766

OCT. 10-11 CLIFTON, TX
Clifton Armory, Whipp Farm Productions  
(817) 929-1816

OCT. 10-11 HOUSTON, TX
GRB Convention Center, High Caliber Gun  
& Knife Show (281) 331-5969

OCT. 16-18 FORT WORTH, TX
Texas Cowboy Hall of Fame, Texas Gun Collectors 
Association (210) 323-9519

OCT. 17-18 ANTLERS, OK
Pushmataha County Fairgrounds, Sportsman’s Gun 
Shows (580) 230-8185

OCT. 17-18 ELK CITY, OK
Elk City Civic Center, G&S Promotions (918) 659-2201

OCT. 17-18 GUYMON, OK
Texas County Fairgrounds, Badshot Gun Show LLC 
(405) 503-3665

OCT. 17-18 OKLAHOMA CITY, OK
Oklahoma State Fair Park, Metcalf Gun Shows  
(918) 272-1119

OCT. 17-18 SAN ANTONIO, TX
Freeman Coliseum, Premier Gun Shows  
(817) 732-1194

OCT. 17-18 AMARILLO, TX
Amarillo Civic Center, Pioneer Gun Collectors  
(806) 570-9745

OCT. 17-18 CONROE, TX
Lone Star Convention Center, High Caliber Gun  
& Knife Show (281) 331-5969

OCT. 17-18 CORPUS CHRISTI, TX
Al Amin Shriners Provost Shooters, Al Amin Shriners 
(361) 876-5553

OCT. 17-18 MCALLEN, TX
McAllen Convention Center, Saxet Gun Shows  
(361) 289-2256

OCT. 17-18 UVALDE, TX
Uvalde County Fairplex, Eagle Outfitters  
(210) 371-3001

OCT. 17-18 DENVER, CO 
Denver Merchandise Mart, Tanner Gun Shows  
(303) 756-3467

OCT. 17-18 LIBERAL, KS
Seward County Activity Center, VFW Post 3166  
(620) 482-1128

OCT. 17-18 TOPEKA, KS
Kansas Expocentre, US Weapons Collectors  
(563) 927-8176

OCT. 17-18 ALAMOGORDO, NM
Tays Event Center, Western Frontier Gun Shows 
(575) 430-8681

OCT. 24-25 COLORADO SPRINGS, CO
Rustic Hills Event Center, Prospectors Sertoma Gun 
Shows (719) 630-3976

OCT. 24-25 PRATT, KS
National Guard Armory, Ninnescah Valley Gun Club 
(620) 388-5334

OCT. 24-25 ENID, OK
Chisholm Trail Expo Center, Metcalf Gun Shows 
(918) 272-1119

OCT. 24-25 GUTHRIE, OK
Logan County Fairgrounds, Badshot Gun Show LLC 
(405) 503-3665

OCT. 24-25 HAMILTON, TX
Jason Harris Pavilion, Whipp Farm Productions  
(817) 929-1816

OCT. 24-25 LUBBOCK, TX
Lubbock Civic Center, Silver Spur Trade Shows  
(806) 253-1322

OCT. 24-25 NEW BRAUNFELS, TX
New Braunfels Civic Center, Liberty Gun Shows  
(210) 393-0371

OCT. 24-25 PORT ARTHUR, TX
Robert A. Bower Civic Center, Real Texas Gun Shows 
(713) 724-8881

OCT. 24-25 TYLER, TX
Harvey Hall Convention Center, Lone Star  
Gun Shows (214) 635-2009

OCT. 24-25 HOT SPRINGS, AR
Garland County Fairgrounds, G&S Promotions  
(918) 659-2201

OCT. 24-25 GIDDINGS, TX
American Legion Hall, Lone Wolf Events  
(979) 693-0904

OCT. 24-25 FT. WORTH, TX
Amon Carter Exhibit Hall, Premier Gun Shows  
(817) 732-1194

OCT. 24-25 PASADENA, TX
Pasadena Convention Center, High Caliber Gun  
& Knife Show (281) 331-5969

OCT. 24-25 ROBSTOWN, TX
Richard M. Bouchard Regional Fairgrounds,  
Saxet Gun Shows (361) 289-2256

OCT. 30 - NOV. 1 CUERO, TX
American Legion Hall, Wild Weasel Productions (210) 
827-6302

OCT. 31 - NOV. 1 CONWAY, AR
Conway Expo Center, G&S Promotions (918) 659-2201

OCT. 31 - NOV. 1 GLENWOOD, AR
Pike County Fairgrounds, Right on Pawn & Gun  
(870) 356-2274

OCT. 31 - NOV. 1 LEWISVILLE, TX
Lakeland Plaza, Premier Gun Shows (817) 732-1194

OCT. 31 - NOV. 1 LLANO, TX
JL Kuykendall Event Center, Hometown Productions 
LLC (817) 296-7844

OCT. 31 - NOV. 1 MIDLAND, TX
Midland Horseshoe, Silver Spur Trade Shows  
(806) 253-1322

OCT. 31 - NOV. 1 THE WOODLANDS, TX
Legends Sports Complex, Premier Gun Shows  
(817) 732-1194

Dates and locations subject to change—contact the show before traveling. Discounted NRA membership sold through NRA recruiters. 
 *Some shows may offer free admission for new membership and renewals. To become an NRA Recruiter call (703) 267-3776.

gunshows
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INTERNET ADDRESS:  nra.org

Member information & benefits 
MEMBERSHIP ACCOUNT INFORMATION: (877) 672-2000 

The “NRA Regional Report,” a service for NRA members, appears in every issue of American Rifleman, American Hunter and 
America’s 1st Freedom. The Regional Report is an up-to-date listing of NRA conducted and/or sponsored events scheduled 
in your region for the current month. Call to verify event dates and locations before traveling.

MEMBER SERVICE (800) 672-3888

NRAstore.com (888) 607-6007

MEMBER PROGRAMS
 Hertz Car Rental CDP# 166609 (800) 654-2200
 AVIS Car Rental AWD# A832100 (800) 225-7094
 NRA Endorsed Insurance Programs (877) 672-3006
 NRA Endorsed Prescription Plan (888) 436-3700
 NRA Endorsed Check Program (888) 331-6767
 NRA VISA Card (866) NRA-VISA
 NRA Real Estate/Relocation Services (800) 593-2526
 NRA Endorsed Moving Program
    North American Van Lines (800) 524-5533
    Allied Van Lines (800) 871-8864

INSTITUTE FOR LEGISLATIVE ACTION
 Grassroots/Legislative Hotline (800) 392-8683

OFFICE OF ADVANCEMENT/ 
   GIFT PLANNING 877-NRA-GIVE
THE NRA FOUNDATION 800-423-6894
NRA INSTRUCTOR/ 
   COACH FIREARM TRAINING 703-267-1500
EDDIE EAGLE GUNSAFE PROGRAM 800-231-0752
REFUSE TO BE A VICTIM 800-861-1166
RECREATIONAL PROGRAMS 703-267-1511
NRA AFFILIATED CLUBS 800-NRA-CLUB
RANGE SERVICES 877-672-7264
COMPETITIVE SHOOTING 877-672-6282
LAW ENFORCEMENT 703-267-1640
FRIENDS OF NRA 703-267-1342
NRA MUSEUMS/ 
   GUN COLLECTOR PROGRAMS 703-267-1600
SHOWS & EXHIBITS 866-343-1805
MEDIA RELATIONS  703-267-1595

regional report  •  south
2016 NRA ANNUAL MEETINGS  •  MAY 20-22  •  LOUISVILLE, KY 

For hotel accommodations at the NRA Annual Meetings, visit nraam.org

PISTOL
ARDEN, NC OCT. 3
BLOUNTSTOWN, FL OCT. 10
SOUTH CONGAREE, SC OCT. 17
PINSON, AL OCT. 17
DAWSONVILLE, GA OCT. 18
COLUMBIA, TN OCT. 25

SMALLBORE RIFLE
PINSON, AL OCT. 3
CREEDMOOR, NC OCT. 10
CUSSETA, GA OCT. 11
OAK RIDGE, TN OCT. 17
RIDGEVILLE, SC OCT. 17

HIGH POWER RIFLE
COVINGTON, GA OCT. 3
LAKELAND, FL OCT. 4
COLUMBIA, SC OCT. 11
CHURCHLAND, NC OCT. 24
KNOXVILLE, TN OCT. 24
HOOVER, AL OCT. 25
GONZALES, LA OCT. 25

SILHOUETTE
HOOVER, AL OCT. 3
NEW HOLLAND, SC OCT. 10
PASCAGOULA, MS OCT. 10
CHULUOTA, FL OCT. 11
CHATANOOGA, TN OCT. 18
HIAWASEE, GA OCT. 24
ROXBORO, NC OCT. 24

For more information, contact Shelly Kramer  
at (703) 267-1459 or mkramer@nrahq.org. For a complete  

listing, see shootingsportsusa.com.

areashoots

Whether you’re a hunter, competitive 
shooter or just a proud gun owner, 

Friends of NRA has something for everyone. 
The format is simple—food, fun, family 
and fundraising! At every Friends of NRA 
banquet you’ll have the opportunity to 
participate in games, raffles, live and silent 
auctions, and more. You’ll also find many 
unique items, including limited-edition 
firearms, wildlife art, jewelry and outdoor 
gear. These items are only available at 
Friends of NRA events. To learn more about 
events in your area, visit friendsofnra.org, 
contact your local field representative or call 
(800) 672-3888, ext. 1342.  

Southern Region Director—Al Hammond
 ahammond@nrahq.org

LA—Chad Bowen
cbowen@nrahq.org

AL, MS—Gene Newman
snewman@nrahq.org

Northern FL—Bret Eldridge
peldridge@nrahq.org

Southern FL—Tom Knight  
tknight@nrahq.org

GA—Neely Raper
nraper@nrahq.org

Eastern NC—Lloyd Edwards
ledwards@nrahq.org

Western NC—Doug Merrill
rmerrill@nrahq.org

TN—Mike Webb
mwebb@nrahq.org

LAW ENFORCEMENT

Public and private officers interested 
in becoming firearm instructors 

should attend one of NRA’s Law 
Enforcement Firearms Instructor 
Development Schools, designed 
to enhance the instructors’ firearm 
knowledge and handling skills, as 
well as prepare them to develop 
effective training programs, instruct 
in a professional manner, and conduct 
practical training exercises.  Restricted 
to law enforcement officers only.

OCT. 5-9—MEMPHIS, TN
(Patrol Rifle)

OCT. 12-16—PEARL, MS
(Handgun/Shotgun)

OCT. 12-16—COTTONPORT, LA
(Patrol Rifle)

OCT. 19-23—FLORENCE, AL
(Patrol Rifle)

OCT. 19-23—SUMMERVILLE, SC
(Tactical Shooting)

OCT. 19-23—TUSCALOOSA, AL
(Handgun/Shotgun)

OCT. 19-23—DAHLONEGA, GA
(Handgun/Shotgun)

OCT. 19-23—PALM BAY, FL
(Patrol Rifle)

OCT. 26-30—NEW SMYRNA BEACH, FL
(Handgun)
ramaya@nrahq.org or (703)267-1636
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OCT. 3-4 NASHVILLE, TN
Tennessee State Fairgrounds, Bill Goodman’s Gun & 
Knife Shows (502) 538-3900

OCT. 3-4 FORT MYERS, FL
Lee Civic Center, Florida Gun Shows (407) 410-6870

OCT. 3-4 FAYETTEVILLE, NC
Crown Coliseum, C&E Gun Shows (540) 953-0016

OCT. 3-4 ROME, GA
Rome Forum Civic Center, Eastman Gun Shows 
(229) 423-4867 *

OCT. 3-4 GRAY, TN
Appalachian Fairgrounds, R.K. Shows Inc.  
(563) 927-8176

OCT. 3-4 ALBANY, GA
Hasan Shrine, Great American Promotions 
(865) 453-0074

OCT. 3-4 VERO BEACH, FL
Indian River County Fairgrounds, Patriot Productions 
(866) 611-0442

OCT. 3-4 FAYETTEVILLE, NC
Crown Center, C&E Gun Shows (888) 715-0606 *

OCT. 3-4 LAUREL, MS
Laurel Fairgrounds, Big Pop Fireworks (601) 498-4235

OCT. 9-11 TUEPLO, MS
Tupelo Furniture Market, Tupelo Gun Show  
(662) 871-7027

OCT. 10-11 GREENVILLE, NC
Greenville Convention Center, S&D Show 
Promotions (252) 745-5647

OCT. 10-11 ORLANDO, FL 
Central Florida Fairgrounds, Florida Gun Shows 
(407) 410-6870

OCT. 10-11 WEST PALM BEACH, FL
South Florida Fairgrounds, Sport Show Specialists 
(321) 777-7455

OCT. 10-11 FLETCHER, NC
Western North Carolina Agriculture Center, Mike 
Kent Gun Shows (770) 630-7296 *

OCT. 10-11 AUGUSTA, GA
Columbia County Expo Center, Eastman Gun Shows 
(229) 423-4867 *

OCT. 10-11 LAFAYETTE, LA
Lafayette Event Center, Classic Arms Productions 
(985) 624-8577

OCT. 10-11 VARNELL, GA
City of Varnell Gym, North Georgia Gun Shows  
(828) 557-1543

OCT. 10-11 STUART, FL
Martin County Fairgrounds, Great American 
Promotions (865) 453-0074

OCT. 10-11 BIRMINGHAM, AL
Jefferson Civic Center, Alabama Gun Collectors 
Association (205) 317-1193

OCT. 17-18 ANNISTON, AL
Anniston City Meeting Center, VPI Gun Shows  
(256) 381-0506 *

OCT. 17-18 MELBOURNE, FL
Melbourne Auditorium, Sport Show Specialists 
(321) 777-7455

OCT. 17-18 PANAMA CITY, FL
Bay County Fairgrounds, Southern Classic Gun 
& Knife Shows (850) 769-2645

OCT. 17-18 TAMPA, FL
Florida State Fairgrounds, Florida Gun Shows  
(407) 410-6870

OCT. 17-18 MONROE, LA
Monroe Civic Center, Jean Lafitle Gun Shows  
(337) 302-5535

OCT. 17-18 CHARLOTTE, NC
Metrolina Expo Center, Dixie Gun & Knife Shows 
(919) 781-1287

OCT. 17-18 GREENVILLE, SC
TD Convention Center, South Carolina Arms 
Collectors Association (803) 463-9377 *

OCT. 17-18 KNOXVILLE, TN
Chilhowee Park, R.K. Gun Shows (563) 927-8176*

OCT. 24-25 MUSCLE SHOALS, AL
North Alabama State Fairgrounds, VPI Gun Shows 
(256) 381-0506 *

OCT. 24-25 KENNER, LA
Pontchartrain Center, Great Southern Gun & Knife 
Shows (865) 671-4757

OCT. 24-25 CLARKESVILLE, GA
Habersham County Fairgrounds, North Georgia 
Gun Shows (828) 557-1543

OCT. 24-25 WINSTON-SALEM, NC
Winston Salem Fairgrounds, C&E Gun Shows  
(540) 953-0016

OCT. 24-25 WAYNESVILLE, NC
Haywood County Fairgrounds, Gem Capitol Shows 
(828) 524-2064

OCT. 24-25 COLUMBUS, GA
Front Porch Event Center, R.K. Shows Inc.  
(563) 927-8176

OCT. 24-25 JACKSONVILLE, FL
Jacksonville National Armory, Florida Gun Expo 
(305) 922-3677

OCT. 24-25 ROBERSDALE, AL
Baldwin County Fairgrounds, Collectors 
& Shooters Club (334) 322-8818

OCT. 31 - NOV. 1 HICKORY, NC
Hickory Metro Convention Center, C&E Gun Shows 
(540) 953-0016

OCT. 31 - NOV. 1 SHREVEPORT, LA
Riverview Hall, Classic Arms Productions  
(985) 624-8577

OCT. 31 - NOV. 1 KNOXVILLE, TN
Knoxville Expo Center, R.K. Shows Inc.  
(563) 927-8176 *

OCT. 31 - NOV. 1 MIAMI, FL
Miami Dade County Fairgrounds, Florida  
Gun Shows (407) 410-6870

Dates and locations subject to change—contact the show before traveling. Discounted NRA membership sold through NRA 
recruiters. *Some shows may offer free admission for new membership and renewals. To become an NRA Recruiter call (703) 267-3772.

gunshowsPolice Competition

NRA Police Pistol Combat competition 
is intended to be used as an extension 

of an officer’s training. See PPC Rulebook 
(Rule 2.4) for eligibility requirements.

OCT. 3—COLUMBIA, SC
(Approved)

OCT. 10—COLUMBIA, SC 
(State Championship)

OCT. 17—TUSCALOOSA, AL
(State Championship)
tking@nrahq.org or call (703)267-1621

TRAINING
Crime Prevention

NRA’s Refuse To Be A Victim® program 
provides men and women with 

common-sense crime prevention and 
personal safety strategies. To learn more 
about the program, visit refuse.nra.org. 
The most up-to-date schedule is available 
on the Internet at nrainstructors.org, by 
email at refuse@nrahq.org, or by phone at 
(800) 861-1166.

OCT. 3—LAKE PARK, FL
(Seminar)
David D’Eugenio (561) 844-1381

OCT. 10—FAYETTEVILLE, NC
(Seminar)
Harold Beverage (910) 491-3106

OCT. 12—MCDONOUGH, GA
(Seminar)
Michelle Frank (706) 318-7497

OCT. 15—NEW PORT RICHEY, FL
(Seminar)
Nicholas Di Guiseppi (727) 804-9516

OCT. 15—FORT MYERS, FL
(Instructor Development Workshop)
Alecs Dean (239) 357-3437

OCT. 26—FORT MYERS, FL
(Seminar)
Alecs Dean (239) 357-3437

OCTOBER—ONLINE
(Instructor Development Workshop)
Visit nraonlinetraining.org for more 
information.

®�
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NRA Headquarters:  (703) 267-1000
INTERNET ADDRESS:  nra.org

Member information & benefits 
MEMBERSHIP ACCOUNT INFORMATION: (877) 672-2000 

The “NRA Regional Report,” a service for NRA members, appears in every issue of American Rifleman, American Hunter and 
America’s 1st Freedom. The Regional Report is an up-to-date listing of NRA conducted and/or sponsored events scheduled 
in your region for the current month. Call to verify event dates and locations before traveling.

MEMBER SERVICE (800) 672-3888

NRAstore.com (888) 607-6007

MEMBER PROGRAMS
 Hertz Car Rental CDP# 166609 (800) 654-2200
 AVIS Car Rental AWD# A832100 (800) 225-7094
 NRA Endorsed Insurance Programs (877) 672-3006
 NRA Endorsed Prescription Plan (888) 436-3700
 NRA Endorsed Check Program (888) 331-6767
 NRA VISA Card (866) NRA-VISA
 NRA Real Estate/Relocation Services (800) 593-2526
 NRA Endorsed Moving Program
    North American Van Lines (800) 524-5533
    Allied Van Lines (800) 871-8864

INSTITUTE FOR LEGISLATIVE ACTION
 Grassroots/Legislative Hotline (800) 392-8683

OFFICE OF ADVANCEMENT/ 
   GIFT PLANNING 877-NRA-GIVE
THE NRA FOUNDATION 800-423-6894
NRA INSTRUCTOR/ 
   COACH FIREARM TRAINING 703-267-1500
EDDIE EAGLE GUNSAFE PROGRAM 800-231-0752
REFUSE TO BE A VICTIM 800-861-1166
RECREATIONAL PROGRAMS 703-267-1511
NRA AFFILIATED CLUBS 800-NRA-CLUB
RANGE SERVICES 877-672-7264
COMPETITIVE SHOOTING 877-672-6282
LAW ENFORCEMENT 703-267-1640
FRIENDS OF NRA 703-267-1342
NRA MUSEUMS/ 
   GUN COLLECTOR PROGRAMS 703-267-1600
SHOWS & EXHIBITS 866-343-1805
MEDIA RELATIONS  703-267-1595

2016 NRA ANNUAL MEETINGS  •  MAY 20-22  •  LOUISVILLE, KY 

For hotel accommodations at the NRA Annual Meetings, visit nraam.org

regional report  •  southwest

PISTOL
SLOUGHHOUSE, CA OCT. 4
OJAI, CA OCT. 4
ESCONDIDO, CA OCT. 11
PHOENIX, AZ OCT. 18
DULZURA, CA OCT. 24

SMALLBORE
MODESTO, CA OCT. 25

HIGH POWER RIFLE
YUMA, AZ OCT. 11
RENO, NV OCT. 17
CHATSWORTH, CA OCT. 17
LOS ANGELES, CA OCT. 18
TUCSON, AZ OCT. 24
WENDOVER, UT OCT. 24

SILHOUETTE
PERRY, UT OCT. 3
PALA, CA OCT. 3
TUCSON, AZ OCT. 18
PHOENIX, AZ OCT. 24
SYLMAR, CA OCT. 24

For more information, contact Shelly Kramer  
at (703) 267-1459 or mkramer@nrahq.org. For a complete  

listing, see shootingsportsusa.com.

areashoots

Whether you’re a hunter, competitive 
shooter or just a proud gun owner, 

Friends of NRA has something for everyone. 
The format is simple—food, fun, family 
and fundraising! At every Friends of NRA 
banquet you’ll have the opportunity to 

participate in games, raffles, live and silent 
auctions, and more. You’ll also find many 
unique items, including limited-edition 
firearms, wildlife art, jewelry and outdoor 
gear. These items are only available at 
Friends of NRA events. To learn more about 
events in your area, visit friendsofnra.org, 
contact your local field representative or call 
(800) 672-3888, ext. 1342.  

Southwest Region Director—Jason Quick
jquick@nrahq.org

AZ—Winston Pendleton
wpendleton@nrahq.org

Mid CA—Bob Anderson
randerson@nrahq.org 

Central CA—Paul Rodarmel
prodarmel@nrahq.org

NV—Steve Wilson
swilson@nrahq.org

Northern CA—Dan Wilhelm
dwilhelm@nrahq.org

Southern CA— 
Mike Davis

mdavis@nrahq.org

Eastern CA—Cole Beverly
cbeverly@nrahq.org

UT—John Kendall
jkendall@nrahq.org

This hand-crafted Silver Stag Freedom 
Hunter Knife is one of the items 
available exclusively at Friends of NRA 
banquets.
 

This replica “Chief” bullet drawing is one of the 
framed décor items available exclusively at 
Friends of NRA banquets.
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OCT. 3-4 KINGMAN, AZ
Mohave County Fairgrounds, High Desert Events 
(928) 279-5406

OCT. 3-4 TUCSON, AZ
Grande Luxe Hotel, Arizona Peacemakers  
(520) 747-5709

OCT. 3-4 DEL MAR, CA
Del Mar Fairgrounds, Crossroads of the West  
Gun Shows (801) 544-9125

OCT. 3-4 SONORA, CA
Mother Lode Fairgrounds, Buck Stop Gun Shows 
(530) 622-9486

OCT. 3-4 LAS VEGAS, NV
Santa Fe Station, Western Trails & Knife Shows  
(702) 222-1948

OCT. 3-4 RENO, NV
Reno-Sparks Convention Center, Crossroads of the 
West Gun Shows (801) 544-9125

OCT. 10-11 DALY CITY, CA
The Cow Palace, Crossroads of the West Gun Shows 
(801) 544-9125

OCT. 10-11 SANTA MARIA, CA
Santa Maria Park, Central Coast Gun Shows  
(805) 481-6726

OCT. 10-11 TURLOCK, CA
Stanislaus County Fairgrounds, Code of the West 
Productions (530) 676-8762

OCT. 10-11 UKIAH, CA
Ukiah Fairgrounds, Buck Stop Gun Shows  
(530) 622-9486

OCT. 10-11 VICTORVILLE, CA
San Bernardino Fairgrounds, Glendale Gun Show 
(619) 997-4154

OCT. 10-11 GARDNERVILLE, NV
Douglas County Fairgrounds, American Dream Gun 
Show (775) 835-9677

OCT. 10-11 OGDEN, UT
Weber County Fair, Utah Gun Collectors Association 
(801) 486-1349

OCT. 17-18 PINETOP, AZ
Hon-Dah Resort, Firing Pin Enterprizes (928) 485-0437

OCT. 17-18 TUCSON, AZ
Clarion Hotel, Arizona Peacemakers (520) 747-5709

OCT. 17-18 ONTARIO, CA
Ontario Convention Center, Crossroads of the West 
Gun Shows (801) 544-9125

OCT. 17-18 VALLEJO, CA
Solano County Fairgrounds, Code of the West 
Productions (530) 676-8762

OCT. 17-18 LAS VEGAS, NV
The Sport Center, OKC Gun Shows Inc (405) 842-3277

OCT. 24-25 SAN JOSE, CA
Santa Clara County Fairgrounds, Code of the West 
Productions (530) 676-8762

OCT. 24-25 VENTURA, CA
Ventura County Fairgrounds, Crossroads of the West 
Gun Shows (801) 544-9125

OCT. 24-25 LAS VEGAS, NV
Cashman Field Center, Crossroads of the West  
Gun Shows (801) 544-9125

OCT. 24-25 TUCSON, AZ
Sabbar Shrine Temple, McMann’s Roadrunner  
(602) 843-5303

OCT. 24-25 Prescott Valley, AZ
Prescott Valley Event Center, Western Collectibles 
and Firearms (928) 848-0070

OCT. 24-25 WICKENBURG, AZ
FHFH Collectibles and Firearms, Arizona Collectibles 
and Firearms (928) 310-8544

Dates and locations subject to change—contact the show before traveling. Discounted NRA membership sold through NRA 
recruiters. *Some shows may offer free admission for new membership and renewals. To become an NRA Recruiter call (703) 267-3784.

gunshowsSTATE ASSOCIATIONS

NRA-affiliated state associations 
promote and support the purposes, 

objectives, policies and programs of the 
NRA. For more information, contact your 
state association listed here, or log on to 
clubs.nra.org.

Arizona State Rifle & Pistol Ass’n
Noble Hathaway, President
(623) 687-4251
president@asrpa.com

California Rifle & Pistol Ass’n
(714) 992-2772
contact@crpa.org

Nevada Firearms Coalition
Don Turner, President
(702) 373-5935
don@nvfac.org

Utah State Rifle & Pistol Ass’n
Elwood Powell, President
(801) 499-9763 
1dpowell@sisna.com

TRAINING
Crime Prevention

NRA’s Refuse To Be A Victim® program 
provides men and women with 

common-sense crime prevention and 
personal safety strategies. To learn more 
about the program, visit refuse.nra.org. 
The most up-to-date schedule is available 
on the Internet at nrainstructors.org, by 
email at refuse@nrahq.org, or by phone at 
(800) 861-1166.

OCTOBER—ONLINE
(Instructor Development Workshop)
Visit nraonlinetraining.org for more 
information.

®�
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NRA Headquarters:  (703) 267-1000
INTERNET ADDRESS:  nra.org

Member information & benefits 
MEMBERSHIP ACCOUNT INFORMATION: (877) 672-2000 

The “NRA Regional Report,” a service for NRA members, appears in every issue of American Rifleman, American Hunter and 
America’s 1st Freedom. The Regional Report is an up-to-date listing of NRA conducted and/or sponsored events scheduled 
in your region for the current month. Call to verify event dates and locations before traveling.

MEMBER SERVICE (800) 672-3888

NRAstore.com (888) 607-6007

MEMBER PROGRAMS
 Hertz Car Rental CDP# 166609 (800) 654-2200
 AVIS Car Rental AWD# A832100 (800) 225-7094
 NRA Endorsed Insurance Programs (877) 672-3006
 NRA Endorsed Prescription Plan (888) 436-3700
 NRA Endorsed Check Program (888) 331-6767
 NRA VISA Card (866) NRA-VISA
 NRA Real Estate/Relocation Services (800) 593-2526
 NRA Endorsed Moving Program
    North American Van Lines (800) 524-5533
    Allied Van Lines (800) 871-8864

INSTITUTE FOR LEGISLATIVE ACTION
 Grassroots/Legislative Hotline (800) 392-8683

OFFICE OF ADVANCEMENT/ 
   GIFT PLANNING 877-NRA-GIVE
THE NRA FOUNDATION 800-423-6894
NRA INSTRUCTOR/ 
   COACH FIREARM TRAINING 703-267-1500
EDDIE EAGLE GUNSAFE PROGRAM 800-231-0752
REFUSE TO BE A VICTIM 800-861-1166
RECREATIONAL PROGRAMS 703-267-1511
NRA AFFILIATED CLUBS 800-NRA-CLUB
RANGE SERVICES 877-672-7264
COMPETITIVE SHOOTING 877-672-6282
LAW ENFORCEMENT 703-267-1640
FRIENDS OF NRA 703-267-1342
NRA MUSEUMS/ 
   GUN COLLECTOR PROGRAMS 703-267-1600
SHOWS & EXHIBITS 866-343-1805
MEDIA RELATIONS  703-267-1595

2016 NRA ANNUAL MEETINGS  •  MAY 20-22  •  LOUISVILLE, KY 

For hotel accommodations at the NRA Annual Meetings, visit nraam.org

regional report  •  west

PISTOL
RAVENSDALE, WA OCT. 3
COEUR D’ALENE, ID OCT. 10
HONOLULU, HI OCT. 10-11
SPRINGFIELD, OR OCT. 11
SHERWOOD, OR OCT. 17
PUYALLUP, WA OCT. 24

SMALLBORE RIFLE
HONOLULU, HI OCT. 11 & 18

HIGH POWER RIFLE
REXBURG, ID OCT. 3
CHEYENNE, WY OCT. 3-4
RAVENSDALE, WA OCT. 4
GRAND FORKS, ND OCT. 10
JUNEAU, AK OCT. 25

SILHOUETTE
SHERWOOD, OR OCT. 3
BUTTE, MT OCT. 10
EATONVILLE, WA OCT. 11
BLACKFOOT, ID OCT. 17

For more information, contact Shelly Kramer  
at (703) 267-1459 or mkramer@nrahq.org. For a complete  

listing, see shootingsportsusa.com.

areashoots

Whether you’re a hunter, competitive 
shooter or just a proud gun owner, 

Friends of NRA has something for everyone. 
The format is simple—food, fun, family 
and fundraising! At every Friends of NRA 
banquet you’ll have the opportunity to 
participate in games, raffles, live and silent 
auctions, and more. You’ll also find many 
unique items, including limited-edition 
firearms, wildlife art, jewelry and outdoor 
gear. These items are only available at 
Friends of NRA events. To learn more about 
events in your area, visit friendsofnra.org, 
contact your local field representative or call 
(800) 672-3888, ext. 1342.  

Western Region Director—Brad Kruger
bkruger@nrahq.org

MN—Eric Linder
elinder@nrahq.org

ND, SD—Clay Pederson
cpederson@nrahq.org

Northern AK—Josh Toennessen
jtoennessen@nrahq.org

Southern AK—Greg Stephens
gstephens@nrahq.org

ID—Steve Vreeland
svreeland@nrahq.org

MT—Joe Crismore
jcrismore@nrahq.org

OR, HI—Mike Carey
mcarey@nrahq.org

WA—Michael Herrera
mherrera@nrahq.org

WY—Dave Manzer
dmanzer@nrahq.org

LAW ENFORCEMENT

Public and private officers interested in 
becoming firearm instructors should 

attend one of NRA’s Law Enforcement 
Firearms Instructor Development Schools, 
designed to enhance the instructors’ firearm 
knowledge and handling skills, as well as 
prepare them to develop effective training 
programs, instruct in a professional manner, 
and conduct practical training exercises.  
Restricted to law enforcement officers only.

OCT. 5-9—JORDAN, MN
(Handgun)

OCT. 12-16—ISSAQUAH, WA
(Patrol Rifle)
mshine@nrahq.org or call (703)267-1628

Police Competition

NRA Police Pistol Combat competition 
is intended to be used as an extension 

of an officer’s training. See PPC Rulebook 
(Rule 2.4) for eligibility requirements.

OCT. 10— RICHLAND, WA
(Approved)

OCT. 17— ARLINGTON, WA
(Approved)
tking@nrahq.org or call (703)267-1621

STATE ASSOCIATIONS

NRA-affiliated state associations 
promote and support the purposes, 

objectives, policies and programs of 
the NRA. For more information, contact 
your state association listed here, or log 
on to clubs.nra.org.

Alaska Outdoor Council Inc,
Rod Arno, Executive Director
(907) 264-6645
aoc@alaskaoutdoorcouncil.org
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OCT. 2-3 AITKIN, MN
40 Club Convention Center, AC Expos (218) 290-0274

OCT. 2-4 MISSOULA, MT
Missoula County Fairgrounds, Sports Connection 
(406) 633-9333

OCT. 3 CARSON, WA
American Legion Post 137, Cascade Sportsmens 
Club (360) 887-8987

OCT. 3-4 PALMER, AK
Palmer State Fairgrounds, Alaska Gun Collectors 
Association (907) 346-1075

OCT. 3-4 HONOLULU, HI
Neal S Blaisdell Center, Hawaii Historic Arms 
Association (808) 942-8664

OCT. 3-4 IDAHO FALLS, ID
Shilo Convention Center, Lewis Clark Trader  
(208) 746-5555

OCT. 3-4 MARSING, ID
Phipps-Watson American Legion and Community 
Center, American Legion Post 128 (208) 350-3915

OCT. 3-4 GRANTS PASS, OR
Josephine County Fairgrounds, Collectors West 
(800) 659-3440

OCT. 3-4 CASHMERE, WA
Wenatchee Chelan County Fairgrounds, Big Top 
Promotions (206) 753-7956

OCT. 3-4 CENTRALIA, WA
SouthWest Washington Fairgrounds, Wes Knodel 
Gun Shows (503) 363-9564

OCT. 3-4 WALLA WALLA, WA
Walla Walla County Fairgrounds, Sports Connection 
(406) 633-9333 

OCT. 3-4 ST. PAUL, MN
Minnesota State Fair Coliseum, Minnesota Weapons 
Collectors Association (612) 721-8976

OCT. 3-4 FARMINGTON, MN
Farmington Community Civic Center,  
R.K. Shows Inc. (563) 927-8176

OCT. 9-11 KALISPELL, MT
Flathead County Fairgrounds, Sports Connection 
(406) 633-9333

OCT. 9-11 LEWISTOWN, MT
Fergus County Fairgrounds, Weapons Collector 
Society of Montana (406) 538-5394

OCT. 9-11 WISE RIVER, MT
Wise River Community Building, Weapons Collector 
Society of Montana (406) 832-3238

OCT. 10 VANCOUVER, WA
Clark County Square Dance Center, Arms Collectors 
of Southwest Washington (360) 263-7511

OCT. 10-11 FAIRBANKS, AK
UAF Patty Center, Tanana Valley Sportsmen’s 
Association (907) 488-2884

OCT. 10-11 STILLWATER, MN
Stillwater Armory, Crocodile Productions  
(763) 754-7140

OCT. 10-11 CANBY, OR
Clackamas County Fairgrounds, Collectors West 
(800) 659-3440

OCT. 10-11 PORT ANGELES, WA
Clallam County Fairgrounds, Big Top Promotions 
(206) 753-7956

OCT. 16-18 PORTLAND, OR
Portland Metro Expo Center, Collectors West  
(800) 659-3440

OCT. 17-18 REDMOND, OR
Deschutes County Expo Center, Central Oregon 
Gun Shows (541) 610-3717

OCT. 17-18 NORTH BEND, OR
North Bend Community Center, Wes Knodel Gun 
Shows (503) 363-9564

OCT. 17-18 MONROE, WA
Evergreen State Fairgrounds, Washington Arms 
Collectors (425) 255-8410

OCT. 17-18 HASTINGS, MN
Hastings Armory, Crocodile Productions  
(763) 754-7140

OCT. 23-25 BUTTE, MT
Butte Civic Center, Sports Connection  
(406) 633-9333

OCT. 24-25 EUGENE, OR
Lane County Fairgrounds, Collectors West  
(800) 659-3440

OCT. 24-25 GRAND RAPIDS, MN
National Guard Armory Building, AC Expos  
(218) 290-0274

OCT. 24-25 MANKATO, MN
National Guard Training Center, Crocodile 
Productions (763) 754-7140

OCT. 24-25 MEDFORD, OR 
Medford Armory, Wes Knodel Gun Shows  
(503) 363-9564

OCT. 24-25 MITCHELL, SD
Davison County Fairgrounds, Dakota Territory Gun 
Collectors Association (701) 361-9215

OCT. 24-25 BREMERTON, WA
Kitsap County Fairgrounds, Big Top Promotions 
(206) 753-7956

OCT. 24-25 LYNDEN, WA
Northwest Washington Fairgrounds, Falcon Gun 
Shows (360) 202-7336

OCT. 24-25 RICHLAND, WA
Shilo Inn, Sports Connection (406) 633-9333

OCT. 25 PORTLAND, OR
Jackson Armory, Oregon Arms Collectors  
(503) 254-5986

OCT. 31 - NOV. 1 ST. PAUL, MN
Minnesota State Fair Coliseum, Minnesota Weapons 
Collectors Association (612) 721-8976

Dates and locations subject to change—contact the show before traveling. Discounted NRA membership sold through NRA 
recruiters. *Some shows may offer free admission for new membership and renewals. To become an NRA Recruiter call (703) 267-3784.

gunshowsHawaii Rifle Ass’n
Harvey Gerwig, President 
(808) 306-7194
hghawaii@gmail.com

Idaho State Rifle and Pistol Ass’n
Neill Goodfellow, President
(208) 452-0293
president@idahosrpa.org

Minnesota Rifle and Revolver Ass’n Inc.
George Minerich, President
(320) 968-6898
mrrapresident@gmail.com

Montana Rifle and Pistol Ass’n
Jamey Williams, President
(406) 868-4181
jameydan@gmail.com

North Dakota Shooting Sports Ass’n
Eric Pueppke, Executive Officer 
(701) 967-8450
Cpueppke@polarcomm.com

Oregon State Shooting Ass’n
Nelson Shew, President
(541) 409-3358
bnshew@centurylink.net

Washington State Rifle & Pistol Ass’n Inc.
   Duane Hatch, Vice President
253-853-7533
vicepresident@wsrpa.org

Wyoming State Shooting Ass’n Inc.
Mark Spungin, President
307-335-9323
mspungin@ymail.com

South Dakota Shooting Sports Ass’n
Tom Raines, President
605-428-5488
tom@sdshootingsports.org

TRAINING
Crime Prevention

NRA’s Refuse To Be A Victim® program 
provides men and women with 

common-sense crime prevention and 
personal safety strategies. To learn more 
about the program, visit refuse.nra.org. 
The most up-to-date schedule is available 
on the Internet at nrainstructors.org, by 
email at refuse@nrahq.org, or by phone at 
(800) 861-1166.

OCT. 10—VANCOUVER, WA
(Seminar)
Lawrence Good (360) 314-6687

OCT. 11—COUPEVILLE, WA
(Seminar)
Pamela White (360) 499-6508

OCTOBER—ONLINE
(Instructor Development Workshop)
Visit nraonlinetraining.org for more 
information.
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Soldiers Fare Well at Camp Perry 
National Matches 

Nearly 1,000 of the finest marks-
men in the United States jour-
neyed to Camp Perry, Ohio, this 

summer for the 2015 NRA National Rifle 
and Pistol Championships. Considered 
the “World Series of the Shooting Sports,” 
the national matches ran from July 6 to 
Aug. 14 and featured some of the oldest 

trophies in American sports. 
Military members, generally well- 

represented in any of the competitions, did 
well this year, capturing some big wins.

Here are some of the highlights from 
this year’s competitions.

The U.S. Army’s pistol team success-
fully defended its National Trophy Pistol 
title in July. Sgt. 1st Class Patrick Franks, 
of Henderson, Nev., broke three na-
tional match records, bringing home the 
Military Police Corps Trophy, the General 
Mellon Trophy and the General Patton 
Trophy. His combined score of 588-28x 
(the “x” denotes hitting an x-ring inside 
the bull’s-eye and the x scores are used 
to break ties) set a third national record 
for the match. His brother, Sgt. Ryan 
Franks, won the President’s Pistol Match, 
earning the top spot on the President’s 
100 competition. He also brought home 
the President’s Trophy with a total score 
of 392-15x. The team won with a total 
score of 1150-43x. 

“We are very proficient with the 
service pistol, and we have a lot of 
depth on that,” said Sgt. 1st Class Adam 
Sokolowski, a Yeagertown, Pa., native. 

“I was confident going into [the match], 
we would dominate. We didn’t expect to 
win everything because there are a lot of 
great shooters here, but I’m pleased with 
how it turned out.” Other team members 
were Staff Sgt. Lawrence Cleveland and 
Sgt. 1st Class Michael Gasser.

Another military man, Sgt. 1st Class 
Brandon Green, won the National High 
Power Rifle Championship, narrowly beat-
ing three-time champion Norman Houle 
2387-140x to 2380-126x. This was Green’s 
second championship. His first title came 
in 2013 after an improbable 2384-126x 
tie with Carl Bernosky. Green won that 
championship after a comparison of the 
x shots at each distance. Green’s comrade 
Sgt. 1st Class Shane Barnhart placed third 
in the competition.

Nancy Tompkins, the wife of illustri-
ous shooter Middleton Tompkins, earned 
her fifth NRA National Long Range High 
Power Rifle Championship. Her 1242-58x 
out of 1250 in the 125-shot champion-
ship is quite the score on its own, but 
it’s especially notable when dealing 
with NRA Long Range matches, which 
are shot at 800, 900 and 1,000 yards. 
While it’s always great to go home with 
a trophy, winning isn’t everything to 
Tompkins. ”It’s nice to win, but I go off 
my own performance. So if I do really 
well and don’t win, that’s OK” she said.

Sgt. 1st Class Keith Sanderson of 
the U.S. Army Reserve is the 2015 NRA 
National Pistol Champion, unseating 
defending champion Brian Zins 2655 
to 2641. Sanderson, who has served in 
both the Marine Corps and the Army, is 
a renowned sport shooter who holds an 
Olympic record and won three medals 
(gold, silver and bronze) in three World 
Cups in 2009.
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Nancy Tompkins won the High Power Rifle Cham-
pionship. The Tompkins Trophy, coincidentally, is 
so named because it was donated by her husband, 
noted shooter Middleton Tompkins, decades ago.

Shooters during the pistol competition typically 
include military men, and those with connec-
tions to the U.S. Army had a good showing this 
year, in both individual and team competitions.

During the High Power Rifle Championship at Camp Perry, Ohio, the days are long, the sun is hot, the 
wind and weather coming off Lake Erie are unpredictable, scores are close, and competitors wouldn’t 
have it any other way.



SAVE ON TRAVEL
Car Rentals with discounts for members
 Hertz  1-800-654-2200  CDP# 166609  www.Hertz.com/nra
 Avis  1-800-225-7094   AWD# A832100  www.avis.com/nra
 Budget  1-800-527-0700  BCD# Z636500  www.budget.com/nra
 Enterprise 1-800-736-8222 Customer # NRAERAC 
    www.enterprise.com/nra
 National  1-800-227-7368 Customer # 5028198  
    www.nationalcar.com/offer/nra
 Alamo 1-800-462-5266 Customer # 7015199  
    www.alamo.com/offer/nra

Hotels with discounts for members
Wyndham Hotels and Resorts, Baymont Inns, Days Inn, Howard  

Johnson, Knights Inn, Ramada, Travelodge, Wingate, Amerihost Inn, 
Super 8, Endless Vacation Rentals, Hawthorn Suites and Microtel Inns 
and Suites.    1-877-670-7088 Benefits ID 8000002713 or go 

 to www.nra.org/affiliates.aspx  for web links. 

FINANCIAL SERVICES/HOUSEHOLD SERVICES
Credit Card 
 NRA Visa 1-866-NRA-VISA offer 76376  www.nraaccounts.com/nra
Customized Checks
 NRA Check Program 1-888-331-6767  www.nracheckprogram.com
Moving and Relocation Services
 North American 800-524-5533  http://NRA.movingnavl.com
 Allied Van Lines 800-871-8864  http://NRA.movingallied.com
Identity Theft Protection 
 LifeLock 1-877-LifeLock  promo code NRA  www.lifelock.com
NRA Car Buying Service 
 www.nra.org/autos   or call 1-877-924-8287
Personal Information Privacy Protection  
 ManageURID visit www.manageurid.com/nra   or call 1-877-331-8441

SAVE ON INSURANCE
NRA Endorsed Life, Health, Property, Casualty for members and businesses
 1-877-672-3006  www.nraendorsedinsurance.com
High Limit Life–underwritten
 Insurance Central 1-800-756-6452 x9037  www.icinsure.com/nra
MetLife Auto and Home
 1-877-491-5087  www.locktonrisk.com/nrains/auto.htm

SAVE ON MEDICAL NEEDS 
NRA Hearing Benefits
 1-866-619-5889  www.NRAHearingBenefits.com
Life Line Screening
 Preventive Screening Services 1-866-651-7926  
 www.LifeLineScreening.com/NRA
Prescription Drug Discounts 
 1-855-881-5685  www.nrarx.com

         

SPECIALTY SAVINGS
NRA Wine Club
 Vinesse  1-800-331-5578  www.nrawineclub.com
Cigar Club
 NRA Cigar Club – 1-800-870-9317 www.nracigarclub.com
Travel Risk & Crisis Management
 Global Rescue – 1-800-381-9754  www.globalrescue.com/nra
NRA Outdoors Guides & Outfitter Service
 1-918-258-7817   www.nraoutdoors.com

Christmas Cards
 NRA Holiday Card Center  www.holidaycardcenter.org/nra 
Home Security & Automation
 Vivint – 844-879-4037 www.vivint.com/nra
Pet Care, Products & Solutions
 NRA for Pets  1–844–NRA PETS  www.nraforpets.com

SAVE ON NRA GEAR
The NRA Store 1-888-607-6007  www.nrastore.com 
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benefit news  |  member savings
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HIGHLIGHTED MEMBER BENEFIT OF THE MONTH

Call 1-800-LifeLock (543-3562) or visit LifeLock.com     Use promo code NRAMAG1015 to receive special NRA offer.
No one can prevent all forms of identity theft.
†Network does not cover all transactions.
*If you’re not completely satisfi ed within your 60-day money back guarantee, just call 1-800-LifeLock to receive 
a full refund of your purchase. Upon enrollment, your card will be billed automatically ($8.99mo/$98.90yr plus applicable sale tax for LifeLock Standard™ service or 
$17.99mo/$197.70yr plus applicable sales tax for LifeLock Advantage™ service or $26.99mo/$296.90yr plus applicable sales tax for LifeLock Ultimate Plus™ service.) 
Credit card will be required at enrollment. You can cancel anytime without penalty by calling 1-800-LifeLock.
**Must be an active LifeLock member for 31 days after enrollment to be eligible for the blanket offer. Promotional offer valid until December 31, 2015. Please allow up to 6-8 
weeks for delivery. Estimated retail value is $24.99. No returns. Offer is good for new LifeLock members only.

NRA members, protect your identity 
with the best™— LifeLock®.
60-day money back guarantee* + 10% OFF
LifeLock is a leading provider of proactive identity theft protection services. Since 2005, we have 
been pioneers in leveraging data and patented technology to provide threat detection, proactive 
identity alerts†, and remediation services. With nearly 4 million LifeLock members, we’re committed 
to providing NRA members some peace of mind amid the concerns of identity theft.

Premium LifeLock 
All-Season Blanket
$24.99 retail value, size is 53" x 57"

ADDED BONUS

15154_NRA_Member_BenefitofMonth_Print_Ad_FINALindd.indd   1 7/16/15   5:06 PM
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big guns

5 lbs. without a scope. It was manage-
able, but I was shocked at how much 
the mild little 7 mm-08 Rem. cartridge 
could kick! The equation is so simple: 
Double gun weight and cut recoil in 
half. So an 8-lb. 7 mm-08 will kick half 
as much as a 4-lb. 7mm-08. Neither will 
hurt you. But a 6-lb. .375 can hurt, so 
raising its weight to 9 lbs. will make 
it far more manageable. If a gun is too 
light, weight can sometimes be added 
by inletting lead into the butt and bar-
rel channel—just try to do it evenly so 
you don’t mess up the balance. Mercury 
recoil reducers, such as the Break-O, 
both add weight (they’re heavy) and 
reduce recoil through a piston effect—
they help a lot.

Muzzle brakes offer a very sound 
option, but muzzle blast is a serious 
issue. This is especially true when 
hunting dangerous game because you 

continued from p. 79
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A removable muzzle brake with a thread 
protector is a wonderful system for practicing 
(below). Just remember to check zero when 
you detach the brake. Mercury recoil reducers 
like the Break-O work well, and also add a bit 
of gun weight (bottom). A good recoil pad 
like the Pachmayr Decelerator is essential.

continued on p. 96

are almost never alone. When an animal 
is sighted, Tracker A fades to the left, 
Tracker B fades to the right, the guide—
in Africa called the professional hunter, 
or PH—sets up the shooting sticks and 
puts up his binoculars … and when you 
step forward and take the shot you blow 
out all their eardrums. Some African 
PHs won’t allow muzzle brakes in camp, 
others deal with it and roll their eyes. 
The compromise is a removable brake 
with a thread protector. Practice with 
the incredible benefit of a good muzzle 

Save space.
Save paper.

Visit www.nramemberservices.org/go-digital 
to switch to a digital subscription today.  



big guns

brake, but pad yourself up and remove 
it for one last sight-in session, and 
don’t use it in the field. After all, you’ll 
be excited, and you’ll never feel the 40 
percent increase in recoil.

I used to think I was impervious 
to recoil. I’ve shot big guns a lot, and 
despite injuries, I’ve never gotten flinchy. 
But, as Dirty Harry Callahan told us, “a 
man’s got to know his limitations.” The 
year after that .600 incident I thought 
I was pretty well healed-up, and I was 
fortunate to borrow Fletcher Jamieson’s 
famous .500 Jeffery to go in on a buffalo. 
That’s a monstrous cartridge—a 570-gr. 
bullet at high velocity—even more pow-
erful than the mighty .505 Gibbs. The 
buffalo dropped like a rock, so fast that 
PH Craigh Hamman and I thought I must 
have shot high and hit or creased the 
spine. So I shot again, no movement—
the buffalo was stoned. And good thing, 
too. As we moved forward I realized that 

my left arm was numb from shoulder to 
wrist, and I couldn’t have fired another 
shot if my life depended on it. I had 
exceeded my limit.

Always keep in mind that there are 
two figures associated with recoil: Recoil 
energy and recoil velocity. A high-
velocity cartridge hits you faster, and the 
lighter the rifle the faster (and harder) 
it hits you. A low-velocity cartridge hits 
you slower, and you can reduce both 
recoil velocity and energy with gun 
weight. Most people can learn to shoot a 
.375 of adequate weight (9 lbs. minimum 
or, better yet, 10 lbs.). A lighter, faster 
.300 will kick much the same, though 
faster. Many people can learn to shoot a 
.416. Fewer people can learn to shoot a 
.458 Lott, and relatively few can exceed 
that with consistent accuracy. The .375 
is legal for all dangerous game in the 
world, and with the great bullets we 
have today it is more adequate now than 
a century ago when it was first judged 
adequate. Bigger yields more instant 

gratification—if shot placement is 
equally good. But all guides and profes-
sional hunters throughout the world will 
tell you that it is better to place a shot 
well with a smaller caliber than to place 
it poorly with a big gun. So practice 
smart, learn well and stay within your 
limits, whatever they happen to be.

The most important takeaway is that 
moving to a new level of recoil is not an 
overnight process, and it doesn’t matter 
how experienced you are, because if you 
haven’t approached it (or broached it), 
you don’t know what your recoil limit 
is. There are numerous reasons why you 
might wish to move to a cartridge that 
has a new and unfamiliar level of recoil: 
Longer range, lighter rifle, larger game 
or just because you want to. Plan ahead 
and take it slowly. You may find it’s no 
problem, or you may find it’s wiser to 
back off. But be sure to back off before 
you go too far! 

continued from p. 95
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• 100% Satisfaction Guaranteed
• Over 25 Million Satisfi ed Customers

• 600 Stores Nationwide
• HarborFreight.com    800-423-2567

• No Hassle Return Policy
• Lifetime Warranty On All Hand Tools

SUPER
 

COUPON

SUPER
 

COUPON
SUPER

 

COUPON

SUPER
 

COUPON

SUPER
 

COUPON

SUPER
 

COUPON

LIMIT 6 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount 
or coupon or prior purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. Offer good while supplies last. 
Non-transferable. Original coupon must be presented. Valid through 1/17/16. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

LIMIT 4 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 
800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior 
purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. 
Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be 
presented. Valid through 1/17/16. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

LIMIT 4 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount 
or coupon or prior purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. Offer good while supplies last. 
Non-transferable. Original coupon must be presented. Valid through 1/17/16. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

LIMIT 5 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount 
or coupon or prior purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. Offer good while supplies last. 
Non-transferable. Original coupon must be presented. Valid through 1/17/16. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

LIMIT 5 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount 
or coupon or prior purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. Offer good while supplies last. 
Non-transferable. Original coupon must be presented. Valid through 1/17/16. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

LIMIT 8 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount 
or coupon or prior purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. Offer good while supplies last. 
Non-transferable. Original coupon must be presented. Valid through 1/17/16. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

LIMIT 3 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount 
or coupon or prior purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. Offer good while supplies last. 
Non-transferable. Original coupon must be presented. Valid through 1/17/16. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

LIMIT 5 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount 
or coupon or prior purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. Offer good while supplies last. 
Non-transferable. Original coupon must be presented. Valid through 1/17/16. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

SUPER
 

COUPON

QUALITY TOOLS AT RIDICULOUSLY LOW PRICES

HARBOR FREIGHT

LIMIT 1 - Save 20% on any one item purchased at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 
800-423-2567. *Cannot be used with other discount, coupon, gift cards, Inside Track 
Club membership, extended service plans or on any of the following: compressors, 
generators, tool storage or carts, welders, fl oor jacks, Towable Ride-On Trencher, 
Saw Mill (Item 61712/62366/67138), Predator Gas Power Items, open box items, 
in-store event or parking lot sale items. Not valid on prior purchases after 30 days 
from original purchase date with original receipt. Non-transferable. Original coupon 
must be presented. Valid through 1/17/16. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

SUPER COUPON

ANY SINGLE ITEM

20%
OFF

LIMIT 1 - Cannot be used with other discount, coupon or prior purchase. Coupon good at our 
stores, HarborFreight.com or by calling 800-423-2567. Offer good while supplies last. Shipping 
& Handling charges may apply if not picked up in-store. Non-transferable. Original coupon 
must be presented. Valid through 1/17/16. Limit one FREE GIFT coupon per customer per day.

SUPER COUPON

FREE
How Does Harbor Freight 

Sell GREAT QUALITY Tools 

at the LOWEST Prices?

We have invested millions of 
dollars in our own state-of-the-art 
quality test labs and millions more 
in our factories, so our tools will go 
toe-to-toe with the top professional 
brands. And we can sell them for 
a fraction of the price because we 
cut out the middle man and pass 
the savings on to you. It’s just that 
simple! Come visit one of our 
600 Stores Nationwide.

WITH ANY PURCHASE

SUPER
 

COUPON

SAVE 
62%

12 VOLT, 10/2/50 AMP
 BATTERY CHARGER/

ENGINE STARTER 

REG. PRICE $79 .99 
 $2999 

LOT 66783/60581/62334
60653 shown

LIMIT 5 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount 

or coupon or prior purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. Offer good while supplies last. 

Non-transferable. Original coupon must be presented. Valid through 1/17/16. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

WOW SUPER COUPON

$5999  $8999 $8999 

REG. PRICE $119.99

 RAPID PUMP® 1.5 TON 

ALUMINUM RACING JACK 

• 3-1/2 Pumps Lifts 

Most Vehicles

• Weighs 27 lbs.

SAVE
$60

 LOT  69252/68053 shown

60569/62160/62496/62516

LIMIT 4 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount 

or coupon or prior purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. Offer good while supplies last. 

Non-transferable. Original coupon must be presented. Valid through 1/17/16. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

WOW SUPER COUPON

$9999  $11999 11911999 
REG. PRICE 
$179.99

LOT  66619/ 69381/62472

60338 shown

900 PEAK/700 RUNNING WATTS 

2 HP (63 CC) 2 CYCLE

 GAS RECREATIONAL 
GENERATOR

$$9999$9999$$9999$$9999$$9999$99

 GAS RECREATIONAL 

SAVE
$80

WOW SUPER COUPON

LIMIT 3 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount 

or coupon or prior purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. Offer good while supplies last. 

Non-transferable. Original coupon must be presented. Valid through 1/17/16. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

1.51 CUBIC FT. 
SOLID STEEL 

DIGITAL 
FLOOR SAFE

LOT 61565/62678

91006 shown

$9999

 $12799 

WOWWOW

$$9999$9999$$9999$99

SAVE
$70

12799 127
REG. PRICE 
$169. 99 

LIMIT 8 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount 

or coupon or prior purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. Offer good while supplies last. 

Non-transferable. Original coupon must be presented. Valid through 1/17/16. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

WOW SUPER COUPON

 $999 

$799

 8" HUNTING KNIFE 

WITH SURVIVAL KIT 

LOT 61733 

90714 shown

$

WITH SURVIVAL KIT 

$

SAVE
60%

$999 999 99$$
REG. PRICE 
$19 .99 

$9999
REG. PRICE 
$279.99

  26", 4 DRAWER 
TOOL CART 

LOT 95659 shown

61634/61952

SAVE 
$180

• 580 lb. Capacity

WINNER
– Truckin' Magazine

 $1999 REG. PRICE 
$39 .99 

LOT   69780 
41005  shown 

 1000 LB. CAPACITY
SWING-BACK 

TRAILER JACK 
SAVE 
50%

 $14999 

 2.5 HP, 21 GALLON 
125 PSI VERTICAL 
AIR COMPRESSOR 

LOT  67847  shown

61454/61693/62803

REG. PRICE 
$219 .99 

SAVE 
$70

SAVE 
$80

8",  5 SPEED 
BENCH MOUNT

 DRILL PRESS 

 $4999 
REG. PRICE $129 .99 

LOT     62520/62390/60238 shownSAVE 
64%

 $499 
REG. PRICE 
$13 .99 

AMMO BOX

LOT 61451

$$

SAVE 
$300

REG. PRICE $599 .99 

 $29999 

12,000 LB. ELECTRIC WINCH 
WITH REMOTE CONTROL AND 

AUTOMATIC BRAKE
LOT   61256/60813

61889/ 68142 shown

 $599 
REG. PRICE 
$14 .99 

LOT  61259 /90764 shown

32 PIECE 
SCREWDRIVER SET

SAVE 
60%

7 FUNCTION 

DIGITAL 

MULTIMETER
LOT 90899 shown

98025/69096

VALUE
 $1499 
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THE BELGIAN HIGH POWER

“A” serial number pre� x. This factory-
applied pre� x refers to “Allemand” 
(German) to indicate wartime parts 
that were not manufactured to FN’s 
standards. Following the war, the 
Belgian military abandoned tangent 
sights and shoulder stocks and settled 
for pistols with � xed sights. 

Belgian military pistols supplied 
between 1946 and 1950 were factory 
marked with an “AB” pre� x and “BL” 
serial number suf� x; the abbrevia-
tions stand for “Belgian Army” in both 
French and Dutch (Armée Belge and 
Belgisch Leger). The slides were not 
engraved with a royal crest. 

During those years, the country 
was ruled by Prince Charles, who acted 
as regent. Due to his wartime betrayal, 
Leopold III was living in exile. He was 
reinstated as king in 1951, but violent 
protests broke out and he abdicated 
less than a year later. These events are 
re� ected on High Power pistols pro-
duced during that time frame. Belgium 
was expanding its armament due to 
the Korean War, and Belgian military 
High Powers manufactured in 1951 
bear a stylized crest of King Leopold 
III, while those from post-1951 bear a 
stylized crest of his son and successor, 
King Baudouin. 

Although some Belgian of� cers 
carried the High Power in Korea, most 
carried wartime surplus Colt M1911A1 
pistols. The Belgians heavily relied on 
the United States for supplies, includ-
ing ammunition.

While the Belgian military had 
adopted the High Power in 1935, it 
was not utilized in the Belgian Congo 
until 1950. The Ministry of Colonies 
purchased its own equipment and 
was not dependent on the Belgian 
army. During the war, the Belgian 

Congo refused Leopold’s surrender 
and fought along with the Allies in 
Africa. Depleted of arms after the 
war, it set a precedence of re-arming 
before the motherland, but initially 
maintained pre-war preferences. The 
FN Model 1910 remained in service 
through the 1940s. 

The Congolese High Power pistols 
were � nished in a durable black paint 
over a phosphate base coat. Barrels 
have a phosphate � nish, in contrast 
with the typical Belgian military 
pistols which were rust blued with 
barrels in-the-white. All Congolese 
arms were property marked, as theft 
was always an issue. Of� cers of the 
Force Publique (Public Force: military 
and law enforcement) were issued 
pistols with the Belgian rampant lion 
over “F.P.,” while administrators and 
others were issued pistols marked 
with the rampant lion under “C.B” 
(Congo Belge).

This relic from combat in 1940 is a High Power 
magazine pouch that stopped a German bullet, which 
destroyed both magazines.

continued from p. 83

continued on p. 103
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Reported by J. Page

CHICAGO: A local board-certified Ear, 

Nose, and Throat (ENT) physician, 

Dr. S. Cherukuri, has just shaken up the

hearing aid industry with the invention 

of a medical-grade, affordable hearing 

aid. This revolutionary hearing aid is 

designed to help millions of people 

with  hearing loss who cannot afford

—or do not wish to pay—the much 

higher cost of traditional hearing aids. 

Dr. Cherukuri knew that untreated 

hearing loss could lead to depression, 

social isolation, anxiety, and symptoms 

consistent with Alzheimer’s dementia. 

He could not understand why the 

cost for hearing aids was so high 

when the prices on so many consumer

electronics like TVs, DVD players, cell

phones and digital cameras had fallen. 

Since Medicare and most private 

insurance do not cover the costs of 

hearing aids, which traditionally run 

between $2,000-$6,000 for a pair, many 

of the doctor’s patients could not afford 

the expense. Dr. Cherukuri’s goal was to 

�ind a reasonable solution that would 

help with the most common types of 

hearing loss at an affordable price, not 

unlike the “one-size-�its-most” reading 

glasses available at drug stores.

He evaluated numerous hearing devices 

and sound amplifiers, including those 

seen on television. Without fail, almost 

all of these were found to amplify bass/

low frequencies (below 1000 Hz) and 

not useful in amplifying the frequencies 

related to the human voice.

Inspiration From a 
Surprising Source

The doctor’s inspiration to defeat the 

powers-that-be that kept inexpensive 

hearing aids out of the hands of the 

public actually came from a new cell 

phone he had just purchased. “I felt 

that if someone could devise an 

affordable device like an iPhone® for 

about $200 that could do all sorts of 

things, I could create a  hearing aid 

at a similar price.” 

Af ordable Hearing Aid 
With Superb Performance
The high cost of hearing aids is a result 

of layers of middlemen and expensive 

unnecessary features. Dr. Cherukuri 

concluded that it would be possible to 

develop a medical grade hearing aid with-

out sacri�icing the quality of components. 

The result is the MDHearingAid PRO, 

well under $200 each when buying a 

pair. It has been declared to be the 

best low-cost hearing aid that ampli�ies

the range of sounds associated with 

the human voice without overly 

amplifying background noise.

Tested By Leading 
Doctors and Audiologists
The MDHearingAid® PRO has been 

rigorously tested by leading ENT 

physicians and audiologists who have 

unanimously agreed that the sound 

quality and output in many cases 

exceeds more expensive hearing aids.

 

Chicago Doctor Invents Affordable Hearing Aid 
Outperforms Many Higher Priced Hearing Aids

• Designed by a Board-Certified Ear, Nose, and Throat (ENT) Doctor

• Doctor-Recommended, Audiologist-Tested

• Top rated hearing aid online—
thousands of satisfied customers

• Batteries Included! Comes Ready To Use

• FDA-Registered

• Save Up To 90%

• Free Shipping Available

• 100% Money-Back Guarantee

Doctors and patients agree:  

“BEST QUALITY SOUND”  

“LOWEST AFFORDABLE PRICE”

“I have been wearing hearing aids 
for over 25 years and these are the 
best  behind-the-ear aids I have 
tried. Their sound quality rivals 
that of my $3,000 custom pair of 
Phonak Xtra digital ITE.”
  —Gerald Levy

“I have a $2,000 Resound Live 
hearing aid in my left ear and the 
MDHearingAid® PRO in the right 
ear. I am not able to notice a 
signi�icant difference in sound 
quality between the two hearing 
aids.”  —Dr. May, ENT Physician

“They work so great, my mother 
says she hasn’t heard this well in 
years, even with her $2,000 
digital! It was so great to see 
the joy on her face. She is 90 
years young again.” 
 —Al Peterson

“Perhaps the best quality-to-

price ratio in the hearing aid 

industry” — Dr. Babu, M.D. 

Board-Certif ed ENT Physician

For the Lowest Price 
Call Today 

800-873-0680 

Phone Lines Open 24 Hours 

EVERY DAY 

www.MDHearingAid.com

Use Of er Code CB35 to get
FREE Batteries for a Full Year!

FREE Shipping Available
©2015

RATING

Advertisement
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Many popular options 

available, always 

adding more. Check 

website or call today!

cdiprecisiongunworks.com

941.961.3185
cdi@cdignition.com

FREE Installs With 

Purchase Of Our Parts!Remington Model 7 DBM

DETACHABLE BOX MAG CONVERSION

HAND CANNON!HAND CANNON!HAND CANNON!
THE SMALLEST, MOST POWERFUL, BEST BUILT 

PERSONAL PROTECTION YOU CAN CARRY!

Made in 
Texas by 
Texans!

www.bondarms.com

20 interchangeable barrels & 25 different 
caliber combinations available!

PERSONAL PROTECTION YOU CAN CARRY!

THe aLL neW
BACKUP
.45aCP

*Not available in MA

3 inch

2.5 inch

4.25 inch

3.5 inch

20 interchangeable barrels & 25 different 20 interchangeable barrels & 25 different 
caliber combinations available!

20 interchangeable barrels & 25 different 20 interchangeable barrels & 25 different 
caliber combinations available!

Granbury, Texas
817.573.4445

California  
version  

now 
available!

Call for 

free 
broCHUre

www.lymanproducts.com

Know Your Firearm

Outside and In

Introducing the newest 
product from Lyman®: the 

BorecamTM Digital Borescope 

with Monitor. It gives you 
access to the inner secrets 

your gun may be keeping from 
you. Images from the miniature 
digital camera can be captured 
from the display and saved to 
a memory card. Keep ahead 
of wear and damage with 

technology you can trust 
from Lyman Products.

Order today!

OFFICIALLY LICENSED

USMC Combat Fighter 
Knife and Sheath

• Combat proven design
• Stainless steel blade 
• Stacked leather handle
• U.S.M.C. leather sheath

Item #17 UC3092

Buy Now at

SEMPER FI!
u.s.m.c.

$19.99PLUS FREESHIPPING!

EXCLUSIVE OFFER!

BUDK.COM/AR15  

800-877-7140 

CARBINE UPPERS
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( 336 )  395 -8330  o r  395 -8103
jodihall@acmebulletcompany.com

www.acmebulletcompany.com

We specialize in

hard-to-f nd ammo!

( 336 )  395 -8330  o r  395 -8103(336 )  395 -8330  o r  395 -8103

7.7 Japanese, 6.5 Japanese, 303 Savage, 6.5 Carcano, 41 magnum and 32 

H&R Mag Shotshells - Most pistol caliber shot shells - Call for availability!

( 336 )  395 -8330  o r  395 -8103(336 )  395 -8330  o r  395 -8103(336 )  395 -8330  o r  395 -8103(336 )  395 -8330  o r  395 -8103SHOWROOM 
OPEN

7 DAYS
A WEEK!

Graham ,  NC
PIEDMONT

Two-year, hands-on program; financial aid 
available; approved for GI Bill benefits; P.O. 

Box 1197, Roxboro, NC  27573; (336) 599-1181
www.piedmontcc.edu

Rugged Aperture Sights
10/22, Marlin® 60 & 795, 
Mini-14®, SKS, AK 47, 

Kel-Tec SU16 and more.

www.Tech-SIGHTS.comwww.Tech-SIGHTS.com
(843)332-8222

Get 10% Of  at SimpliSafe.com/Rifl e10

Safer.
We Protect Your Home Better Than
Other Home Security Companies

In addition to award-winning 24/7 alarm 

monitoring and a faster connection to 

police — SimpliSafe has NO long-term 

contract. If we don’t instantly make your 

home feel safer, we want you to fi re us. 

You’re our boss. Not the other way around.

“The Leaf Terminator”
866.904.9071 lawnsharkusa.comlawnsharkusa.comlawnsharkusa.comlawnsharkusa.comlawnsharkusa.comlawnsharkusa.comlawnsharkusa.comlawnsharkusa.comlawnsharkusa.comlawnsharkusa.comlawnsharkusa.comlawnsharkusa.comlawnsharkusa.comlawnsharkusa.comlawnsharkusa.comlawnsharkusa.comlawnsharkusa.comlawnsharkusa.comlawnsharkusa.comlawnsharkusa.comlawnsharkusa.comlawnsharkusa.comlawnsharkusa.comlawnsharkusa.comlawnsharkusa.comlawnsharkusa.comlawnsharkusa.comlawnsharkusa.comlawnsharkusa.comlawnsharkusa.comlawnsharkusa.comlawnsharkusa.comlawnsharkusa.comlawnsharkusa.comlawnsharkusa.comlawnsharkusa.comlawnsharkusa.comlawnsharkusa.comlawnsharkusa.comlawnsharkusa.comlawnsharkusa.comlawnsharkusa.comlawnsharkusa.comlawnsharkusa.comlawnsharkusa.comlawnsharkusa.comlawnsharkusa.comlawnsharkusa.comlawnsharkusa.comlawnsharkusa.comlawnsharkusa.com

2-Stage Vac
32” Clearing Width
12:1 Reduction Rate

Self Propelled

LawnShark_24th (Aug 2015).indd   1 7/15/15   1:18 PM

 

 

 

www.accurateairguns.com

FACTORY AUTHORIZED
CROSSMAN, DAISY, BENJAMIN, 

SHERIDAN & MOST OTHERS

airguns@comcast.net • 360.656.5123

Vault Verification:

UAMRFGK1015
Offer Expires:

10/28/15

or shop online: universalcoin.com
1.800.822.4653

*Spot Price- the daily quoted market price of precious metals in bullion
form. Spot price determined solely by Universal Coin & Bullion® at time of
transaction. Please read important customer disclosures on our website
or that accompany products purchased, including arbitration agreement. 

Plus shipping & insurance • Price subject to change • Availability not guaranteed

ea. / limit 5 per household

Over Spot Price *

499.99% Pure Silver
41-Ounce Silver Bullion / Brilliant Uncirculated
4Low maximum mintage of only 1,000,000 coins
4Fourth/Final Coin in the Royal Canadian Mint Series, Birds of Prey

$300
IRA

Approved

JUST RELEASED
2015 $5 Silver Great Horned Owl2015 $5 Silver Great Horned Owl

Ask about great quantity pricing 
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The NRA Foundation, Inc (CFC #11872)
NRA Civil Rights Defense Fund (CFC #10006)

Te NRA Foundation and the NRA Civil 
Rights Defense Fund can be found in the 
National/International Unafliated Section  
of the CFC booklet.

(888) 467-2363

 Choose  
 Freedom
in the Combined Federal Campaign!

The CFC is the only campaign authorized to solicit and collect  
contributions from federal employees in the workplace on behalf  
of charitable organizations.

www.nrafoundation.org   www.nradefensefund.org
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flflflflCall for FREE DVD and Catalog! 

800-290-7948
DRlogsplitters.com

TOLL

FREE

DR® RAPIDFIRE™ FLYWHEEL LOG SPLITTER

•  So simple,flnoflhyflrafllflcflpflmpfl,flvalvefl,flpflfltonfl,flhofleflflorflflflflflflflfl
flflflfltoflleakflorflreplace.

           •  So strongflfltflflcafltflflronflflflywheelflanflflflteelflcomponentflfl
flflhowflalmofltflnoflwearflafterflflplflttflngfl500flcorflfl.

              •  So fast,flflplfltflflanythflngflaflhyflrafllflcflflplfltterflwflllflflnfl
one-flflxthflthefltflme!

SIMPLER, STRONGER, FASTER
  …than any Hydraulic Log Splitter!

flflfl Call for FREE DVD and Catalog! 
TOLL

FREE

DR® RAPIDFIRE™ 

•  So simple,flnoflhyflrafllflcflpflmpfl,flvalvefl,flpflfltonfl,flhofleflflorflflflflflflflfl
flflflfltoflleakflorflreplace.

•  So simple
flflflfltoflleakflorflreplace.flflflfltoflleakflorflreplace.

•  So simple,flnoflhyflrafllflcflpflmpfl,flvalvefl,flpflfltonfl,flhofleflflorflflflflflflflfl
flflflfltoflleakflorflreplace.flflflfltoflleakflorflreplace.

,flnoflhyflrafllflcflpflmpfl,flvalvefl,flpflfltonfl,flhofleflflorflflflflflflflfl

           •  So strong
flflhowflalmofltflnoflwearflafterflflplflttflngfl500flcorflfl.

           •  So strong
flflhowflalmofltflnoflwearflafterflflplflttflngfl500flcorflfl.flflhowflalmofltflnoflwearflafterflflplflttflngfl500flcorflfl.

           •  So strong

              •  So fast
one-flflxthflthefltflme!

              •  So fast

  …than any Hydraulic Log Splitter!

flflflfltoflleakflorflreplace.

           •  So strong

              •  So fast

LOWEST
PRICES 
EVER!

Now at Our

NEW
Models

FREE SHIPPING 1  Y E A R  T R I A L

SOMEflLIMITATIONSflAPPLY

®

Iver
Johnson Arms

Over/Under shotgun 
available in 12ga,

20ga, and .410

www.iverjohnsonarms.comPhone: (321) 636-3377

Over/Under shotgun Over/Under shotgun 
NEW! IJ600

MSRP: $540

SHOOT MORE
SPEND L ESS™

15¢ 
PER ROUND

Rimf re Ammo

3¢ PER ROUND
Airgun Ammo

vs.

Stay proficient with airguns...for less.

ObamasLastDay.com 866.325.9899

Just Can’t Wait!
TM

Obama’s Last Day

tshirts • hats • stickers
Obama countdown clock

M
ad

e 

in
 U

SA

call for free
catalog

Large 4oz Bottle $25 free shipping
Paypal or Money Order

Dustybirdshoot@aol.com • 260-409-6823

Alkanet Oil Stain
- GENUINE -

MAC • COBRAY • SWD • MPA • RPB
We Have a Complete IN STOCK Selection of

* Books * DVDs *
* Knives * Tools *

www.FTFINDUSTRIES.com

* AR15 / M16 *  
* AK-47 * Intratec *  
 * & Much More! * 

Parts • Barrels • Magazines • Accessories

Professional Gunsmith Training since 1949 
812A Ohio River Blvd., Pittsburgh, PA 15202 

(412) 766-1812 • www.pagunsmith.edu
www.pagunsmith.edu/documents/FactsAboutPGS.pdf 

LIKE GUNS?
LIKE US ON 
FACEBOOKTO
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the belgian high power

Some minor issues and variances 
exist. The Belgian Congo pistols found 
today in the United States most often 
originate from the 1964 Dragon Rouge 
and Dragon Noir operations where the 
U.S. Air Force transported Belgian para-
troopers to fight the communist-backed 
Simba rebels. Tons of arms and ammuni-
tion were loaded back onto C-130 aircraft 
in order to deny them to the rebels. 
Some Air Force personnel retained souve-
nirs, which are now prized collectibles.

Service life of the High Power 
in the Belgian military has been 
exceedingly long. Arsenals at Liège 
and Rocourt reworked pistols through 
the decades. Older pistols were often 
upgraded after FN introduced the 
external extractor and Mk. II/Mk. III 
variants with bilateral features. The 
most noticeable reworks are the guns 
refinished with gray paint. The color 
has led to the incorrect specula-
tion that this is Teflon paint for the 
Belgian navy. In fact, the paint was 
used extensively on all refurbished 
equipment and for all branches of 
the military, even Congolese guns 
shipped to Belgium for overhaul.

Amidst the gray-painted High Power 
pistols are 1,100 Inglis pistols shipped 
by Canada as part of a “Lend-Lease” 
package. These guns are early wartime 
production and were not converted to 
Inglis’ Mk. II modifications. They are 
therefore unreliable in feeding and 
extracting. The Inglis pistols were some 
of the first to be overhauled, reworked, 
painted gray and matched to two 
specific magazines. The problems with 
the Inglis pistols launched the practice 
of numbering pistol magazines. While 
the Inglis pistols were sold as surplus 
years later, the magazine numbering 
practice continued, although it no 
longer served a purpose.

These days, the High Power is still 
in service in Belgium, together with 
the FN Five-seveN pistol. The year 
2015 marks 80 years of continuous 
service in Belgium, the longest of any 
handgun model. 

For additional information on High 
Power pistols, see FN Browning Pistols, 
Side-Arms That Shaped World History, 
wetdogpublications.com.

continued from p. 98
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Many veterans today remember f rsthand the story of 

PT-109 and the heroism of John F. Kennedy, who received 

the Navy and Marine Corps Medal and the Purple Heart 
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Brilliant Uncirculated

1964 KENNEDY HALF DOLLAR

$1050

 “The Last Circulating 90% Pure Silver

Half Dollar Minted in US History!”

 Shop Online

 Over 50 years following the release of the 1964 
Kennedy Half Dollar, Universal Coin is of ering a 

limited inventory of hand-selected 1964 f rst date 
of issue, 90% pure silver Kennedy Half Dollars.  

 • Limited Availability

• No dealers please

• Plus Priority Shipping & Insurance 

• Prices Subject to Change

Please read important customer disclosures on our website or that 

accompany products purchased, including arbitration agreement. 

1.800.822.4653
 Vault Verif cation: UAMRFGK1015    Of er Expires: 10/28/15

ea.

Newly  Released Not Available in Banks

FREE

BONUS
(one per order) 

BRILLIANT UNCIRCULATED

John F. Kennedy Golden Dollar
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TECHNICAL  |  I HAVE THIS OLD GUN …

World War I started out as a 
con� ict fought with Victorian-
era arms and strategies, but 

technology soon jerked the combat-
ants abruptly into the 20th century. 
Such things as poison gas, tanks, and 
improved artillery and small arms 
turned what was expected to be a war 
lasting just a few weeks into a four-
year slugfest.

In the early months of the war, 
the French � elded troops of cavalry 
dressed in breastplates and plumed 
helmets that would not have been out 
of place back in 1815 at the Battle of 
Waterloo, but three years later they 
introduced a revolutionary arm that, 
despite its growing pains, would prove 
to be a harbinger of infantry ri� es to 
come—the gas-operated RSC Fusile 
Automatique Modele 1917.

The French had begun semi-
automatic ri� e experiments as early 
as 1894. Most examples were built 
around rimless cartridges totally 
unlike the 8x50 mm R Lebel service 
round then being issued for use in the 
Model 1886/96 “Lebel” ri� e and vari-
ous model Mannlicher-Berthiers.

French inventors continued their 
work to � nd a practical semi-automatic 
battle ri� e and eventually came up 
with an arm they felt would stir things 
up in the trenches—the RSC 1917. 
Its quasi-of� cial designation came 
from the � rst initials of the surnames 
of the three men most involved in 
its design—Ribeyrolles, Sutter and 
Chauchat. Modele 1917 components 
were fabricated at three separate sites 
and assembled at Tulle, St-Etienne 
and Chatellerault. 

Ammunition was loaded into 
the ri� e via a � ve-round en-bloc 
clip, which looked much like the 
Mannlicher-Berthier accessory but 
was less curved. To charge the piece, 

FRENCH RSC 1917 RIFLE

the shooter � rst lowered a semi-
circular magazine cover that also 
contained the follower assembly. The 
clip was inserted into a channel on 
the underside of the action and the 
cover was closed, the follower push-
ing up on the cartridges. 

Next, the bolt handle was 
pulled to the rear—cocking an 
internal hammer—and released, 
stripping off and chambering a 
cartridge. When the trigger was 
pulled and the round discharged, 
gas was tapped off from a hole in 
the bottom of the barrel 8" behind 
the muzzle; the action operating 
similarly to that of the M1 Garand. 
RSCs even utilized a rotating bolt. 
When empty, the Modele 1917’s clip 
had to be manually removed after 
opening the magazine cover.

Some 85,000 RSC 1917s were built 
and issued on a selective basis, given 
to those poilus who were deemed 
slightly higher in intelligence and 
mechanical ability than their friends 
since, from the beginning the ri� es 
were plagued with operating problems. 
The design’s gaping ejection port, for-
mative gas system, complicated main-
tenance routine and rimmed, tapered 
cartridge rendered the gun ill-suited 
for reliable semi-automatic function.

Though seeing reasonable service, 
RSC 1917s in the � eld at the time of 
the Armistice were withdrawn, and 
a good number of them (along with 
improved Model 1918s) were eventually 
made into manually operated repeat-
ers by plugging the gas vent hole, and 
then issued to reserve troops.

The RSC shown here is in excellent, 
unaltered condition, and as such is 
worth $5,000. Clips are even scarcer 
than the ri� es, and can bring a mini-
mum of $200, each.

—GARRY JAMES

Photos by Jill Marlowe

GUN: RSC FUSILE AUTOMATIQUE MODELE 1917
MANUFACTURER: MANUFACTURE D’ARMES DE TULLE 
CALIBER: 8X50 MM R LEBEL

CONDITION: NRA EXCELLENT (MODERN GUN STANDARDS)
MANUFACTURED: 1917
VALUE: $5,000



The just-released John F. Kennedy presidential dollar f gured to be among 

the most popular issues in the ongoing series of $1 coins honoring the 

nation’s chief executives, now in the ninth year of its roughly 10-year 

run. JFK was one of America’s most beloved presidents, and his 

shocking assassination ensured that his images would endure, as 

if frozen in time, in our nation’s history.

Historic Coin Portrait    The new coin design is the work of Don Everhart, a 

senior sculptor-engraver on the U.S. Mint’s roster of staf  artists.  Depicting a contempla-

tive JFK looking down and seemingly lost in thought, the image is similar to the of  cial 

portrait hanging in the White House – also capturing Kennedy in a ref ective moment, 

with his head bowed and eyes downcast.  The portrait was painted in 1970, seven years 

after the assassination, and was closely monitored by Kennedy’s widow, Jacqueline, who 

not only commissioned the artist, Aaron Shikler, but also gave him detailed instructions on 

how she wanted the president to be shown.  The portrait dif ers greatly from the presidential 

images on other White House paintings, and Everhart has acknowledged that Shikler’s work inspired 

the equally unique likeness of JFK on the coin.

A Woman’s Touch    It’s a little-known fact, but Jacqueline Kennedy, one of America’s 

favorite First Ladies, also played a role in the f nal design of the enormously popular Kennedy half 

dollar, which was f rst issued in 1964. She asked the coin’s designer, Mint Chief Engraver Gilroy 

Roberts, to modify the details of her husband’s hair - and the changes were, of course, made.  

JFK, Purple Heart & Navy SEALs    John F. Kennedy was a dif erent kind of president 

– the youngest ever elected, recipient of a Purple Heart for his heroism, creator of the Navy SEALs, 

and the f rst (and so far only) Roman Catholic, to cite four important examples.  In my opinion, such a 

president deserves a coin that likewise bears a historic design. I believe Don Everhart captured what 

Jackie and JFK would have liked, given the design of the presidential painting.  I base this on a story 

my parents told me many years ago regarding an interaction they had with Jack and Jackie Kennedy 

at a 1959 dinner in Lake Charles, Louisiana. (See Bonus Gifts) 

“As a military hero & NRA Life Member, JFK embodied

the historic traditions of the NRA and the

leadership America needs today!”
- Mike Fuljenz

President - Universal Coin & Bullion

America’s Gold Expert®

Follow Mike Fuljenz

 NRA Golden Ring of Freedom Member
America’s Gold Expert®

 NRA Golden Ring of Freedom Member NRA Golden Ring of Freedom Member NRA Golden Ring of Freedom Member 

Award-Winning Industry Leader
3 - Investment Book of the Year Awards*

7 - Best Dealer Publication Awards*

 *Numismatic Literary Guild Award Winner

 Vault Verif cation: UAMRFGK1015   •    Of er Expires: 10/28/15

Beaumont, Tx
Since 1995

 The Exclusive Precious Metals & Rare Coin Expert of NRA Publications

 SHOP ONLINE:   Award-Winning Videos & Resources    Shopping & Special Of ers    Buying, Selling, Security Tips & More

1.800.822.4653

• Just as they left the Mint  •  From original Mint rolls 

BRILLIANT UNCIRCULATED

John F. Kennedy Golden Dollar

 Historical John F. Kennedy photo &  handwritten

letter (copy) to Mike Fuljenz’s mother. 

Ask about the correction done by

the First Lady when you call.
 High-resolution digital copy, frame not 

included.  Limit 2 per household

 BONUS GIFTS

check / money order

Please read important customer disclosures on our website or that accompany 

products purchased, including arbitration agreement. Images are not to scale.

Newly  Released Not Available in Banks

$1   $11   FOR

ONLY

Availability not guaranteed  •  Price subject to change  •  No dealers please

TWO PER ORDER

$6 VALUE

0nly Democrat

President to be an

NRA Life
Member

$1 ea.  /  Call In Orders Only

Minimum Purchase 5 Coins  /  Limit 10 per household

111

FREE
Priority ShippingPriority Shipping

$6 Value


